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Abstract
In the recent years, the Geographically Dispersed Production System (GDPS) with
a number of advantages such as saving the product delivered costs (closed to the clients),
improving quality of services (short delivery time, high quality after-sales services) has
been extensively developed by many manufacturing companies to ensure their competitiveness. In operation, the GPDS faces many challenges concerning standards, regulation,
production management, and especially maintenance planning and optimization due to
the geographical dispersion of production sites. However, few studies have been developed
for maintenance strategies of GDPSs.
To face this challenge, the main objective of this thesis is to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS with consideration of dependencies between at both
component and site level (economic, geographical dependencies) and impacts of dynamic
contexts (i.e. varying deterioration rate of components, change of maintenance routes,
maintenance opportunities, etc.). In this strategy, maintenance routing and scheduling
are jointly considered in a global model. The model aims at finding an optimal maintenance and routing plan. For this purpose, a cost structure and a dependence model
jointly considering economic and geographical dependence are formulated. They are used
as a basis for the development of the global model of maintenance routing and scheduling.
In addition, to find a joint optimal maintenance and routing plan, advanced algorithms
using jointly Genetic Algorithm and Branch and Bound are proposed. Finally, a numerical study is investigated to evaluate the performance and the advantage as well as limits
of the proposed maintenance strategy.
Keywords: Geographically dispersed production systems, dynamic grouping maintenance, economic dependence, geographical dependence, maintenance routing, joint optimization, genetic algorithm.

Résumé
Ces dernières années, un nouveau type de système de production nommé système de
production géographiquement dispersé (GDPS) est prôné par de nombreuses entreprises
manufacturières internationales. Par cette vision « dispersée », il présente un certain
nombre d’avantages tels que l’économie des coûts du produit livré (puisque proche des
clients), l’amélioration de la qualité des services (délais de livraison courts, services aprèsvente de haute qualité) favorisant la pérennité et la compétitivité des entreprises dans un
contexte de compétition mondiale. Cependant l’exploitation multi-sites d’un GPDS est
confronté à de nombreux défis concernant les normes, les réglementations, la maîtrise des
flux de production, et en particulier la planification et l’optimisation de la maintenance en
raison de la dispersion géographique des sites de production. Sur ce dernier point et plus
globalement la définition d’une stratégie de maintenance adaptée au GDPS, peu d’études
ont été menées compte tenu de la jeunesse du sujet et de la complexité des GDPSs (ex.
multi-sites, multi-composants).
Cette thèse se positionne donc sur ce sujet émergeant avec comme objectif de développer une stratégie de maintenance de regroupement dynamique pour un GDPS en tenant
compte de dépendances à la fois aux niveaux composants et sites de production (dépendances économique et géographique) et des impacts des contextes dynamiques (à savoir,
taux de détérioration variable des composants, modification des itinéraires de maintenance, possibilités de maintenance, etc.) auxquels il est soumis. Dans cette stratégie, les
itinéraires de maintenance et l’ordonnancement sont considérés conjointement dans un
modèle global. Le modèle vise à trouver un plan optimal de maintenance et de routage
des ressources de maintenance. A cette fin, une structure de coûts et un modèle de dépendance qui prend en compte conjointement la dépendance économique et géographique
sont formulés. Ils servent de base à l’élaboration du modèle global de planification
et d’ordonnancement de la maintenance et du routage. De plus, pour la recherche de
la solution optimale, des algorithmes d’optimisation basés sur l’algorithme génétique et
l’algorithme Branch and Bound sont proposés. Enfin, une étude numérique est investiguée
pour évaluer la performance, les avantages et aussi les limites de la stratégie proposée.
Mots-clés: Systèmes de production géographiquement dispersés (GDPS), Regroupement
dynamique de maintenance, dépendances économique et géographique, itinéraire de maintenance, optimisation conjointe, algorithme génétique.
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General introduction
In the context of current globalization, in order to remain competitive, companies define their activities and priorities according to several factors related to their production
systems, such as flexibility, productivity and quality. Therefore, maintenance, which is
defined as "all activities necessary to restore equipment to, or keep it in, a state in which
it can perform its designated functions" [3], plays an increasingly support role. On the
one hand, it allows equipment to be sustained in good working condition and to increase
their service life. On the other hand, it also allows production to be ensured by meeting
all the expected performances such as the required time, quality and safety requirements.
In perceiving the very important role of maintenance, companies are investing more in
maintenance operations. Both the portion of maintenance cost and maintenance worker
have been increasing [4]. According to statistic, maintenance costs occupies about 15-70%
of the total production costs [5, 6]. The amount of money spent on building engineering
structures and infrastructures serving maintenance activities has been increasing continuously [7]. Another report [8] shows that the United States annually spends more than
$300 billion on maintenance and plant operations in 1990s. About 80% of this cost is
estimated to pay for chronic failures. Eliminating these failures can reduce maintenance
costs by 40% to 60%. Whereas, in the chemical industry, over 30% of the total workforce
and up to a quarter of operation cost was devoted to maintenance activities [9]. Moreover, the study [10] highlighted that maintenance budgets represent, on average, 20% of
the total plant operating budget, ranging from a few percent in light manufacturing, to
very high percentages in equipment-intensive industry (i.e. steelmaking, petrochemical,
mining industry, etc.) or in the so-called utilities sector (i.e. electrical energy, oil and gas,
etc.).
To better control budgets, the choice of maintenance strategies should be considered
carefully. The chosen strategy must be adapted to the maintenance objective (i.e. reduce
the production cost, improve the availability of the system, etc.), the characteristics of
the system (i.e. mono or multi-component, etc.) and the operating conditions of the
system (stable or dynamic). In the literature [11], a lot of studies addressed the development and optimization of maintenance strategies. The question is how to give an
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optimal maintenance decision which satisfies desired objectives (i.e. minimizing maintenance cost, maximize system availability, etc.) among many maintenance options relating
to frequency of execution, level of intervention (perfect or imperfect) [12]. As a result,
many maintenance strategies have been developed since the 1990s [7, 11, 13]. However,
these works were often limited to a class of system: single production system (or centralized system). In the recent years, with the growth of international trade, the development
of distributed control, information, and logistic technologies, many manufacturing companies pursued the goal of building a geographically dispersed production system (GDPS)
to improve their competitiveness [14]. A GDPS is a geographically dispersed production
network in which production sites are located far away from each other and subjected
to management of an administration center. The GDPSs are mainly characterized by
the following features: multi-component, multi-site, dynamic contexts and routing. Indeed, the GDPS is a multi-component and multi-site system because it is constructed by
many different production sites in which each site is composed of different subsystem and
components. Moreover, due to large-scale system constructed by many subsystems and
many production sites, the operation and maintenance of a GDPS is affected by many
operating/dynamic contexts such as changes of transportation capacity, disruptions due
to maintenance road [15, 16], etc. Another crucial feature of geographically dispersed
production network is routing. The routing is the process of selecting a route to perform
the given tasks under constraints such as vehicle capacity, time window, manpower, etc.
Normally, to perform a group of many tasks at different production sites, personnel leaves
administration center and performs sequentially all tasks of the group, then returns to
the administration center only when all tasks in the group is completed. In this case, the
routing helps managers to find the best route with the given objectives when performing
a group of tasks.
Thanks to geographical dispersion of a GDPS, enterprises can save labor cost (located
in low labor cost location) and delivered costs (closed to the clients) [14], improve quality
of service or product (short delivery time, high quality after-sales activities, fresh foods
in case of food industry). Especially, this type of production system judged to be sustainability in manufacturing [17] because its dispersed production can help to reduce risks
of disruption in manufacturing and production distribution [18]. Although the GDPSs
have many advantages, in real applications, they have to face many challenges concerning standards, regulation, production management, and especially, maintenance planning
and optimization due to the geographical dispersion of production sites [19]. Thus, in the
framework of maintenance planning and optimization, the main challenge addressed by
this PhD is:
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How to extend conventional maintenance strategies for GDPSs in considering its
features in terms of multi-component, multi-site, dynamic contexts and routing?
According to this challenge and by considering the specific features of the GDPS, new
scientific issues are necessary to be attacked.
Firstly, in the framework of maintenance optimization, the dependencies between components have important impacts on the performance of maintenance planning and need
to be considered in the maintenance modelling and optimization [11, 20]. Due to multicomponent and multi-site system, the GDPS promotes dependencies between components
and between sites. In practice, the dependencies between components are classically classified in three main types as in [11, 20, 21]: structural dependence (i.e. maintenance of
a failed component implies maintenance of working components or, at least, dismantling
them); stochastic dependence (i.e the condition of components influences the life distribution of other components) and economic dependence (i.e the cost of joint maintenance
of a group of components does not equal the total cost of individual maintenance of these
components). In addition, due to geographical dispersion of GDPSs, another dependence,
called geographical dependence, exists if the total distance/time of a joint maintenance
a group of several components is smaller than the total distance/time of individual component. Geographical dependence is mentioned that grouping maintenance activities can
not only save transportation cost but also reduce travel time thanks to reduction of travel
distance. Whereas, economic dependence only considers economic profit when grouping
maintenance activities. From the economic aspect, geographical dependence is a special
type of economic dependence. However, it is not true when considering travel time aspect.
For GDPSs, economic and geographical dependencies are two of the most important dependencies considered widely in development of maintenance strategy [22–27]. However,
several studies investigated either economic or geographical dependence. Others investigated separate consideration of these dependencies. It means that interaction between
economic and geographical dependencies is not counted. For these reasons, the first scientific issue is here "How to formulate a dependence model for a GDPS in which
economic and geographical dependencies are jointly considered?" (scientific
issue 1 ).
Secondly, the main issue, we want to attack, is relating to maintenance approaches for
the development of maintenance strategies within GDPSs. In practice, a large number
of maintenance approaches have been introduced, developed and successfully applied to
multi-component systems considering several types of dependencies in literature [1, 20].
Among existing maintenance approaches, dynamic grouping maintenance approach initially proposed in [28] seems to be an efficient one since it can take into account several
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kinds of dependencies between components and easily update the maintenance planing in
dynamic contexts (varying deterioration rate of components, maintenance opportunities,
etc.) [29]. However, in the literature this approach is usually investigated for centralized
system where geographical dependence does not exist. Therefore, the existing approaches
cannot be directly applied for the maintenance strategies of a GDPS because they are
inefficient due to omission of geographical dependence. In addition, a GDPS is seen as
a large-scale system impacted by many dynamic contexts compared to a centralized system. Therefore, updating maintenance plan under impacts of dynamic contexts is really
necessary in order that a current maintenance plan is an optimal one always. For these
reasons, the scientific issue is here "How to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for GDPS with consideration of the economic, geographical
dependencies and the impacts of dynamic contexts?" (scientific issue 2 ).
The third issue, we want to attack, is to develop economic profit models supporting
maintenance optimization for a GDPS. In fact, to address difficulties related to features of
GDPSs (multi-site, routing), many researchers investigated maintenance routing problem
in their studies. These studies focus on formulating a maintenance routing model that
supports to find an optimal route (see for instance [25,30,31]). In these models proposed,
the maintenance schedule is usually considered as a constraint rather than the second
optimization objective. In practice, simultaneously considering both maintenance routing
and scheduling makes global maintenance model become more complex because these
processes interact together in establishing maintenance strategy. For this reason, few
studies have mentioned to formulate economic profit models of maintenance routing and
scheduling. Therefore, the third scientific issue is "How to formulate economic profit
models of maintenance scheduling and routing in GDPS context?" (scientific
issue 3).
Finally, another issue relates to maintenance optimization methods/algorithms for
maintenance strategies in GPDS context. From economic point of view, maintenance
optimization can be understood as optimization of maintenance planning with minimum
maintenance cost [11]. For centralized systems, maintenance optimization process tries
to find the best maintenance schedule of components so that total maintenance cost is
minimum. In the literature, many optimization methods/algorithms have been developed
to support maintenance optimization for centralized systems such as analytical methods,
exact algorithms, heuristic algorithm [32, 33],etc. However, these existing algorithms,
developed for maintenance optimization within centralized systems, cannot be directly
applied for GDPSs due to difficulties related to their geographical dispersion (multi-site).
Indeed, to perform joint maintenance of several components located at different sites,
maintenance team travels from the maintenance center to all production sites containing
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maintained components and returns to the maintenance center only when maintenance activities are completed. By that way, maintenance routing is as important as maintenance
scheduling. Therefore, developing optimization algorithm for maintenance optimization
in GDPS context should consider both maintenance planning and routing. For this reason, the last scientific issue is "How to develop advanced algorithms to support
maintenance optimization for GDPS in considering maintenance planning and
routing?"(scientific issue 4 ).
To face with all these issues in the way to support the maintenance challenge of
a GDPS, we defend in this PhD work a global contribution on "A dynamic grouping
maintenance strategy for a geographically dispersed production system."
To proceed the defense, we formulate four scientific contributions based on the four
scientific issues mentioned:
• Formulating a dependence model of economic and geographical dependencies for a GDPS (contribution 1 ).
• Developing a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS with
consideration of economic, geographical dependence and impacts of dynamic contexts (contribution 2 ).
• Formulating economic profit models of maintenance scheduling and routing (contribution 3 ).
• Developing an advanced algorithm using Genetic Algorithm and Branch
and Bound method to solve maintenance optimization problem for the
grouping maintenance strategy in GDPS context (contribution 4 ).
According to these main contributions, the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces an overview about geographically dispersed production systems
(GDPSs) and their maintenance. First, we explore the definition and general characteristics of the geographical dispersed production systems. Then, we mention several factors
impacting on maintenance for such systems. Through this introduction, research questions related to difficulties in establishing maintenance strategies for GDPSs are given.
Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature relevant to previous research questions
including aspects on: dependence modelling, grouping maintenance strategies, maintenance routing and scheduling problem, and maintenance optimization methods. Through
the state of art on these aspects, the four scientific issues related to these aspects are
drawn.
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In link to the first scientific issue, Chapter 3 is devoted to formulate a dependence
model for a GDPS taking into account economic and geographical dependencies. In this
dependence model, the reduction of transportation cost due to geographical dependence
coupled with the reduction of preparation cost due to economic dependence make total
maintenance cost decreasing significantly when several components are jointly maintained.
In link to the second scientific issue, Chapter 4 is devoted to develop a dynamic
grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS with consideration of economic, geographical dependence and impacts of dynamic contexts. In this strategy, components of the
system are maintained preventively and jointly to take cost saving of preparation (economic dependence) and transportation (geographical dependence) instead of performing
separately. In addition, the maintenance strategy allows updating the optimal solution
when the dynamic contexts (change of vehicle capacity, change of maintenance routes,etc.)
occur.
In link to the third scientific issue, Chapter 5 is devoted to formulate economic profit
models of maintenance scheduling and routing. In framework of grouping maintenance
for GDPSs, to do preventive maintenance of a group of several components, maintenance
team can follow different maintenance routes/itineraries to maintain these components
before turning back to maintenance center when all maintenance activities are completed.
Different maintenance itineraries lead to different maintenance schedule and different
maintenance cost due to impacts of travel distance and travel time. In addition, maintenance routing depends on allocation of maintenance resources (i.e repairman, vehicle,
etc.). Therefore, maintenance routing impacts considerably to formulate the economic
profit models. It is reasonable that economic profit models in considering both of maintenance routing and scheduling is developed in this chapter.
In link to the last scientific issue, Chapter 6 is devoted to develop an advanced algorithm aiming to optimize maintenance planning. For this purpose, an advanced algorithm
using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Branch and Bound method (BAB),named GAB, is
investigated. This algorithm does not require to find a strictly optimal solution, however
it has to ensure that: (i) it can integrate many constraints and dynamic context easily;
(ii) it can reduce and adjust computational time.
In Chapter 7, the numerical study are done to evaluate the proposed maintenance
strategy.
Finally, general conclusions and perspectives are drawn from our works.
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Chapter 1
Overview about geographically
dispersed production systems and
their maintenance
1.1

Introduction

In the framework of maintenance for production systems, initially, most of studies deal
with maintenance strategies for centralized production systems whose labor and equipment are completely located in a certain geographic area. Nevertheless, with development
of distributed control, information and logistic technologies, production systems have also
changed to improve competition level and meet customer’s demand. Particularly, to adapt
to geographical dispersion of customers, a new model of production system, named geographically dispersed production system (GDPS), has emerged [14]. On the one hand,
the GDPS brings many competitive advantages such as saving the product delivered costs
(closed to the clients), improving quality of services (short delivery time, high quality aftersales services) or products (fresh foods in case of the food industry),etc. On the other
hand, it has to face many challenges concerning standards, regulation, production management, and especially, maintenance planning and optimization [19]. The consideration
of the GDPS challenges and mainly those related to its maintenance opens new scientific
issues. In this way, this chapter provides an overview about geographically dispersed
production systems and several important problems related to their maintenance.
In consistency with this global objective, Section 1.2 presents a general introduction of
a GDPS. This section focuses on clarifying what is a GDPS, and then its characteristics.
Section 1.3 is devoted to discuss several issues related to maintenance for a GDPS. From
analysis of these aspects on GDPS, four research questions are introduced.
1
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1.2
1.2.1

Geographically dispersed production system (GDPS)
Background on a GDPS

For improving competitive ability, the manufacturing companies always seek and change
their production models to adapt them to market. In particular, to adapt to geographical
dispersion of customers, a manufacturing system, named geographically dispersed production system (GDPS), is emerged. Before mentioning the GDPS concept, we should define
what is production system. According to system theory [34], a system is an organized
collection of personnel, machines, and methods required to accomplish a set of specific
actions. Whereas, production is the process of creating goods through a combination of
material, work, and capital [35]. Thus, we can understand that production system is as a
collection of integrated machines and personnel whose function is to perform one or more
processing and/or assembly operations on a raw material. A set of operations performed
on material which brings them closer to the desired final form [35]. From that, concepts
of distributed manufacturing system is given in [36]. Distributed manufacturing system
is a form of decentralized manufacturing system built by a network of geographically dispersed manufacturing facilities that are coordinated by using information technology. To
emphasize the role of geographical dispersion of production sites (factories, plants and
workshops) in distributed manufacturing system, a new concept, geographical dispersed
production system (GDPS), is defined. The GDPS is a distributed manufacturing system
in which production sites are located far apart from each others. The production sites
have to be connected and subjected to management of an administration center while
between production sites can exist connections or not, it depends on structure of each
system. The production sites are subsystems constructed by multiple components. The
architecture of GDPSs is shown in Figure 1.1. Because production sites are far away from
each other, operation and maintenance of the GDPS are significantly affected by factors
such as travel time and travel distance. There are some confusion between concept of
GDPS, DS (distributed system) and GDS (geographical distributed system). DS and
GDS are wider concept than GDPS. In these systems, the distributed objects are not
only physical entities (factories, workshops, production sites) but also technologies (distributed computing system, distributed information system [37](see in Figure 1.2). For a
GDPS, only physical entities of production system are considered.
Thanks to geographical dispersion of a GDPS, enterprises can save labor cost (located
in low labor cost location) and delivered costs (closed to the clients) [14], improve quality
of service or product (short delivery time, high quality after-sales activities, fresh foods
in case of food industry). Especially, this type of production system is judged to be sustainable in manufacturing [17] because it avoids negative environmental impacts (reduce
2
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Administration center
Production site
Production site
Production site
Marketplace
Marketplace
Marketplace

Figure 1.1: The architecture of GDPSs

Figure 1.2: The architecture of a distributed computing system
energy consumption in goods transportation) [18] as well as reduces risks of disruption
in manufacturing and production distribution. Imagines that when disruption occurs at
a production site due to extreme weather, tornado, floods, earthquake, and other unforeseen circumstances, other sites still operate normally because they are not in the sphere
of influence. As a result, products are always supplied to customer in any cases. Due to
the mentioned advantages in above, the GDPS model is applied by many large corporations. For example, Honda corporation has built five engine production bases located at
five countries: Japan, China, Thai, Italia and USA. The five divisions are managed by
Kumamoto headquarter located at Ozu-machi, Kikuchi-gun, Japan (Figure 1.3). With
the distributed manufacturing operation, Honda corporation saves costs for transport logistic, limits negative environmental effects as well as improve quality of their service and
product, meet the customer’s demand in a better way 1 . The study in [38] also shows
1

https://engines.honda.com/oem-resources/manufacturing-locations
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that distributed mini-factory networks are trend in future. This paper mentioned applications of the GDPS model for furniture company, glass production company and tires
manufacturing company.

Figure 1.3: Geographically dispersed production model of Honda corporation1

1.2.2

Main characteristics of a GDPS

Differing of the centralized production system (CPS) whose labor and equipment are completely located at a certain geographic area, a GDPS is constructed by many production
facilities/ sites located far apart each other. Its properties therefore is more complex than
CPS system. The main characteristics of a GDPS can be identified as follows:
• Multi-component: a GDPS is constructed by many different production sites. Each
production site is composed of different subsystems and components which may
depend on each others. These dependencies are classically classified by three main
types as in [11, 39, 40]: structural dependence, stochastic dependence and economic
dependence. Structural dependence means that the dismantling of a component
4
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has to force to dismantle one or many others. Stochastic dependence means that
the deterioration or failure of a component influences the lifetime distribution of
other components. Economic dependence implies that the cost of joint execution of
missions does not equal the total cost of individual execution of these missions.
• Multi-site: According to above definition, a GDPS is a set of production sites located geographically at different places. Thus, a GDPS can be seen as a multi-site
system where distance plays an important role in operation and maintenance. Due
to this characteristic, normally missions at different sites are jointly performed to
reduce travel distance/time. For instance, operators daily transport employees from
mainland bases to offshore oil platforms in an adequate itinerary to reduce travel
distance [41]. It is depicted as geographical dependence which exists if the total distance/time of a joint execution of missions is not equal to the total distance/time
of separate execution of these missions [42].
• Dynamic contexts: A system in operation is usually impacted by dynamic contexts.
These contexts can come from internal and external factors of system. Dynamic
contexts are related to uncertainties associated with the operations and degradation
processes. Sources of uncertainty include degradation processes of the working components, unpredictable transportation interruptions/delays, changing environmental
parameters, unreliable parametric estimations, etc. The operation and maintenance
(O&M) decisions are made based on consideration of these contexts.
• Routing: The routing supports the process of selecting a route to perform the given
tasks under constraints such as vehicle capacity, time window, manpower, etc. As
an example, Petrobras, a Brazil company, manages about 80 offshore oil platforms2 .
It transports approximately 1,900 employees daily between these platforms from
mainland bases, using more than 40 helicopters that vary in capacity, operating
costs, and performance characteristics [41]. Each day, flight planners must select
the helicopter routes and schedules that satisfy passenger demands. In this case,
the routing helps managers to generate optimized flight plans that meet operational
guidelines, improve travel safety, and minimize operating costs. Another example,
when a factory does not produce enough products to supply its market or stops
production because of failures, other factories will produce more to supplement this
shortage. In this case, routing helps managers find an optimal route with the lowest
cost to transport products from operating factories to the shortage area [17].
2

http://www.petrobras.com.br/en/
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1.3

Maintenance for GDPSs

The aim of this section is to show some important aspects on establishing maintenance
strategies for a GDPS like maintenance architecture, dependencies between components
and between sites, maintenance strategies, mathematical models of maintenance routing
and scheduling problem, and maintenance optimization methods. Based on the analysis
of these aspects, the research questions are identified.

1.3.1

Architectures and influence factors

In relation to above GDPS features, the preventive maintenance of a GDPS can lead
generally to three types of architecture [43] (Figure 1.4) which we name local, centralized
and hybrid maintenance architecture. Local maintenance architecture (architecture 1) is
defined as maintenance system in which each production site is completely maintained
by its local maintenance center without supporting external resources. In the contrast,
in centralized maintenance architecture (architecture 2), the spare parts and repairman
are centralized at a global maintenance center (GMC) and are transported from GMC
to maintenance sites when required. The last one, a hybrid maintenance architecture
(architecture 3), is combination of the two previous types (1 and 2). This architecture is
constituted by two parts.
1. Global maintenance center (GMC) consists of expensive spare parts and high-tech
labor serving major maintenance activities. Maintenance center is responsible for
maintaining several essential components at all production sites.
2. Local maintenance center (LMC) composed of common spare parts and labor at
production sites performing medium and minor maintenance activities.

Local maintenance model
(architecture 1)

Centralized maintenance model
(architecture 2)

Hybrid maintenance model
(architecture 3)

Figure 1.4: Maintenance architectures of a GDPS
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Depending on different objectives of managers, one of these architectures is constructed
to develop maintenance strategies for GDPSs. In fact, each type of architecture has cons
and pros. In the architecture 1, each production site seems to be an independent entity
with others. Hence, maintenance strategies of whole system can be combination of individual maintenance strategies of production sites. This architecture ensures that a production site is restored as soon as possible when failures occur because a local maintenance
center is near to the production site. It also means that downtime duration is as minimal
as possible, therefore, we can minimize production loss cost. However, storing a lot of
expensive spare parts and high-tech repairman for major or special replacements during
long time can cause a waste of money and time because these replacements rarely occur.
In contrast, the architecture 2 can solve these limitations thanks to sharing maintenance
resource (spare parts, repairman, etc). More precisely, the spare parts and repairman
are centralized at a global maintenance center (GMC) and are transported from GMC
to maintenance sites when required. The operators only store a small amount of spare
part and repairman at GMC to perform maintenance activities by sharing these resources
instead of keeping the identical resources at each sites. By that way, inventory cost is
reduced significantly. In addition, investment cost of facilities can reduce because we only
build a global maintenance center. However, centralizing all maintenance resources at a
location can lead to increase downtime duration and downtime cost due to transportation
issues of maintenance resources. The architecture 3 considering both local and global
maintenance is a way to ease the disadvantages of architecture 1 and 2. However, this
architecture increases investment costs because there are too much maintenance centers
to be constructed. It also complicates the process of establishing maintenance strategies because too many constraints and parameters must be considered. In addition, it
is not completely relevant for all cases, especially production systems obliged to have
only one maintenance center serving maintenance activities for all sites such as offshore
wind farm, oil offshore platform,etc . In these cases, centralized maintenance architecture
(architecture 2) is applied.
Indeed, maintenance architecture for a geographically dispersed system of hydro power
plants is a typical example (see Figure 1.5). This system consists of many plants located
far apart each other. Each plant is constructed by many components such as rotor, stator, generator shaft,etc. Considering centralized maintenance architecture on preventive
maintenance of such system can reduce inventory cost, investment cost of facilities as well
as take advantages on the allocation of maintenance resource. Thus, this architecture
could be an appropriate choice in the GDPS context.
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Global Maintenance center

Hydro power
plant 1

Hydro power
plant 3
Hydro power
plant 2

Figure 1.5: Centralized maintenance architecture on preventive maintenance of hydro
power plants

In our PhD work, we used architecture 2 for preventive maintenance in GDPS
context. It allows to establish preventive maintenance plan for components located at
production sites around a GMC.
In this way, the centralized maintenance for a GDPS is defined as a maintenance approach based on the sharing of common maintenance resources (spare parts, maintenance
team,etc.) of a GMC to perform maintenance tasks for a production system composed
of several production sites dispersed in a geographical area where the distances are important. To perform the centralized maintenance in the frame of a GDPS, the following
aspects are considered [44]:
• Spare parts: Spare parts are "items intended to replace failed or degraded components " [45]. Spare parts are an indispensable item of any replacement task in
maintenance. The quality, quantity, availability of spare parts impact maintenance
planning significantly. For centralized maintenance of a GDPS, spare parts are
transported from a GMC to production sites when required. In our study, it is
assumed that
Assumption 1: Spare parts are always adequate and available to be used for
maintenance tasks.
• Maintenance routing: For centralized maintenance of a GDPS, to perform maintenance activities, the maintenance team and spare parts have to be transported from
the GMC to the maintenance site. There are two ways to perform maintenance
tasks. First way, maintenance team can travel from the maintenance center to the
8
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maintenance site where the component is located on, and then come back to the
maintenance center when the maintenance is completed. Other one, to perform
a group of maintenance tasks at different sites, maintenance team replaces sequentially all components of the group following a specific maintenance route and returns
to the maintenance center only when these components are maintained completely.
In fact, the second way should be usually considered in maintenance strategies for
a GDPS because travel distance/travel time is significantly saved.
• Maintenance team/repairman (number and skill): It is one of factors directly impacting on establishing maintenance strategies [46]. Maintenance team is usually
considered under two aspects: number and skill. Indeed, depending on type and
level of failures, operators decide the number of worker required for maintenance
tasks. The shortage of workers can make maintenance duration become longer or
even not perform maintenance operations [47]. In addition, skill levels of repairman
also play an important role in guarantee of the success of maintenance tasks [48].
As an example, in a system, each component requires a kind of repairman with
different skill levels. Repairing component 1 requires repairman possessing electric
skill ; repairing component 2 requires repairman possessing electric and electronic
skill; repairing component 3 requires repairman possessing electric, electronic and
mechanical skill, etc. Thus, skill of repairman can be divided into different levels. For example, level 1 can repair electric failures; level 2 can repair electric and
electronic failures; level 3 can repair electric, electronic and mechanical failures, etc.
The higher level of repairman can repair components requiring lower level. It should
be noted that the repair cost depends on skill levels of repairman. It means that the
higher skill level of repairman is required, the higher repair cost is paid. When performing individual maintenance, the lowest level of repairman is required to ensure
the minimum repair cost. In the contrast, when performing joint maintenance of a
group of several components, the highest level of repairman of the group is required
to guarantee the success of all maintenance tasks. In our study, it is assumed that
Assumption 2 : One maintenance team is available to perform any maintenance
tasks. The maintenance team is a set of many repairman. The number of repairman
is always adequate to develop any maintenance task. The skill of repairman is
divided into three levels. When performing joint maintenance of a group of several
components, the highest level of repairman of the group is required to guarantee
the success of all maintenance tasks.
• Vehicle fleet/Van: To transport repairman and spare parts from a GMC to maintenance sites, a fleet of vehicle including car, truck, crane, etc is a necessity. The size
9
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of the fleet depends on the scale of maintenance activities. In some cases, investing purchase of specialized means to transport a special component is unnecessary.
When requiring a specialized means, we can rent them to reduce cost of investment.
In our study, it is assumed that
Assumption 3 : Vehicle is always adequate and available to develop any maintenance task.
In this thesis, the architecture 2 is used to develop preventive maintenance strategy
for a GDPS. In addition, the influence factors and their assumptions as mentioned above
are considered on establishing maintenance strategy for a GDPS.

1.3.2

Consideration of dependencies on maintenance for GDPSs

As known, a GDPS is a form of multi-component and multi-site system so that it has
characteristic of multi-component system. In any multi-component systems, interactions/dependencies between components always exist. In the framework of maintenance,
these interactions/dependencies have to be considered due to their great impacts in maintenance planning. Dependencies between components can be classified into three different
types (economic, stochastic and structural dependence) [39, 42]:
1. Economic dependence: The maintenance cost structure has inter-dependencies between components. As a result, the maintenance cost of a group of several components is not equal to total cost of individual maintenance of these components. For
this type, we distinguish two following cases:
• Positive economic dependence: It implies that the cost of joint maintenance of
a group of several components is less than the total cost of individual maintenance of these components. This dependence is often modeled as a setup
cost that needs to be paid one time if maintenance is performed for a group of
components. It means that if setup cost of component is a fixed cost S, we only
have to pay a fixed cost S when a group including n components is maintained.
The saving setup cost is equal to (n − 1)S. Normally, this dependence appears
in grouping maintenance strategy [47].
• Negative economic dependence: This one occurs when maintaining components
simultaneously is more expensive than maintaining components individually.
According to [11], such negative economic dependence can be present in systems
with manpower restrictions, safety requirements, or production-loss, which is
usually incorporated by imposing restrictions in the maintenance model. For
example, this type of economic dependence refers to [28]. The authors give
10
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an example of the maintenance of blast furnaces. The disturbance due to
maintenance is substantially more, the more furnaces that are out of operation.
That is, the cost of overhauling the furnaces increases more than linearly with
the number of furnaces out of action.
2. Stochastic dependence: It means that the deterioration or failure of components influences the lifetime distribution of other components. In other words, the behavior
of one component depends on the behavior of others. This type of dependence occur
in two difference ways. Firstly, the failure of one component can lead to an immediate increase of the deterioration level of other components or even an immediate
failure of these components. Secondly, working components have to operate harder
to compensate for the shortcomings caused by failure components, therefore, their
deterioration increase more fast.
3. Structural dependence: It concerns the structural, static relationships between different components. Originally, structural dependence focus on the situation where
the replacement of a certain component requires the dismantling or replacement of
other components. The physical structure is well known as series, parallel, seriesparallel, k-of-N [11]. However, more situations exist that components are not dependent through the physical structure of the system. As an example, the tires of
an airplane are always replaced jointly to ensure that their thickness is always the
same. This type is mentioned as technical dependence [21].
Recently, a new type of dependence, called geographical dependence, appears [49]. This
dependence exists if the total distance/time of a joint maintenance a group of several
components is not equal to the total distance/time of individual maintenance of these
components. This type of dependence may impact on the maintenance planning and/or
total maintenance cost. This is specially true when only one maintenance team located
far from production sites is responsible for performing the maintenance of different sites.
In fact, no much studies have investigated this dependence for GDPSs [23,27] .Therefore,
the consideration of the geographical dependence of GDPSs to implement its maintenance
opens a new scientific issue.
The dependencies between sites and between components have important impacts on
the performance of a maintenance planning. In fact, many papers ( [22–27]) consider
these dependencies on development of maintenance strategies for GDPS. However, considering all dependencies in establishing maintenance strategies is impossible because it
make maintenance model too complex. Therefore, the maintenance strategies should only
consider a few dependencies in their establishment. This raises the following questions:
11
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"What kind of the most impacted dependencies exist in a GDPS? How to
model and formulate these dependencies?" (RQ 1).

1.3.3

Maintenance strategies for GDPSs

To better control budgets, the choice of maintenance strategies is a great importance.
There are many ways to classify maintenance strategies thanks to differently desired
objectives. Depending on the nature of performing maintenance activities, we can distinguish types of maintenance strategies: individual maintenance strategy and grouping
maintenance strategy [1].
• Individual maintenance strategy: In this type, each component is maintained independently with each others. To optimize maintenance execution date of a component, we can apply time-based maintenance or condition-based maintenance policy.
For the time-based maintenance policy, it is built on life time distribution of components. This policy is widely applied in industries because it is relatively easy
to be implemented and can only rely on the long-term statistical behavior of the
degradation processes of components and personnel’s experience [13]. Normally, the
maintenance cycle time of a component can be determined by this policy. Whereas,
condition-based maintenance policy is built on information of the health condition of
the components thanks to monitoring the actual condition of the component/system.
Condition based maintenance policy takes into account the relatively accurate current state of the components. A component is maintained when its status overcomes
a limitation threshold [50].
• Grouping maintenance strategy: It is a strategy based on joint maintenance of several components to save preparation/setup cost, time or take advantages of maintenance opportunities [20]. In fact, maintenance execution time of components
provided by this strategy usually differ to their maintenance cycle time, therefore a
penalty cost is incurred due to the shift of the maintenance time. However, normally
this penalty cost is less than economic profit thanks to grouping maintenance. The
grouping maintenance strategy can be categorized in following: stationary grouping
maintenance strategy and dynamic grouping maintenance strategy. This classification is based on how dynamic contexts are considered on the grouping maintenance
strategies [40]. Dynamic contexts have uncertainties associated with the operations and degradation processes. Dynamic contexts considered in a GDPS can be
degradation processes of the working components, unpredictable transportation interruptions/delays, changing transportation capacity,etc.
12
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– Stationary grouping maintenance strategy: Grouping maintenance decisions
do not take into account the dynamic contexts that is only known on a shortterm horizon. This strategy usually outlines a maintenance plan that does not
change over the life of the system.
– Dynamic grouping maintenance strategy: Grouping maintenance decisions can
take into account the dynamic contexts. The maintenance plans provided by
this strategy can be updated when the dynamic contexts occur on the planning
horizon.
For the stationary grouping maintenance strategy, maintenance models are often
less complicated than those of dynamic one. In addition, the management and organization of maintenance actions of a stationary grouping maintenance strategy are
simpler too. However, the stationary grouping maintenance strategy is evaluated
less flexible than the dynamic one because maintenance plan cannot be updated
when a dynamic context occurs. Therefore, for systems impacted mainly with dynamic contexts, the dynamic grouping maintenance strategy is usually chosen.
In practice, for a multi-component system, grouping maintenance strategies are widely
applied to aim reduction of maintenance cost thanks to the save of preparation cost
[1, 29, 51]. Applying this one into a GDPS is absolutely appropriate because grouping
maintenance for such system not only saves setup cost but also transportation cost. However, developing a grouping maintenance strategy for GDPSs faces many difficulties related to interaction/dependencies between components and sites, impacts of dynamic
contexts on maintenance planning. In that way, raising question is: ’"How to extend
grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS taking into account the dependencies and impacts of dynamic contexts?" (RQ 2).

1.3.4

Mathematical models for maintenance routing and scheduling

In order to increase competitive ability, one of companies’s aims is to minimize maintenance cost. Thus, maintenance strategies usually focus on finding an optimal maintenance
schedule with the lowest cost. To do this, maintenance scheduling models, supporting to
find optimal maintenance execution dates of components, has been usually formulated [39].
However, for a GDPS, maintenance problem becomes more complex due to its geographical dispersion. Establishing a maintenance strategy for a GDPS not only depends on
maintenance scheduling but also maintenance routing. It is specially true with centralized maintenance architecture that one global maintenance center is in charge to perform
13
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maintenance tasks for different production sites located around. Obviously, to do joint
maintenance of several components located at different sites, maintenance team has to
travel from the GMC to all production sites containing maintained components and returns to the maintenance center only when maintenance activities is completed. In that
case, many papers [25, 30, 31] formulated maintenance routing models to support maintenance optimization for GDPSs. However, these model are inefficient because maintenance
scheduling is ignored. For this reason, raising questions are: "Which is a maintenance
routing and scheduling approach that is appropriate for a GDPS? How to
formulate mathematical models representing this approach?" (RQ 3).

1.3.5

Maintenance optimization methods

Maintenance optimization is defined as an approach that aim to find optimal maintenance solutions with possible objectives including minimization of the maintenance cost,
or maximization of the system availability and reliability [33]. Maintenance optimization for a maintenance strategy can be understood as optimization of maintenance planning [11]. In the framework of maintenance optimization, for centralized systems, many
optimization methods are used such as analytical methods, exact algorithms, heuristic
algorithm [32, 33],etc. However, these methods/algorithms cannot directly be applied
to solve the grouping maintenance optimization problems for GDPSs due to difficulties
related to maintenance routing. Indeed, the maintenance optimization for GDPSs not
only relates to maintenance scheduling but also maintenance routing. Therefore, optimization algorithms/methods should try to simultaneously solve optimization problem of
maintenance planning and routing. This raises the following question "What kind of
methods/algorithms should be developed for maintenance optimization of a
GDPS in joint consideration of maintenance planning and routing?" (RQ 4).

1.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we provided an overview about GDPSs, their characteristics and several
issues related to their maintenance planning and optimization. A GDPS is a production
system which the production is done over a number of production sites geographically
located far apart from each other. A typical GDPS is mainly characterized by four
properties: multi-components, multi-sites, dynamic contexts and routing. These characteristics are usually considered in majority of development of maintenance strategies for
GDPSs. Related to preventive maintenance for GDPSs, in the framework of our research,
the centralized maintenance system where spare parts and repairman are centralized at
14
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a global maintenance center is chosen. Based on this architecture, establishing maintenance strategies for a GDPS should consider different aspects: dependence modelling
(structural, stochastic, economic and geographical), maintenance strategies, optimization
of maintenance routing and scheduling problem and maintenance optimization methods.
By considering these aspects in maintenance planning, four research questions have been
highlighted:

• What kind of the most impacted dependencies exist in a GDPS? How to model
and formulate these dependencies? (RQ 1)
• How to extend grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS taking into account
the dependencies and impacts of dynamic contexts? (RQ 2)
• Which is a maintenance routing and scheduling approach that is appropriate
for optimization problem of a GDPS? How to formulate mathematical models
representing this approach? (RQ 3)
• What kind of methods/algorithms should be developed for maintenance optimization of a GDPS in joint consideration of maintenance planning and routing?
(RQ 4)

To identify the gap between the existing work on maintenance strategies for the GDPS
and what it is expected to achieve the research questions, a scientific problem statement
on maintenance for a GDPS is developed in next chapter.
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Chapter 2
Scientific problem statement on
maintenance for GDPSs
2.1

Introduction

The Chapter 2 aims to overview the existing works related to the four research questions
identified in Chapter 1. Thus, the state of the art is developed with regards to each of
these research questions. From the state of the art, the scientific issues to be attacked for
contributing to research questions are highlighted.
More precisely, in Section 2.2, we present a state of the art on dependence modelling
for production systems, especially a GDPS. For the types of dependencies promoted by
a GDPS, economic and geographical dependencies are underlined in our analysis. Then,
in Section 2.3, a state of the art on maintenance strategies is reviewed. After that,
Section 2.4 presents a state of the art on mathematical model of maintenance routing
and scheduling in GDPS context. Finally, in Section 2.5, a state of the art related to
optimization algorithms/methods is presented. Through the perception of each section,
scientific issues for establishing maintenance strategy in GDPS context are given at end
of these sections.

2.2

State of the art on dependence modelling

As mentioned in chapter 1, a GDPS is seen as a multi-component system, therefore it is
existing the following types of dependencies between components: structural dependence
(i.e. maintenance of a failed component implies maintenance of working components or,
at least, dismantling them); stochastic dependence (i.e the condition of components influences the life distribution of other components) and economic dependence (i.e the cost
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of joint maintenance of a group of components does not equal the total cost of individual
maintenance of these components) [11, 20, 21]. In addition, due to multi-site characteristic of GDPS, it exists another dependence, called geographical dependence [42, 49].
The geographical dependence implies that the total distance/time of a joint maintenance
of several components is smaller than the total distance/time of individual component.
All these dependencies directly influence maintenance planning in GDPS. However, integrating many dependencies into a maintenance strategy makes it too complicated to be
analyzed or to be solved, therefore most maintenance strategy consider only one or two
of these dependencies. For GDPSs, economic and geographical dependence are two of the
most important dependencies in establishing maintenance strategy. It is specially true
when maintenance activities are jointly performed. The joint maintenance of components
can save both setup cost thanks to economic dependence and transportation cost (reduce
travel distance) thanks to geographical dependence. Therefore, investigating these dependencies and integrating them into maintenance strategies have received big attention
of many researchers [22–27]. In that way, in the following section, we present a state of
the art on dependence modelling related to economic and geographical dependence. From
this analysis, a scientific issue related to development of dependence model taking into
account economic and geographical dependence in GDPS context is drawn.

2.2.1

Economic dependence

Economic dependence implies that the maintenance cost of a group of components is not
equal to total of maintenance costs of the individual components of this group [11]. The
nature of this difference is often based on the following three costs:
1. Setup cost: This cost is paid for maintenance preparation tasks. It often includes
costs related to dismantling and assembly activities and opening devices. Set-up cost
can be saved when maintenance activities of the different components are performed
jointly, because setup cost paid on a group of these components counts only on one
component [52] instead of all components. In the literature, there are two types of
implementation cost [20,52]: (i) when the setup cost is the same for the maintenance
of all components in the system, this type is single setup cost [20, 53–55]; (ii) when
the setup cost is shared between specific groups of components and it is different
for each group, this type is defined as a multi-setup cost [42, 56]. In a GDPS,
the components are located in different production sites. So, the preparation tasks
required for the maintenance of each site are not the same. They depend on the site
characteristics. The setup cost therefore should not be identical for all sites. For
this reason, a multi-setup cost model needs to be developed for modeling the
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economic dependence between the components of GDPS with taking into account
the characteristics of production sites.
2. Downtime cost: This cost appears due to system shutdown. The stopping can cause
the loss of production costs, cost to restart the system, loss of product quality or
quality of services [57–60]. Normally, this cost depends on downtime required to
restore the system. The longer downtime is, the more lost cost is. The downtime
cost is often distinguished into two categories.
• Unplanned shutdown cost: So the breakdowns in a system are random, these
failures generate the unplanned shutdown cost of the system. This unplanned
shutdown cost is often an opportunity to replace a group of failed components
or to combine corrective and preventive maintenance activities [54,61–65]. For
a GDPS, the unplanned shutdown cost is usually large because operators take
long time to transport spare parts and repairman from GMC to maintenance
sites for repairing unforeseen failures.
• Planned shutdown cost: The preventive maintenance actions are always performed in schedule. If these actions drive the system off, the shutdown cost is
incurred. This cost is called as the planned shutdown cost of a system. Due
to proactive maintenance, the downtime down up significantly, thus downtime
cost is also reduced sharply. For a GDPS, the planned shutdown cost is usually
much less than the unplanned shutdown cost because the unplanned one has
to take into account downtime caused by transportation time of spare parts
and repairman from GMC to maintained sites.
3. Penalty cost: The cost is paid when components are not maintained at their maintenance cycle dates. In fact, in framework of grouping maintenance, components are
usually maintained at the same date (at the grouping execution date). This grouping execution date is usually different with most of the maintenance cycle dates of
components of this group. The difference generates penalty cost due to:
• Reducing the useful life of the components if maintenance execution dates of
them occur in advance.
• Increasing the probability of component failure which could lead to increase of
the total corrective costs or the total unplanned downtime cost, if maintenance
execution dates of components are delayed.
It should be noted that the joint execution of maintenance activities can save costs in
some cases (e.g. due to economies of scale). On the other hand, grouping maintenance
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may also lead to higher costs (e.g. due to manpower restrictions) or may not be allowed.
In the literature, economic dependence is analyzed in both aspects: negative and positive
one [1, 11, 66].
Negative economic dependence between components occurs when joint maintenance of
components is more expensive than separately one of individual components. According
to [52], such negative economic dependence can be present in systems with manpower
restrictions, safety requirements, or production-loss, which is usually incorporated by
imposing restrictions in the maintenance model. As an example of this type, paper [67]
present the maintenance of blast furnaces where there are several identical pieces of equipment, and the only cost is an ’out-of-service’ one, which increases more than linearly with
the number of items out of service. In this study, the disturbance due to maintenance
is substantially more, the more furnaces that are out of operation. That is, the cost of
overhauling the furnaces increases more than linearly with the number of furnaces out
of action. Whereas, paper [68] solve the scheduling maintenance problem for electrical
power transmission networks. There is negative economic dependence in the network due
to redundancy/ production-loss. Grouping certain maintenance activities in the network
may prevent a cheap electricity generation from running, so requiring a more expensive
generator to be run in its place. The negative economic effect is unexpected by planners.
They try to find solutions improving profit economic. As a result, a large number of
studies exploited the positive economic dependence [54, 69–76].
The positive economic dependence implies that the maintenance cost of a group of
several components is less than the total maintenance cost of individual components
[52, 77, 78]. It is a result when total saving cost thanks to sharing of logistic costs such
as set-up cost, downtime cost is higher than penalty cost. In fact, most of planers have
desire to establish a maintenance plan with positive economic dependence to minimize
maintenance cost, therefore a large number of studies were investigated [54, 69, 70, 73–
76, 79–82]. For a GDPS, the studies [22, 23] model economic dependence for a network
of offshore wind turbines by applying the grouping maintenance policies to share the
set-up costs. By that way, joint maintenance cost is lower than total maintenance cost
of components. The similar work was also studied in paper [24]. The objective of this
paper is to develop a preventive replacement strategy for wind farms taking into account
economic dependence. These wind farms are located in remote areas or off-shore sites.
Each wind farm consists of multiple wind turbines, and each wind turbine has multiple
components including main bearing, gearbox, generator, shafts, etc. Obviously, there
are economic dependencies among wind turbines and their components. That is, once
a maintenance team move to the wind farm, it may be more economical to take the
opportunity to maintain multiple turbines. If a turbine is stopped for maintenance, it may
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be more economical to replace or repair multiple components which have shown high risks
of failures. These studies showed the importance of economic dependence in establishing
maintenance strategies for GDPSs. However, the economic dependence usually studies
independently with other dependencies. Therefore, it reduces the effectiveness of model
in several practical applications.

2.2.2

Geographical dependence

Geographical dependence is an inherent characteristic existing in GDPSs. It implies
that for a GDPS, performing joint maintenance of several components along a maintenance itinerary can reduce the total distance/time/cost compared to separate maintenance. However, no much researchers have been considered this dependence in their
studies due to (i) integrating this dependence into maintenance models make it become
more complex and cause difficulties to optimization issues, (ii) in several cases, impacts of
geographical dependence to maintenance planning is negligible and can be ignored. As an
example, with a GDPS whose production sites located nearly together, the transportation
cost for maintenance activities occupies a very small part in total of maintenance cost,
therefore it can be ignored in optimization process of maintenance planning.
However, when considering a large-scale GDPS whose production sites are located far
apart each others (distance between sites is important), integrating geographical dependence into maintenance model is extremely meaningful because impacts of travel distance
and time on optimization process of maintenance cost or maintenance resource allocation are very big. In the literature, geographical dependence can be considered by three
aspects [23, 25–27, 42, 44, 83–85]:
• Distance: In centralized maintenance architecture for a GDPS, repairs and replacement for components are undertaken by global maintenance center whose location
is far away production sites. In this case, the cost paid for transportation of maintenance team, tool and spare part is quite large. A number of studies considered travel
distance as an important factor to affect transportation cost. Paper [42] developed
a maintenance strategy for geographically dispersed production system in which
considering impacts of travel distance to maintenance itinerary, execution dates
of components and departure time from maintenance center for each maintenance
group. Meanwhile, paper [44] proposed maintenance schedules in which incorporating distance factor and other constraints such as limit for daily work duration,
spare parts availability, etc.
• Time: Transporting a maintenance team and spare parts for maintaining sites at
the right time is an extreme importance so it can help to reduce downtime cost
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and penalty costs due to delay of maintenance. In these cases, time factor should
be investigated. Paper [25] investigated geographical dependence for maintenance
routing and scheduling problem in the electricity networks. The aim of routing
problem is to determine travel itinerary of each worker such that the downtime of
power lines and the travel effort of workers are minimized. The similar problem was
studied in paper [26]. The authors optimized maintenance planning for geographically distributed assets in which the travel time between geographically distributed
assets should be incorporated in the maintenance planning. It assumed that one
technician (or team) is responsible for the maintenance of multiple assets. Whereas,
paper [27] solves the combined maintenance and routing optimization problem for a
set of geographically distributed machines in which considering the time window for
each customer. In this paper, impacts of travel time to time window were analyzed
and modeled.
• Risks: The frequent moves from global maintenance center to production sites and
between these sites increase accident probability. The increase of maintenance cost
due to unforeseen accident need to be considered in proposals of maintenance strategy. In study [23], the authors gave a maintenance strategy for offshore wind farm in
which set up cost take into account both travel cost and accident cost. The probability of access ability, accident ability, collision ability is considered in maintenance
process. Meanwhile, paper [83] planned a maintenance strategy for wind turbine
systems in presence of weather conditions. The weather factor is considered to limit
risks in maintenance process.
Summary of section 2.2: As argued, economic and geographical dependence are relevant for GDPSs that impact directly on maintenance planning, especially when maintenance activities are jointly performed. In fact, most of existing studies [23–27, 44, 83]
usually investigate one type of these dependencies in establishing maintenance strategies
for GDPSs. Only few studies [22,23] consider both economic and geographical dependencies in establishing maintenance strategies for GDPSs. Unfortunately, in these studies,
economic and geographical dependencies are investigated separately. It means that interactions between them are not be taken into account. By this approach, the maintenance
strategies proposed by these studies are less effective in practice. Joint consideration of
economic and geographical dependencies is hence seen as appropriate approach for modeling dependencies for GDPSs. So, it leads to define a scientific issue to be attacked in
our PhD thesis:
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How to formulate a dependence model for a GDPS in which economic and geographical dependence are jointly considered?

2.3

State of the art on grouping maintenance strategies

For GDPSs , planners usually consider joint maintenance of several components to take
advantage of cost-saving from preparatory work (economic dependence) and transportation (geographical dependence). Indeed, preparatory or setup work (erecting a scaffolding,
opening a machine, etc.) can be shared when several components are maintained simultaneously. Preparation costs can be saved when maintenance activities on different components are executed simultaneously, since execution of a group of activities requires only
one set-up [11, 29]. Besides, the joint maintenance of components in an adequate maintenance itinerary can reduce travel distance, travel time and transportation cost compared
to perform individual maintenance. For this reason, a large number of studies are interested in developing the maintenance grouping strategies for these systems [1,11,52,55,86].
These strategies try to find a better way for grouping maintenance activities of degraded
components together to maximize positive economic dependence and to minimize the
negative economic dependence between components.
In the literature, grouping maintenance strategies are classified as shown in Figure
2.1: stationary grouping maintenance (see section 1.3.3) and dynamic grouping maintenance (see section 1.3.3). For the first group (stationary grouping maintenance), a
long-term stable situation is assumed and most of studies assume an infinite planning
horizon. By verifying the nature of the maintenance actions (preventive/corrective) for
grouping maintenance, three types of stationary grouping maintenance strategies can be
catalogued: grouping preventive maintenance, grouping corrective maintenance, opportunistic maintenance. In the contrast, the dynamic grouping maintenance take short-term
information into account such as nonlinear degradation of components, unexpected events,
etc. Therefore, it adapts better in real applications. This group is divided into two categories: finite horizon and rolling horizon. The finite horizon considers the system in
this horizon only, and hence assume implicitly that the system is not used afterwards.
Whereas, rolling horizon models also use a finite horizon, but they do so repeatedly and
based on a long-term (infinite-horizon) plan.
In the next subsections, we present the definition, characteristics and strategies of each
type of grouping.
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Grouping maintenance actions

Dynamic grouping
Stationary grouping

Finite horizon

Grouping
preventive maintenance

Direct grouping

Grouping
corrective maintenance

Indirect grouping

Rolling horizon

Opportunistic
maintenance

Early preventive
maintenance

Deferred corrective
maintenance

Figure 2.1: Different types of maintenance strategies for multi-component systems [1]

2.3.1

Stationary grouping maintenance

The stationary grouping provides a grouping maintenance plan on infinite horizon in
which the operating conditions of the system are stable and the frequency occurring the
dynamic contexts is low. Compared to dynamic grouping maintenance, the stationary one
seems to be less complicated. Looking at the nature of maintenance actions (preventive
or corrective) for grouping maintenance activities, we can catalogue stationary grouping
maintenance into three groups as follows:
- Grouping corrective maintenance.
- Grouping preventive maintenance.
- Opportunistic maintenance.
Grouping corrective maintenance
Grouping corrective maintenance is often applied to maintenance for systems with redundancy where we can leave down failed components without interrupting the operation of
the system. Paper [82] proposed a grouping corrective maintenance strategy for a parallel
system with n components. This system is maintained every T time unit by repairing all
the components that are down at that time. T is the decision variable of this strategy and
is determined by minimizing the average cost per time unit over infinite horizon. By considering the similar model, paper [79] built a maintenance strategy in which maintenance
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activities are performed as soon as the number of failed components has passed a given
threshold. This threshold is as a corrective maintenance decision parameter. For this
strategy, all failed components are jointly replaced when the number of failed components
reaches a threshold.
Grouping preventive maintenance
The strategies in this category are considered as a grouping maintenance plan that only
contains preventive maintenance actions. A big advantage of grouping preventive maintenance is that it can given a tentative plan in advance. This is important when preparation
tasks is necessary so that spare parts can be ordered in time and maintenance crew can be
available in preventive maintenance periods. In framework of maintenance optimization,
grouping preventive maintenance policies can be divided into two groups: direct grouping
and indirect grouping.
a Direct grouping: The word "direct" here means that the grouping plan is modeled
directly as decision variables. More concretely, we must determine: (i) a grouping
structure SG = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gm } is defined as collection of groups in which all
components are maintained in these groups; (ii) the optimal preventive maintenance
cycle of each group in the grouping structure (t = {tG1 , tG2 , . . . , tGm }). As a result,
the grouping maintenance problem is directly formulated as follows:
Minimize CA = f {SG, tSG }
which SG = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gm }, ∀SG ∈ P SG
t = {tG1 , tG2 , . . . , tGm }, ∀tGk ∈ [0, +∞) , k = 1, . . . , m
where CA is the long-term average costs. It is a function of the grouping structure and optimal preventive maintenance cycles of these groups; P SG is the set of
possible grouping structures. The number of possible solutions is equal to 2N .
The grouping optimization problem is very difficult to solve with this straightforward
approach, as we need to find both the optimal grouping structure and the optimal
preventive maintenance cycles for these groups simultaneously. As a result, the
development of direct grouping is few and is applied only for systems with few
components. In order to reduce the complexity of direct grouping problem, paper
[87] considered that the optimal maintenance cycle of a group of Gk components is
determined as follows: tGk = min ti , where ti is the optimal maintenance cycle for
i∈Gk

the component i. Dynamic programming is used to search for the optimal grouping
structure. According to this strategy, the preventive maintenance of the components
is determined in advance.
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b Indirect grouping: For indirect grouping, the grouping plan is obtained indirectly.
• The first indirect grouping approach is to consider that each component i has
an optimal preventive maintenance cycle at the time ki · T , where T > 0 is
a real value and k is an integer. Then, the decision variables T and ki (with
i = 1, ..., n) are determined by minimizing the long-term average cost of the
system. This indirect grouping approach is studied by a number of works. The
papers [88–91] consider indirect grouping problems as follows:
Minimize CA(ki , T ) = AS +

n C sp +M C (k ·T )
P
i i
i
i

ki ·T

with ki is an integer and T > 0 is a real value
Where AS is the long-term average cost; Cisp is the specific cost of preventive
replacement of component i; M C(x) is the total cost of corrective maintenance
of the component i incurred over the interval [0, x].
Papers [88, 89] consider the form of M C(x) following M Ci (x) = ai · x + bi · xe .
Considering that the setup cost must be paid at each T , we have AS = S/T .
Note that when k are greater than one, there are periods of T where the setup
cost is not paid, because no component is maintained at these "empty" periods.
Papers [90, 91] consider the general models of M C(x) and give a correction
factor for the calculation of AS in the case where there are "empty" periods.
Paper [56] solves the problem of indirect grouping by considering production
systems with a multi setup cost model. Whereas, paper [92] gave complementary mathematical analyzes for the model proposed in paper [88, 89] and
proposed a new algorithm to find the optimal values of the decision variables.
Recently, taking into account the duration of preventive and corrective maintenance, paper [93] proposes a new way of calculating the long-term average
cost:
k
P

CA(ki , T ) =

i +C j
Cmr
pr

j=1

k·T +ωkp

where: k is the number of preventive maintenance times on a system renewal
j
cycle; Cmr
is the total cost of corrective maintenance of all components between
j
two consecutive maintenance times (j − 1)th and jth ; Cpr
is the total cost of
p
preventive maintenance on the first time; ωk is the total period of preventive
maintenance in k cycles.
• Another way of modeling the indirect grouping problem was presented in [94–
97]. According to these papers, the system was renewed every T time unit. In
addition, each component i of the system was maintained every T /k time unit.
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Decision variables were determined by minimizing the long-term average cost
which is calculated as follows:
n
P

CA(ki , T ) = AS +

(ki −1).Cisp +ki .M Ci

i=1

 
T
ki

T

• For previous indirect grouping approaches, the number of decision variables
increases with the number of system components. As a result, the clustering
optimization problem is complicated and requires a lot of computing time especially when the number of system components is large. To address the problem of previous computational time, an indirect clustering approach based on
thresholds is proposed. The thresholds (the decision variables) optimized are
usually very few, the grouping optimization problem is thus less complicated.
The best-known strategy using this approach is the block replacement strategy [98, 99]. According to this strategy, all components are replaced at every
T. When a component breaks down between two replacement periods, it is
immediately repaired by minimal repair or replacement. The decision variable
T is determined by minimizing the long-term average cost:
S+

CA(T ) =

n
P

(Cisp +M Ci (T ))

i=1

T

where S is the setup cost
The block replacement strategy is simple and easy to implement. However, in
the case where the components are replaced when they failed, the replacement
is sometimes wasted especially when the time interval between component failure and the next period of preventive maintenance is short. To avoid this
disadvantage, a modified block replacement strategy is proposed in [100, 101].
According to this modified strategy, at the time of preventive replacement,
the components are replaced only if their age is greater than an age limit a.
Two decision variables (T and a) are determined by minimizing the long-term
average cost.
Opportunistic maintenance
For this type , the grouping plan contains both preventive and corrective maintenance activities. Depending on how the corrective and preventive maintenance actions are grouped,
we can divided them into two types of opportunistic maintenance: early preventive maintenance and deferred corrective maintenance
a Early preventive maintenance: Preventive maintenance activities are maintained
earlier than tentative plan proposed to take advantage of maintenance opportunities.
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More concretely, by taking advantage of the maintenance (preventive/corrective) of
a component, the other components in the system can be repaired and replaced.
These strategies are often applied for the maintenance of the series systems where
the shutdown of any components will lead to the shutdown of the system and this
shutdown is considered as an opportunity to do preventive maintenance on the other
components.
Opportunistic maintenance presented in paper [101] considers a two-component series system. When a component fails, the other component is replaced on that
occasion if its age reaches a threshold. An extension of this strategy was developed
in [102] . The strategy is based on four thresholds m1 , m2 , M3 , M4 . The component
i is replaced (corrective replacement) when it breaks down or when its age reaches
the threshold limit Mi (preventive replacement). When a component is replaced
(corrective or preventive), the other component is replaced jointly if its age reaches
the threshold limit mi .
Paper [103] presented an early preventive maintenance strategy for the maintenance
of systems of n different components. According to this strategy, a component is
minimally repaired when it is failed and its failure rate at the point of failure is
between 0 and L − u. The component is replaced in two cases: (i) it is broken down
and its failure rate is between L − u and L; (ii) its failure rate reaches the limit
threshold L. L and u are the two decision variables. When a component need to be
replaced, it provides the opportunity to maintain the other components to save the
downtime cost and maintenance cost.
Paper [104] proposed an early preventive maintenance strategy for the maintenance
of offshore wind turbines. According to this strategy, a component i is replaced
when it is failed. The failure of component i is also an opportunity to replace
other components j that satisfy the following condition: agej ≥ p · M T T Fj with
j 6= i, p = p1 if component j is in a failed turbine and p = p2 if component j is
in a running turbine. The strategy succeeded in providing a different opportunistic
replacement threshold for each component based on its M T T F (Mean Time To
Failure). Recently, early preventive maintenance strategies are widely developed
and applied for the maintenance of practical industrial systems. Other studies of
this type can be found in papers [105–109].
b Deferred corrective maintenance: Deferred corrective maintenance means that corrective and preventive maintenance activities are grouped together by delaying corrective maintenance activities. Specifically, when a component fails, no maintenance
action is performed at the time of failure and the component is down. The failed
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component will be maintained jointly during other maintenance activities upon failure of another component or the next preventive maintenance period. It should be
noted that, on the one hand, the setup cost and/or the repair cost can be reduced
when the corrective maintenance activities are grouped together with the preventive
maintenance periods. But, on the other hand, the risk cost or penalty cost must be
paid when the component is left out of order. For this reason, deferred corrective
maintenance often applies to the maintenance of redundant systems (parallel, k to
n, etc.) where stopping some components does not always lead to system shutdown.
Deferred corrective maintenance began to be developed for parallel structured systems in papers [110–113]. According to these papers, when a component of this
parallel system is broken down, this system still sustains its operation. The components is maintained at an optimum threshold that are out of order and is determined
by minimizing the long-term average cost of the system.
The deferred corrective maintenance was developed for systems with structure k
on n in papers [114, 115]. Paper [114] proposed a preventive replacement strategy
based on the set of critical components. According to this strategy, the component
is replaced when it is failed and it is in the set of critical components. On the other
hand, the component is left out if it is not in the set of critical components. Paper
[115] presented a preventive replacement strategy based on a threshold limit m.
Specifically, if the number of components failed on a maintenance cycle τ is less than
m, the system is replaced at the preventive maintenance period k · τ, (k = 1, 2, ...).
On the contrary, if the number of failed components is equal to m, all m failed
components are replaced immediately at the moment of the mth failure.
Paper [58] considered repairable systems with a model of failure and more general
structures. A two-phase maintenance strategy is proposed: the first phase is in
(0, T ), and the second phase is in (T, T + W ). A component of the system has two
types of failure: (i) minor failures that are treated by a minimal repair on both
phases, (ii) major failures are treated by a replacement if they occur on the first
phase (0, T ], and for which one does nothing if they appear on the second phase
[T, T + W ). The system is replaced at time T + W or at the moment of k component
failure on [T, T + W ]. Decision variables T, W, k are determined by minimizing the
long-term average cost of the system.
When systems has a long-term stable situation, the stationary grouping maintenance
strategy is usually chosen. For this strategy, mathematical models and maintenance
optimization are not too complicated because this strategy usually ignores impacts of
dynamic context on maintenance planning. However, this strategy usually outlines a
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maintenance plan that does not change over the life of the system. In the contrast, for
system with the high frequency of the dynamic contexts, a dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy is usually chosen. This strategy allows to update the maintenance planing in
dynamic contexts. A state of the art on dynamic grouping is presented below.

2.3.2

Dynamic grouping maintenance

Dynamic grouping strategies are grouping strategies that allow to update maintenance
plan in presence of the dynamic contexts (i.e. degradation processes of the working
components, unpredictable transportation interruptions/delays, changing transportation
capacity,etc.). This strategies can be classified into two types: finite horizon and rolling
horizon.

Finite Horizon:
This approach integrates dynamic contexts into maintenance decisions in considering a
system on a finite horizon [116]. The maintenance model is optimized on this horizon
because the system is no longer operational at the end of the horizon. The calculation
of the maintenance cost has to overcome this restriction by integrating remaining useful
life of the components in order to estimate the remaining useful life of the system at the
end of the finite horizon. Finite horizon models are less investigated in the literature
because the optimal policy is often complex and time dependent. These models are often
applied for the case where the operating time of the systems is finished. As an example,
in military applications, a missile launch system should only operate over its designated
useful life [117]. The maintenance strategies proposed for the finite horizon are often
applied only for the maintenance of systems with series structure [118–120]. Recently,
paper [121] proposed a maintenance strategy for serial-parallel systems on finite-horizon.
The strategy contains two main steps: initially, a maintenance plan on the planning
horizon is determined separately for each component by minimizing the maintenance cost
and maximizing the availability of the component on the planning horizon at the same
time. Then, at the system level, a maintenance time window (interval time, noted MTW)
is proposed to: (i) separating the maintenance dates of the components in parallel when
the maintenance of these components causes the shutdown of the system ; (ii) grouping
the maintenance dates of the components in series in order to reduce the downtime of the
system.
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Rolling Horizon:
This approach of dynamic grouping maintenance is the rolling horizon approach. The
basic idea of this approach is to group the maintenance activities in order to get the best
benefits. More concretely, the steps can be described as follows:
• Individual maintenance optimization: The aim of the individual optimization is to
determine the optimal preventive maintenance cycle of each component by minimizing its average maintenance cost on an infinite horizon (long-term average maintenance cost). At this step, stationary maintenance models for single-component
systems, such as time-based/age-based replacement strategy or block replacement,
can be applied.
• Individual maintenance planning: The aim of this step is to establish an individual
maintenance plan in a finite planning horizon P H = [t, max {t∗i }], where t∗i is the
i=1→n
optimal execution date of a component i after time t deduced by considering optimal
PM cycle of each component and short-term information.
• Optimization process: The aim of this step is to find an optimal grouping maintenance plan based on maintenance models and search algorithms. A complete maintenance plan is achieved when each component is maintained at least one time on
finite horizon (PH). In this plan, maintenance activities of components is arranged
into several groups. It should be noted that the execution dates of components
based on grouping maintenance can be different to their optimal maintenance cycle,
therefore penalty cost due to the shift of the execution date appears. A penalty
cost function is formulated to take account these changes. Besides, the grouping
maintenance activities also take economic profit from saving preparation cost, so it
should be investigated in maintenance model. From economic point of view, the
optimal maintenance plan is a plan with the lowest maintenance cost. Hence, a
grouping structure including m mutually exclusive groups covering all activities is
an optimal one if total maintenance cost of its groups is minimal when comparing
to other grouping structures. The optimal grouping structure is found based on
optimization search algorithm.
• Rolling and updating: The aim of this step is to propose a new maintenance planning
for the next horizon or new horizon. When ending a finite horizon, the rolling should
be performed because new missions or new maintenance constraints can be required
on next horizon. Whereas, in presence of dynamic contexts, the current maintenance
planning may be no longer the optimal one or even unusable, so it should be updated
on new horizon.
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The rolling horizon approach is proposed for the first time in paper [86]. In this paper,
grouping optimization was formulated as an overall partitioning problem. Despite the
assumptions proposed by the authors in order to reduce the computational time, the
algorithm was limited to a small number of maintenance activities (10 activities) over the
planning horizon. Then, paper [20] improved the rolling horizon approach by proposing
the theorem of consecutive maintenance activities where the maintenance activities of an
optimal group must be consecutive. With the proposed theorem, dynamic programming
can be used to search for the optimal quadratic grouping scheme. As a result, the proposed
consolidation strategy can be applied to the maintenance of multi-component systems.
Unfortunately, this theorem was only valid for systems with serial structure. Therefore,
the grouping strategy based on dynamic programming is applied only for the maintenance
of systems with serial structure. The authors also show how their strategy can be used for
changes in component utilization rates in grouping maintenance planning. In addition,
paper [122] addressed the problem of comparing the rolling horizon approach with the
stationary maintenance approach. Considering a considerable frequency of occurrence of
dynamic contexts (the change of utilization rate or the opportunity to maintain), this
paper showed that the rolling horizon approach gives the best results (the minimum cost)
compared to stationary maintenance approaches. So far, work on a rolling horizon has
been realized by considering simple models: series systems, negligible maintenance time,
single and fixed implementation cost, life-time models.
By considering the benefits of the rolling horizon approach, much work has been done
to develop this maintenance approach for multi-component. Paper [123] developed the
models for a non-negligible preventive maintenance period. The authors were interested
in the problem of dynamic grouping under constraints of system availability and limited
number of operators. In this case, the optimal grouping plan not only reduces the cost
of maintenance, but also ensures system availability level on the planning horizon. This
problem was extended in paper [55]. The authors solved the problem for several maintenance activities of a component on the planning horizon and proposed a new method
for updating the grouping plan when an opportunity occurs. It is completely different if
papers [20,86,122] or which each component is considered to be maintained only one time
on the planning horizon. Paper [72] developed the rolling horizon approach for the maintenance problem of multi-component systems with gradual deterioration. In order that
maintenance planning was adapted to the actual use conditions, the grouping decisions
was based on the health states of the components that were inspect in daily. Whereas,
a dynamic grouping strategy developed for application of the industrial vehicles maintenance was presented in paper [47]. The authors developed an approach for complex
multi-component systems where there is both economic and stochastic dependence be32
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tween components. The grouping decisions are based on the degradation level and the
remaining useful life of components.
Summary of section 2.3: For GDPSs, planners usually consider joint maintenance
of several components (grouping maintenance) to take advantage of cost-saving from
preparatory work and transportation. Indeed, preparatory or setup work (erecting a scaffolding, opening a machine, etc) can be shared when several components are maintained
simultaneously thanks to economic dependence. Besides, the joint maintenance of components in an adequate maintenance itinerary can reduce travel distance, travel time and
transportation cost compared to perform individual maintenance thanks to geographical
dependence. Hence, grouping maintenance strategies should take into account economic
and geographical dependence in maintenance planning. In addition, an appropriate maintenance approach should be also taken into account. For systems with long-term stable
situation, the stationary grouping maintenance is a reasonable solution. It makes maintenance model become more simple when ignores insignificant impacts of dynamic contexts
on an infinite planning horizon. Unfortunately, the maintenance for GDPSs have to face a
lot of difficulties related to the dynamic route, transportation capacity, etc. These kinds of
situations, referred to dynamic contexts, may have significant impacts on the maintenance
planning. In the presence of the dynamic contexts, the current maintenance grouped plan
and maintenance route may be no longer optimal ones and need to be updated. The
proposed grouping maintenance strategy should be a dynamic one which allows to update
the optimal solution when the dynamic contexts occur. It means that a dynamic maintenance strategy taking into account short-term information should be considered in the
developments. So, it leads to define another scientific issue to be attacked in our PhD
thesis:
How to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for GDPS with consideration of the economic, geographical dependencies and the impacts of dynamic
contexts?

2.4

State of the art on maintenance scheduling and
maintenance routing

Preventive maintenance (PM) aims to restore equipment reliability and reduce downtime
costs by replacing degraded components before failures occur. To make sure that the production is operated at a high efficiency and with minimum breakdowns, it is important
that the components are in good health and that preventive maintenance is performed
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frequently on right time. This can be done by scheduling maintenance to change parts
or repair degraded components. Maintenance scheduling determines the set of time intervals to conduct maintenance activities [124]. In a centralized system, sometimes maintenance planning can be understood as maintenance scheduling. However, for a large
and distributed system, maintenance planning not only includes maintenance scheduling but also maintenance routing. It is completely true with centralized maintenance
architecture where all maintenance actions are performed by global maintenance center
or semi-centralized maintenance architecture where only a few critical components are
performed by global maintenance center. It is easy to see that in these architectures,
a part of maintenance cost is paid for transporting maintenance team and spare part
from global maintenance center to sites and then returning back. Therefore, maintenance
routing become important part in optimizing maintenance planning because maintenance
cost can be reduced drastically if maintenance route is chosen in reasonable way.
In a number of papers, when the number of preventive maintenance (PM) activities
in a short-term planning horizon is always assumed to be known in advance, the main
objective is then to find the optimal route configuration for the technicians along with the
optimal execution dates of the PM activities that minimize maintenance costs, including
travel, labor and penalty costs. The paper [48] considers maintenance routing problem for
offshore wind farms in which technician crew with different skills performs predetermined
maintenance tasks. This paper carried out sharing of technicians between wind farms over
multiple periods, while determining the time for delivering and picking up technicians.
The problem can be seen as a new variant of the pickup and delivery problem. The same
problem has been studied in [125] in which maintenance routing process for offshore wind
farms considers the risk of collisions between maintenance vessels and wind turbines. Paper [126] considers two main types of decisions: which types of vessels have to be used,
and how and when to acquire them for the maintenance of offshore equipment within the
planning horizon? The uncertain number of failures and the weather conditions are taken
into account in the vessel fleet optimization mathematical model. Whereas, paper [127]
addressed the problem of maintenance routing for large-scale infrastructure system with
geo-distributed units. The objective is to determine the periodic inspection interval for
each unit of the system with minimum maintenance and operational constraints (budget
and workforce). To deal with the huge number of units, the system is partitioned into a
number of clusters. The paper [128] considered maintenance routing problem for a distributed system as vehicle routing problem with time windows. This paper formulated a
mathematical model allowing to determine an optimal maintenance itinerary with several
constraints about time windows and vehicle capacity. The maintenance planning and
routing of electricity network has been studied in paper [25]. The goal is to assign each
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task to a worker and to determine a schedule such that the downtime of power lines and
the travel effort of workers are minimized. Papers [30] and [31] consider the operational
aircraft maintenance routing problem. Given the set of flights for a specific homogeneous
fleet type (group of aircraft), this short-term planning problem requires building feasible
aircraft routes that cover each flight exactly once and that satisfy maintenance requirements. Basically, these requirements enforce an aircraft to undergo planned maintenance
at a specified station, and remain grounded for some durations before accumulating a
maximum number of flying hours. Papers [129] and [26] consider the problem of maintenance routing and scheduling for a general GDPS. While the paper [129] focuses on finding
the optimal schedule which maximizes the total reward associated with the completing of
a task on a given day within the scheduling horizon. Paper [26] integrates the prognostic
information (predicted failure probabilities of assets) in the proposed model.
These above works mainly focus on the problem of maintenance routing rather than
maintenance scheduling and optimization ones. In these studies, maintenance scheduling is introduced as a constraint for the maintenance routing model. These models is
completely acceptable in case that maintenance schedule is determined in advance. However, when maintenance schedule is not predetermined, maintenance planning should be
considered in both domains: maintenance routing and scheduling. Recently, paper [130]
removes the assumption about the number of PM activities and builds two different
models for maintenance scheduling and maintenance routing. This paper developed a
scheduling model combining maintenance and routing optimization for a set of geographically distributed machines. Maintenance operations are performed on the machines by
a set of technicians at the customers’sites. The approach is based on two steps. Firstly,
they determine the optimal PM period, the number of expected corrective and preventive
maintenance operations over the planning horizon, and the time window for each PM operation. In the second step, given the directed complete graph and the travel times, they
determine the set of routes for each technician and the start time for each PM operation,
which minimizes the total maintenance cost. The linkage between the two models is the
expected waiting time prior to the beginning of the corrective maintenance (CM) activity
on machines when they fail before the start of the PM activity. Paper [44] studies the
maintenance optimization problem for offshore wind farms. This study determines the
optimal planning of maintenance operations and the optimal routes for the crew transfer
vessels with the number of technicians required for maintaining the turbine, taking into
account a number of constraints such as weather conditions, vessel personnel capacity,
vessel load capacity, vessel availability, spare part availability. The same problem has
been studied in [131] with vessels that can stay offshore for several shifts.
However, in these studies, maintenance routing and maintenance scheduling are inves35
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tigated sequentially or separately, therefore the obtained plans do not guarantee that both
maintenance routing and scheduling are optimized simultaneously. Besides, dependencies
existing between components were not considered because all components assume to be
independent each other in these studies. It should be noted that for a GDPS as well as
a multi-component system, some dependencies such as economic, structural and stochastic dependencies usually exist between components [39, 132]. The maintenance planing
should therefore take into account dependencies among components in its optimization
process. Recently, economic dependence was analyzed in paper [22, 23] when grouping
maintenance policy was applied for establishing maintenance strategies of an offshore
wind farm. However, reduction of transportation cost due to geographical dependence
existing when grouping maintenance activities was not investigated in these studies. It
leads that maintenance planning process is not performed in the most effective.
Summary of section 2.4: Optimization of preventive maintenance (PM) planning for
GDPSs is a challenging problem because of difficulties related to their geographical dispersion. Indeed, this optimization process has to considered both optimization of the
maintenance scheduling and routing. In practice, many companies usually plan PM operations of their system independently from the optimization of the maintenance scheduling
and routing. Maintenance scheduling aims to optimize maintenance execution dates of
components. Maintaining components at the right time can reduce penalty cost due to:
(i) a reduction of components useful life if the maintenance dates of components are
in advanced; (ii) an increase of components failure probability if maintenance dates are
postponed. This issue is discussed widely in maintenance framework of multi-component
system [133,134]. Whereas, the maintenance routing aims to find an optimal maintenance
itinerary satisfying one of objectives such the shortest distance, time window,etc [135,136].
These approaches, as fragmented approaches, are easily implementable in realistic systems. However, these approaches are lack of consideration of the interactions between
maintenance routing and scheduling potentially and leaves significant inefficiencies in optimizing maintenance planning. This is especially visible in the case of large networks
of geographically dispersed subsystem, such as oil/gas extraction companies or airlines,
where maintenance routing is as important as maintenance scheduling. To improve the efficiency of the mathematical model for optimization problem of a GPDS, economic profit
models with consideration of maintenance routing and scheduling is seen as an appropriate approach. By using these economic profit models, both an optimal maintenance
itinerary and an optimal maintenance schedule can be found. So, it leads to define a
scientific issue to be attacked in our PhD thesis:
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How to formulate economic profit models with consideration of maintenance routing and scheduling in GDPS context?

2.5

State of the art on optimization methods

Optimization algorithms/methods are seen as tools to find optimal solutions for maintenance models/strategies. With an identical mathematical model, there can be many
different algorithms that can implement it. These algorithms can lead an identical result,
however their efficiency level is different. The efficiency level of an algorithm is evaluated
through criteria such as computational time, exact degree, etc. Ideally, an optimization
algorithm is a perfect one when it can find an exact solution and its computation speed
is fast enough. However, in fact the two criteria are usually opposite to each other.
Therefore, building an optimization algorithm should balance between these criteria.
In this subsection, we present a state of the art on maintenance optimization methods
that have been developed for optimization problems in the grouping maintenance strategies. Through this analysis, a scientific issue related to develop optimization algorithms
for maintenance problem of GDPSs is drawn.

2.5.1

Analytical methods

In framework of grouping maintenance optimization, a number of researchers used analytical methods. These methods have been formulated based on deterministic programming, stochastic optimization and dynamic programming, etc, to achieve optimal maintenance and replacement schedules. Paper [137] proposed an optimization model to find
an optimal preventive maintenance plan for a serial multi-station manufacturing system.
He said that most of models usually used a simulation approach at that time but his
model proposed a mathematical programming approach. His computational results show
that the operating features of the stations are interrelated, therefore one has to consider
the impacts of preventive maintenance activities of all stations simultaneously. Another
study in paper [138] presented an optimization model that minimizes total maintenance
costs and penalty costs. Assume that a Weibull distribution function represents a failure rate of equipment. They proposed a 4-parameter model, and a 4-stage algorithm
based on an analytical approach to optimize maintenance planning. Their model was
applied for several numerical examples to find optimal maintenance plans in each situation. Whereas, paper [51] presented a stationary grouping maintenance strategy for
multi-component systems whose structure is changed over time. This change leads to
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many difficulties in evaluating the maintenance cost. Therefore, an analytical calculation
and hybrid simulation-analysis were developed to evaluate the long-run expected maintenance cost rate of the proposed grouping strategy. These method help to effectively find
the optimal maintenance plan and well adapt to changes of structure.
Though these mathematical models can be proposed a strictly optimal solutions for
small scale decision-making problems, but they have two major defectives. Firstly, applying these methods for large-scale maintenance problems are impossible because the
candidate solution space usually grows exponentially with the number of components and
decision variables. Secondly, the production systems in practice are complex, hence it is
hard to faithfully formulate by a tractable mathematical model.

2.5.2

Exact algorithms

Exact optimization methods are used to find the optimal solution of a problem. For
grouping maintenance optimization problem, paper [139] proposed a two-layer hierarchical model that optimizes the preventive maintenance schedules in semiconductor manufacturing operations. This paper designed a Markov decision process and optimized
this model via a mixed-integer linear programming model in considering a time window
for preventive maintenance activities and limitation of resources as nonlinear constraints.
The profit of cluster tools was defined as the objective function. In order to obtain a
global optimal maintenance plan, they transformed the nonlinear functions into linear
functions by using EasyModeler and OSL as the optimization software. In addition, this
paper used AutoSched AP as the simulation software to simulate optimization model and
evaluated the performance of this model. A real case study with 11 preventive maintenance activities in an one-week planning horizon was realized and the obtained optimal
results were compared to the actual preventive maintenance plan. Later, this model was
improved in [140] to be more general. This extended model was applied for a production
line of a semiconductor manufacturing system.
Another study in paper [141] presented an optimization model on long-term planning horizon to design a preventive maintenance plan for a real power plant. This paper considered the total cost of various maintenance activities as the objective function
and used Bender’s decomposition to solve a mixed-integer linear programming model.
Paper [53] proposed two mixed-integer linear programming models for preventive maintenance planning problems. In these models, the objective function was the total cost
including possession costs, maintenance costs, and the penalty costs of early consecutive
maintenance activities. The authors presented and proved a theorem about the NP-hard
structure of the preventive maintenance planning problems and use GAMS software to
implement the optimization models. They used CPLEX as the optimization software to
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find an optimal maintenance plan. This model was applied for a case study of railway
maintenance planning. In addition, this study also proposed four heuristic optimization
algorithms, two for each model. The computational results obtained from heuristic optimization algorithms were compared to exact algorithms in CPLEX to draw the advantages
of each solution methodology. Whereas, paper [142] developed a binary integer linear programming model to find the best preventive maintenance plan. The authors defined the
availability of equipments as the objective function under considering constraints such as
the maintenance time window, maintenance completion duration, logical operational, resource limitation, maintenance crew availability, efficiency measures, and demand as the
set of constraints. Their model was applied in two co-generation plants with 7 units and
42 pieces of equipment in Kuwait, over a 52-week planning horizon, and utilize LINGO
as the optimization software to optimize the model. Besides, a sensitivity analysis on the
model is performed to assess the robustness and analyze the impacts of expanding the
planning horizon, decreasing the resources, and reducing the demand on the maintenance
strategies.
For GDPSs, many studies addressed optimal maintenance planning as an optimization problem of maintenance routing by exact algorithms [143–145]. From optimization
point of view, exact methods are more appropriate to solve maintenance routing problems. It is completely true in cases that the number of production sites is not too large,
where computational time by exact methods is not too longer than heuristic methods.
The exact methods were mentioned in literature as Exhaustive Search [143] , Branch and
Bound [145–147],Brute-force, Cutting Planes [144], Branch and Cut [148],etc. In these
methods, Branch and Bound (BAB) method emerges as effective methods due to (a) reducing computational time compared to exhaustive search thanks to trying to rule out
parts of the search space that cannot contain the best solution; (b) easily to simulate [148].
Indeed, paper [149] presents a novel approach in preventive maintenance scheduling of
thermal generating systems. The authors develop a large-scale multi-objective combinatorial optimization model with three objective functions and a set of constraints. They
consider minimization of total fuel costs, maximization of reliability in terms of expected
unserved energy, and minimization of technological concerns as the objective functions.
In addition, they define maintenance duration, maintenance continuity, maintenance season, maintenance sequence of thermal units of the same class, limitation on simultaneous
maintenance of thermal units, and limitation on total capacity on maintenance due to
labor and resources as the constraints of the model. They develop a multi-objective preventive maintenance scheduling software based on a multi-objective branch-and-bound
algorithm implemented in FORTRAN. Finally, the researchers apply their methodology
to a real system of 8 power plants with thermal units with maintenance classes over 31
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weeks as the planning horizon. They show that BAB method is an effective solution to
address maintenance routing optimization problems.
The exact algorithm always ensures that obtained results is global optimal ones. However, if the computational time of this method increases exponentially with the number
of components, numerous maintenance activities or constraints, then exact methods are
only desirable to a certain extent.

2.5.3

Heuristic and metaheuristic algorithm

In the grouping maintenance optimization problem for multi-component system with numerous constraints, using analytical methods or exact algorithms are impossible due to
difficulties from modelling and computational time, hence heuristic or metaheuristic algorithms have been considered. Heuristics/ metaheuristics are algorithms designed to
solve a wide range of optimization problems without having to find an optimal solution
strictly. In other words, they are local optimization methods that can not find the global
optimal solution always, but they can be applied to find the best solution to the problems
in reasonable time. The quality of such algorithms depends on each specific problem. In
some cases it is possible to give an upper bound on the gap between the optimal solution
and the solution found by the heuristics. Paper [150] presented a heuristic-based optimization algorithm for on-line scheduling and assignment of preventive maintenance jobs
to processors. The authors developed an optimization model that considers total cost
of maintenance actions as the objective function and subject to availability constraints,
time-window. They showed that this model is NP-hard to solve and they therefore proposed a heuristic optimization algorithm to solve the model. They proved that proposal
algorithm has a low complexity through the different running times of the corresponding
programs fed by simulated parameters. Monte Carlo based simulation paradigm, known
as a heuristic method, is widely used for maintenance optimization problem. Paper [151]
presented an application of Monte Carlo simulation to optimal maintenance scheduling in
a parallel-redundant system. A Monte Carlo simulation approach was applied to obtain
the total failure frequency and optimum maintenance interval for a parallel-redundant
system where each component can enter its wearout period. The effectiveness of simulation procedure was shown through two examples. Another study in paper [151] proposed
a Monte Carlo continuous time simulation modelling to improve preventive maintenance
scheduling. This method allowed the assessment of alternative scheduling policies that
could be implemented dynamically on the shop floor. By using this method, authors
estimated measures of performance by treating simulation results as a series of realistic experiments and using statistical inference to identify reasonable confidence intervals.
Nevertheless, the solution space of maintenance optimization problems is usually so large
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that an exhaustive evaluation of all candidate solutions via Monte Carlo simulations is
generally unfeasible. Therefore, many researchers turns their eyes to meta-heuristic approaches to optimization as methods for maintenance planning optimization.
A metaheuristic is an algorithm designed to solve a wide range of optimization problems without having to deeply adapt to each one. Typical metaheuristic approaches
can be mentioned as the Tabu search (TS), simulated annealing method (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA),etc. Paper [152] presented a maintenance optimization methods
for multi-components system based on a Tabu search algorithm. The authors developed
a maintenance model with minimizing the total generator operating cost and levering
the reserve as the objective function and considering constraints such as: maintenance
completion, crew size, precedence, reserve and reserve constants. The effectiveness of the
proposal was evaluated through two numerical example containing 4 units and 22 units
respectively. Similarly, paper [153] presented a Tabu search for the preventive maintenance scheduling problem. The aims of preventive maintenance planning problem were
to maximize the total priority of the scheduled tasks subject to resource availability constraints. The proposed algorithm considered three basic moves - adding a PM task to
the current schedule, dropping a task from the schedule and swapping craft-combination
assigned to a task. The obtained results showed that by applying this algorithm the
average optimality gap was reduced from 2.26 % to 0.6 % compared to local heuristics.
Whereas, paper [154] solves the generator maintenance scheduling problem based on a
simulated annealing method. The authors defined generation cost as an objective function and it is subjected to a number of constraints about time window and the number
of crews for some generation technologies. The obtained results showed that the Simulated Annealing application have a good performance and it is able to produce good
maintenance schedules with short computational times. In framework of metaheuristic
methods, a genetic algorithm, as a popular optimization approach, has been presented
in a lot of research. The GA is very robust, and there are many researchers that can be
implemented differently according to the problem [155, 156]. The paper [157] presented
a preventive maintenance optimization problem to a multi-state system in which all or
some of the components have different performance levels, from proper functioning to
complete failure and the reliability of the system as its ability of satisfying the demand
levels. The authors formulated an optimization model in considering the effective age
of components. Their model was based on minimization of cost subject to a required
level of reliability. They applied an universal generating function technique and use a
genetic algorithm to determine the best maintenance strategy. The paper [158] presented
additional research in which an optimization model was developed to find an optimal replacement schedule in multi-state systems. The authors considered an increase of failure
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rate based on the expected number of failures during time intervals and defined the total
of maintenance activities cost along with cost of unsupplied demand due to failures of
components as the objective function. Finally, they applied a genetic algorithm to find an
optimal maintenance plan. Another study in paper [159] proposed new genetic algorithm
for maintenance planning optimization problem for power systems. The basic operators,
crossover and mutation operators of a standard genetic algorithm were modified based
on the specific characteristics of the problem. This new GA improved GA computation
performance by considering a code-specific and constraint-transparent integrated coding
method to achieve faster convergence sequence and to refrain from the occurrence of
unfeasible solutions. The effectiveness of the new genetic algorithm was shown via theoretical analysis and simulation results to compare with a traditional genetic algorithm.
Whereas, paper [160] proposed a preventive maintenance optimization model considering
two activities: imperfect maintenance and replacement. Modeling imperfect maintenance
activities was based on the concept of an improvement factor which was defined by a
quantitative assessment procedure. A genetic algorithm whose the objective function is
unit-cost life was used to find an optimal preventive maintenance schedule. The proposed
model and algorithm were tested to a mechatronic system to show their effectiveness.
Additional research on the application of genetic algorithms to maintenance optimization has been done in paper [161]. This study presented an optimization model to seek
optimal solution of the maintenance scheduling for multi-component system. In this study,
a genetic algorithm was used as the optimization methodology to determine the best preventive maintenance plan. Note that the objective function of this algorithm considers
the effect of reliability as well as economy. Therefore, this model can find a most economic
solution under reliability constraints. The optimization model applied for system including six electric generators showed that the proposal algorithm was useful for maintenance
optimization problem considering multi constraints. Paper [162] developed maintenance
model by considering recursion relationship of failure rate between preventive maintenance cycles. The non-linear optimal model of equipment preventive maintenance cycle
in finite horizon planning was proposed considering repair cost, preventive maintenance
cost and production loss cost. They applied a genetic algorithm as the optimization technique to give maintenance decision and job shop scheduling. The obtained results showed
that the GA is an effective approach to find the global optimal cycle in limited time. One
of the most notable studies in the area of reliability and maintenance optimization for
multi-state multi-component systems is found in paper [163]. The authors developed a
model for maintenance planning by a genetic algorithm based on cost and reliability. The
mathematical model considered preventive and corrective maintenance activities and the
incurred cost of them, reliability of the system, probability of imperfect maintenance and
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outage times. Because this model was a nonlinear large-scale optimization model, a genetic algorithm was used to solve grouping maintenance planning optimization problem.
The results were applied for a high-pressure injection system to measure the effectiveness
of this proposal. Similarly, paper [164] presented an age based maintenance scheduling
model linked with production planning optimization model to maximize availability of a
production machine. The authors used a heuristic algorithm to find an optimal plan that
minimizes the makespan. They also applied a simulation approach to validate the heuristic algorithm and to demonstrate its effectiveness in optimizing maintenance planning
which integrated production planning and maintenance scheduling.
Recently, paper [165] developed a powerful and flexible metaheuristic optimization
models is developed to solve daily maintenance planning for offshore wind farms. In this
study, the maintenance planning taking into account numerous constraints on weather
conditions, shifts, vessel and technician capabilities and availability made maintenance
optimization process become more difficult. Therefore the authors applied Genetic Algorithm to find the best possible Transfer Plans from the very large set of possible maintenance itineraries. By that way, this approach allowed much simpler incorporation of
realistic constraints and reduced computational time.
The heuristic/ metaheuristic algorithms prove their effectiveness in solving maintenance planning optimization problem for large-scale system including muti-components
and multi-constraints. The aim of these algorithms are to find the best solution in reasonable computational time instead of the global optimal one. Besides, speed and duration
of computational time can be adjusted by changing iteration or the special parameters of
an algorithm. Of course, the accuracy level of obtained results is proportional to computational time. That is the strong point of this method compared to analytical and exact
methods. This strength can be raised many times if heuristic/ metaheuristic algorithms
can be combined together.

2.5.4

Hybrid/combination algorithm

As mentioned in above, the hybrid/combination algorithms can improve the performance
of algorithms such as accuracy, speed and duration of computational time, etc because
they can combine advantages of different algorithms. The hybrid/combination algorithms
used for maintenance planning optimization have widely been investigated in literature.
Paper [166] combined a genetic algorithm with a simulated annealing to optimize maintenance planning in long-term. In this study, the individual survival in the genetic algorithm
was measured by the acceptance probability of a simulated annealing method. Applying this approach, the obtained solution is a near optimal one implemented in a shorter
period than the computational time of a simple genetic algorithm. A case study was
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presented to show the effectiveness of their model in maintenance planning optimization.
Whereas, paper [167] developed a general framework for maintenance optimization problems in chemical process operations. The authors proposed a methodology that combines
a Monte Carlo simulation with a genetic algorithm to solve opportunistic maintenance
problems with a non-deterministic objective function. This approach applied in two case
studies came a conclusion that this combination is more effective than an analytic approach, and the Monte Carlo simulation with a neural network. A similar combination
between Monte Carlo simulation model and genetic algorithm for maintenance planning
problem in multi-components systems is found in paper [168]. The authors applied genetic algorithm to optimize the degradation level after maintenance actions in a multiobjective optimization model whose objectives include economic profit and availability.
Besides, a Monte Carlo simulation model was considered to describe the dynamics of a
stress-dependent degradation process in load-sharing components. Through the achieved
results, the authors came to conclusion that the combination between Monte Carlo simulation and a genetic algorithm is an effective approach to solve combinatorial maintenance
planning optimization models.
Another study in paper [169] proposed an optimization model and use a genetic algorithm combined with simulated annealing for maintenance planning in power system. In
this study, maintenance planning is established based on an optimization objective with
customer satisfaction. The authors tested the method on 62-unit state electrical system of
Victoria and show the advantages of the their proposed approach. Paper [170] proposed a
combination of an ant colony algorithm and a genetic algorithm to optimize a large-scale
maintenance planning problem. In this paper, the objective function of their problem was
divided into two sections and then each algorithm was utilized to improve each section separately. The proposed algorithm proved its effectiveness in solving maintenance planning
optimization problem for a large-scale problem compared to a simple genetic algorithm.
While, paper [171] proposed a maintenance optimization model for a multi-component
production process. This study considered a combination of mechanical service, repair,
and replacement activities for each component as well as used Markov decision process to
formulated the transition function of probability for maintenance activities in the planning
horizon. Besides, the authors defined total preventive maintenance cost as the objective
function of the model and considered required reliability of the system as a constraint.
This study is shown that considering the combination of maintenance activities can significantly reduce cost in comparison with the situation that different activities are performed
separately. Paper [134] presented a maintenance grouping approach for multi-component
systems and developed the heuristic optimization scheme for the maintenance decision
by implementing a combination algorithm between genetic algorithm and MULTIFIT.
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The combination prove the effectiveness in optimizing maintenance planning under both
availability and limited repairmen constraints. The algorithm is extremely flexible when
computational time can be adjusted through changes of iteration and some parameters.
Summary of section 2.5: As argued, maintenance optimization for the grouping maintenance strategies can be seen as optimization of maintenance planning [11]. Its aim is to
find the best maintenance schedule of components in groups with objective function such
as minimum maintenance cost or maximum availability, etc. The optimization process can
be implemented by different methods: analytical methods, exact algorithms, heuristics
and metaheuristic algorithms, hybrid/combination algorithms. Unfortunately, majority
of existing algorithms are usually developed for centralized system, therefore they cannot
directly apply for maintenance optimization for GDPSs due to difficulties related to geographical dispersion of GDPSs. In practice, because maintained components of a group
can be located far apart each other, so a part of maintenance cost comes from transportation cost which is impacted directly by maintenance routing. Optimization of maintenance
routing can lead to a reduction of maintenance cost. Therefore, maintenance optimization for GDPSs not only relates to maintenance planning but also maintenance routing.
In addition, for large-scale geographically dispersed systems with numerous maintenance
activities and constraints as GDPSs, using analytical methods or exact algorithms are
impossible due to difficulties related to modelling and computational limitation. In that
case, advanced algorithms are seen as a more appropriate solution. So, it leads to define
a scientific issue to be attacked in our PhD thesis:

How to develop an advanced algorithm to support maintenance optimization for
GDPS in considering maintenance planning and routing?

2.6

Conclusion

From the state of the art developed in this chapter, the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy initially proposed in [28] seems to be appropriated since it can take into account
several kinds of dependencies between components and easily update the maintenance
planning in dynamic contexts. However, extending the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy in GDPS context faces several problems related to dependence modelling, impacts
of dynamic contexts on maintenance planning, mathematical model and maintenance
optimization algorithms/methods. The underlining of these problems, in this chapter, led
to identify four scientific issues to be attacked:
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• How to formulate a dependence model for a GDPS in which economic and geographical dependence are jointly considered? (scientific issue 1)
• How to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for GDPS with consideration of the economic, geographical dependencies and the impacts of dynamic
contexts? (scientific issue 2)
• How to formulate economic profit models with consideration of maintenance
routing and scheduling in GDPS context? (scientific issue 3).
• How to develop an advanced algorithm to support maintenance optimization for
GDPS in considering of maintenance planning and routing? (scientific issue 4)

To address these scientific issues, four original contributions are developed. The detailed description of these contributions are presented respectively in chapters 3,4,5 and
6.
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Chapter 3
Dependence modelling for
maintenance of a GDPS
3.1

Introduction

This chapter describes our contribution with regards to the first scientific issue identified
in the Chapter 2: "How to formulate a dependence model for a GDPS in which economic
and geographical dependencies are jointly considered?". More precisely, firstly, a cost
structure of one component is formulated and used as a basis for the development of
our dependence model. Then, we formulate a dependence model which takes jointly into
account economic and geographical dependencies.
To construct this contribution in a consistent way, Section 3.2 presents the cost structure for a component. Based on this cost structure, Section 3.3 formulates the dependence
model. Then in section 3.4, a numerical application for a typical GDPS constructed by 5
production sites is carried out to illustrate the proposed model.

3.2

Cost structure at component level

The objective of this section is to formulate a cost structure of a preventive maintenance
activity of a component . It will be used as a basis for the development of a dependence model of economic and geographical dependence in next step. Remind that, for a
GDPS system, to do a PM action, the maintenance team and spare part have to be transported from the global maintenance center to the production site where the maintained
component is located on. Then, maintenance team goes back the global maintenance
center when the maintenance activity is completed. By that way, maintenance cost includes direct and indirect maintenance cost. Direct maintenance cost is defined as the
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expenses paid for direct replacement/repair activities like spare part cost, labour cost,
etc. Whereas, indirect one is usually paid for preparation process and loss of product due
to stopping of a system. More precisely, the maintenance costs for a component includes:
Spare part cost (Cisp ): This cost includes physical cost of a component and costs
paid for management and inventory before a preventive maintenance task is performed
[46]. Normally, the physical cost depends on supplier and sometime impacted by market
fluctuation. Whereas, management and inventory cost of spare pars depend on their
management and inventory policies [46, 172, 173]. The spare part cost can be expressed
as follows (see [172]):
m
h
Cisp = cph
(3.1)
i + ci + ci
Where
Cisp : spare part cost of a component i
cph
i : physical cost of a component i
m
ci : management cost of a component i
chi : inventory holding cost of a component i
To simplify calculations, in several cases the spare part cost of a component can be seen
as fixed value over the time Cisp .
Downtime cost (Cidt ): It ( also called shutdown cost) is paid for loss of revenue when
a production system stops to perform preventive maintenance tasks. Downtime cost can
be reduced by reducing downtime. By this way, grouping of maintenance activities is a
good solution when many maintenance actions can be performed simultaneously to reduce
downtime [174]. In general models, it is supposed that the loss of revenue due to downtime
is a linear function of the downtime. Cidtj denotes the downtime cost which occurs when site
j is stopped during the maintenance of component i. Cidtj can be calculated as (see [26])
Cidtj = Rjdt · ωi

(3.2)

Where
Rjdt : the downtime cost rate at site j.
ωi : the PM duration of component i.
Site-preparation cost (Si0j ): The preparation cost is associated with preparation
tasks such as erecting a scaffolding, opening a machine, etc. To simplify calculations,
preparation cost of each component in a system can be seen as the same [47], called
single-setup cost. This cost can be saved when different components are joint maintained,
since execution of a group of activities requires only one setup cost. The single setup cost
model seems to be now not sufficient for a GDPS whose production sites are dispersed.
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Due to geographical dispersion of production sites, the preparation tasks required for the
maintenance of each site are not the same. They depend on the site characteristics. The
preparation cost therefore should not be identical for all sites. For this reason, a multisetup cost model as [11] is suitable in this case. In our study, we consider that different
sites require different preparation cost, while components at the same production site
have identical setup cost. The site-preparation cost of a component i located at site j is
a fixed cost, denoted Si0j .
Transportation cost (Sitrj ): For a GDPS, it is cost paid for transportation of spare
parts and repairman in maintenance itineraries. In general models, transportation cost is
constructed as a linear function of time or distance [26]. In this model, a transportation
cost/travel cost rate represents the paid expense over time or distance unit. For a GDPS,
let L0j and Lj0 be the travel distances from the global maintenance center (denoted by’0’)
to site ’j’ and back again respectively, the transportation cost is calculated as follows
(see [26]):
Sitrj = Rtr · (L0j + Lj0 )

(3.3)

where Rtr is the transportation cost rate.
Labor cost (Cilb ): It can be understood as expenses paid for maintenance works of
repairman/maintenance team. Each component usually requires a skill level of repairman
and maintenance duration [48]. It means that different components can lead to different
requirements related to skill level and maintenance duration. Of course, the higher the
technician’s skill is required and the longer the maintenance duration is, the more expensive the labor cost is. In general models, the labor cost is proposed as a linear function
of the labor cost rate and maintenance duration. The labor cost of component i, denoted
Cilb , can be expressed by (see [48]):
Cilb = Rilb (li ) · ωi

(3.4)

Where
Rilb (li ): the labor cost rate of repairman with skill level li who maintain component
i.
ωi : the maintenance duration of component i.
As a consequence, the maintenance cost structure of component i includes spare part cost,
downtime cost, labor cost, site-preparation cost and travel cost shown in Figure 3.1. This
structure can be formulated as:
m
h
dt
lb
0
tr
Cip = Cisp + Cijdt + Cilb + Si0j + Sitr = cph
i + ci + ci + Rj · ωi + Ri (lk ) · ωi + Sij + R · (L0j + Lj0 )
(3.5)
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sp

C i : Spare part cost
dt

C ij : Downtime cost
p

C i : Maintenance cost

sp

Sij : Site-preparation cost
tr

S i : Transportation cost
lb

C i : Labor cost

Figure 3.1: Structure cost of component i in GDPS context
According to the above cost structure, the site-preparation cost and downtime cost
generally may be different for different components in the system or even for identical
components located on the different sites. Whereas, travel cost of components is identical
if they are located in the same site, and it may be different if they are not in the same
site.

3.3

Economic and geographical dependence-based cost
model for a GDPS

The objective of this section is to develop a dependence model considering economic and
geographical dependencies based on cost structure formulated in previous section. The
dependence model is investigated at two levels. At the site level, joint maintenance of
components at the same production site can save site-preparation cost because preparation
cost is assumed that it is paid one time if components are maintained simultaneously. At
the system level (GDPS level), to undertake joint maintenance of components at different
production sites, maintenance team moves following an adequate maintenance itinerary,
thus, transportation cost can be reduced due to cutback of travel distance compared to
individual maintenance. The transportation cost saving is described as a geographical
dependence.
To formulate the dependence model by grouping maintenance activities, firstly, tentatively individual plan of components need to be defined. After that, joint maintenance
activities of components are performed to take advantages of economic and geographical
dependencies. By that way, economic profit cost model is formulated and used as a basis
for the development of our dependence model.
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3.3.1

Tentative maintenance plan under individual optimization

The aim of this subsection is to establish a tentative plan of components by individual
optimization. The tentative plan determines the optimal replacement date of component
i based on age-based maintenance policy. To do that, the following assumptions are
considered.
• Assumption 4: Failures rate of a component is described by Weibull distribution
law.
• Assumption 5: The long-term average maintenance cost of a component is used
as criterion to evaluate age-based maintenance policy.
• Assumption 6: The maintenance cost criterion depends on the following unitary
costs:
– A preventive maintenance cost (Cip , i = 1, 2...n) if a preventive maintenance is
performed.
– A corrective maintenance cost ( Cip , i = 1, 2...n) if a failure occurs.
• Assumption 7: The corrective maintenance duration is minimized and can be
neglected.
• Assumption 8: Each component is maintained at least one time on maintenance
planning.
For the age-based maintenance policy, preventive maintenance cycle of a component
(x∗i ) can be determined based on its lifetime distribution law. This law can be evaluated by many standard statistical methods of parametric, semi-parametric and nonparametric inference type [87, 175–177]. In the literature, several laws of probabilities
are associated with the lifetime distribution of the components such as Weibull law, the
normal law (Gaussian), the Gamma law, etc [178]. In our thesis, to facilitate mathematical comprehension and formulation, we assume that failures of components occur
according to a Weibull law. This law is widely used in literature because of its versatility and simplicity
[20, 179]. Remind that the Weibull distribution law is expressed
 
βi x βi −1
, i = 1, 2, ..., n in where βi and λi are shape and scale parameters
by ri (t) = λi λ
respectively.
Assume that a component i is systematically replaced at the fixed age limit xi which is
determined by optimizing long-term average maintenance cost of the component. When
component i breaks down between two periods of preventive maintenance, it is immediately restarted by a minimal repair. Note that in this case, the nominal preventive
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maintenance cycle is equal to x∗i . Applying the renewal theory, the long-term average
maintenance cost of the component i, denoted φi (ti ), can be determined as follows:
Ci (t)
ti →+∞ ti

φi (xi ) = lim

(3.6)

Where
ti : the renewal cycle length of a component i
Ci (ti ): the total maintenance cost of component i on a renewal cycle
Let M Ci (x) be the total of corrective maintenance cost incurred in x time units since
the last PM activity of component i is performed. According to the minimal repair policy,
M Ci (x) can be expressed as follows, [86]:
M Ci (xi ) =

Cic .Λi

(0, xi ) =

Cic .

Zxi

ri (t)d(t)

(3.7)

0

where Λi (0, xi ) =

Rxi

ri (t)d(t) is average number of failures of component i on interval

0

(0, xi ).
If a component i is preventively maintained when its age reaches limit xi , the expected
maintenance cost within [0, xi ] is:
˙ i)
Ci (xi ) = Cip + M Ci (x

(3.8)

From Equations (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain
x βi
(3.9)
λi
It is assumed that component i is preventively replaced at every xi time units. From
Equations (3.6) and (3.9), the long-term maintenance cost rate can be calculated as:
Ci (xi ) = Cip + Cic .

Ci (ti )
φi (xi ) = lim
=
t→+∞
ti

Cip + Cic ·

Rxi





ri (t)dt

0

xi + ω i

=

Cip + Cic ·



xi
λi

 βi

xi + ωi

.

(3.10)

where ωi is denoted the PM duration of component i and ti = xi + ωi
The optimal PM cycle of component i, denoted x∗i , can be then determined by solving
the following equation
x∗i = arg min φi (xi ) =⇒
xi

dφi (xi )
dxi

= 0 ⇐⇒
xi =x∗i

Cic · (βi − 1) · (x∗i )βi + Cic · βi · ωi · (x∗i )βi −1 − Cip · λβi i = 0
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Let x̃∗i be the optimal interval length for the preventive maintenance of component i
when ignoring the maintenance duration(ωi = 0). It can be determined as following [20]:
x̃∗i

= λi

v
u
u
β
t
i

Cip
Cic (βi − 1)

(3.12)

Let g(x) = Cic · (βi − 1) · (x)βi + Cic · βi · ωi · (x)βi −1 − Cip · λβi i . It is easy to show
that g 0 (x) > 0, ∀βi > 1, ∀x > 1; g(0) = Cip · λβi i < 0; and g(x̃∗i ) = Cic · βi · ωi · (x̃∗i )βi −1 .
Then Equation (3.11) has only one solution (x∗i ) in the interval(0, x∗i ). Moreover, it is not
difficult to show that φ00 i (x∗i ) > 0. Therefore, we can deduce that (x∗i ) exists and it is
unique, x∗i ∈ (0, x̃∗i ).
Let φ∗i be the minimal long-term average maintenance cost of component i,one gets
φ∗i = φi (x∗i ). The optimal interval length x∗i , which can be numerically calculated using
Equation (3.11), represents a nominal preventive maintenance frequency of component i
(with i = 1; . . . ; N ).
From nominal preventive maintenance cycle of component i, the tentative maintenance
plan is defined as follows:
• The first preventive maintenance date of component i is determined by
ti1 = x∗i + Tbegin − tei + ωiΣ1
j

(3.13)

Where
ti1 : is the first preventive maintenance date of component i.
x∗i : is the preventive maintenance cycle of component i.
tei : the total operational time of component i elapsed from the last
replacement.
ωiΣ1 : the cumulative downtime of component i at site j within interval
j
[Tbegin , ti1 ]. The downtime may be resulted from the PM of other components
that are located on the same site.
Tbegin :The time is chosen by the planner.
• The z th preventive maintenance date of component i (z > 1) is given as follows:
tiz = tiz−1 + x∗i + ωiΣzj

(3.14)

Where
tiz−1 : the previous preventive maintenance date of component i.
x∗i : is the preventive maintenance cycle of component i.
ωiΣzj : the cumulative downtime of component i at site j within interval
[tiz−1 , tiz ].
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• Since each component is maintained at least one time on planning horizon, the end
of date of the planning horizon is determined as follows
Tend = (tij 1 + ωij )

with tij 1 = max ti1

(3.15)

i=1:n

Where

tij 1 : the longest time in a set of tentative plan of the first maintenance
activity of components.
ωij : duration time of the component corresponding to tij 1
As an example, individual PM dates of the tentative plan for a three-components
system (at the same site) is shown in Figure 3.2. Over the planning horizon P H =
[Tbegin , Tend ], component 1 and 2 are preventively maintained only once time at t11 and t21
over the planning horizon. However, the component 3 is preventively maintained twice
at t31 and t32 . As a result, the number of preventive maintenance operations over the
planning horizon, denoted N, is equal to 4. In this example, the cumulative downtime of
component i of z th preventive maintenance is given as follows:
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Figure 3.2: Tentatively individual maintenance plan of three considered components 1,2,3
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3.3.2

Dependence modelling

The aim of this subsection is to formulate economic and geographical dependence-based
cost model based on tentative maintenance plan presented in previous subsection. By
grouping maintenance activities of components, economic profit model is defined and
used as a base to formulate the cost model.
Considering a fixed group Gk of several components, which are tentatively maintained
at their individual PM dates tiz . To be jointly maintained, the individual PM dates have to
0
be adjusted, and the components of Gk are actually preventively maintained at tiz instead
of tiz , with i ∈ Gk . When the components are jointly maintained, the maintenance team
has to follow a specific itinerary (IGk ) to maintain all the components of the group before
go back to the maintenance center. The maintenance route prescribes the sequence of the
sites that the maintenance team has to travel consecutively. There exists usually a large
number of possible itineraries that across all the maintenance sites with different travel
distances. Let tGk denote the time that the maintenance team leaves the maintenance
center (departure time) to maintain group Gk , and IGk (j) = v means that with respect
to the route IGk , site j is visited by the maintenance team at the v th order.
• If IGk (j) = 1, the maintenance team will visit site j at first after leaving the global
maintenance center, the maintenance team will arrive at site j at T ASj = tGk + ttr
0j ,
tr
where t0j is the travel time from the global maintenance center to site j. T ASj is
0
also the grouped PM dates of components of group Gk located at site j: tiz = T ASj .
P
The maintenance team will leave site j at time T LSj = T ASj +
ωi , and
i∈Gk ,i∈Gk

move to the next maintenance site.
• If IGk (j) = v > 1, the maintenance team will visit site j at the v th order. The actual
0
PM dates of components of group Gk located on site j are then tiz = T LSq + ttr
qj ,
where q is the site that the maintenance team has previously visited at the (v − 1)th
order.
Economic profit model thanks to geographical dependence: From the literature [1, 11], the economic dependence between the components indicates that the PM
cost of the group (CGp k ) is not equal to the total PM cost of their components, i.e.
P
CGp k 6= i∈Gk Cip . Most of the grouping maintenance models consider the economic
dependence related to the saving of the preparation cost (∆SG0 k ) and the penalty cost
(∆HGk ). The penalty cost occurs due to (i) the reduction of components useful life if
the maintenance dates are advanced; (ii) the increase of component failure probability
if the maintenance dates are postponed (see [20] for more details). Note that a number
of existing works consider centralized multi-component systems and model the economic
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dependence based on a single setup/preparation cost model. This model seems to be now
not sufficient for the modeling of the economic dependence existing between the components of a GDPS. In a GDPS, the components are located in different production sites.
The preparation tasks required for the maintenance of each site are not the same. They
depend on the site characteristics. The preparation cost therefore should not be identical
for all sites. For this reason, a multi-setup cost model needs to be developed for modeling
the economic dependence between the components of GDPS by taking into account the
characteristics of production sites. Moreover, as a typical characteristic of GDPS, the
components of GDPS may be located far from each other. The maintenance execution
date of a component impacting on penalty cost depends on travel time and the choice
of maintenance itinerary. By these reasons, site-preparation cost saving and penalty cost
should be modified in order to be adapted in GDPS context.
k
be the number of components of group Gk
Site-preparation cost saving (∆SG0 k ): Let nG
j
at site j. Assumes that all components at site j have the same preparation cost (Sj0 ) and
joint maintenance of these components requires only one preparation cost. The total site
preparation cost saving therefore is:

∆SG0 k =

X
j∈Gk

∆SjGk =

X

0
k
(nG
j − 1) · Sj

(3.16)

j∈Gk

Where
∆SjGk : site-preparation cost saving at site j of the group Gk .
k
nG
j : the number of components located at site j of the group Gk .
Sj0 : the site preparation cost of each component at site j.
Penalty cost (∆HGk ): Penalty cost is additional cost occurring when components are
maintained earlier or later than their optimal replacement date [11](see Figure 3.3). The
penalty cost of a component i maintained at z th times can be determined by (see [20]):
hi (∆tiz ) = Cic · [(

x∗i + ∆tiz βi
x∗
) − ( i )βi ] − ∆tiz φ∗i
λi
λi

Where
0

tiz : maintenance execution date of a component i at z th times
tiz : the tentative maintenance date of a component i at z th times
∆tiz : the difference between maintenance execution date and tentative
0
maintenance date of component at zth times i (∆ti = tiz − tiz )
x∗i : the optimal replacement cycle of component i
φ∗i : the minimum long-term average maintenance cost rate of component i
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x*i
i

i

Tbegin

tit

ti
ti

Figure 3.3: Illustration of change of maintenance execution date of component i

It should be noted that differing to centralized system, maintenance execution date of
a component within GDPS is a function depending on maintenance itinerary (IGk ). For
more details, let us consider an example in Figure 3.4. A maintenance team is responsible
for the maintenance of a group of components located in three production sites 1, 2 and
3. To do the PM of the group, the maintenance team can follow different maintenance
routes: M C → 1 → 3 → 2 → M C (Figure 3.4a), M C → 2 → 3 → 1 → M C (Figure
3.4b), and M C → 1 → 2 → 3 → M C (Figure 3.4c). It is clear that, with the same
departure time from the maintenance center tGk , the arrival times at each site depend on
the selected maintenance route (see Figures 3.4a and 3.4c). Note that, in figures 3.4a and
3.4b, two different maintenance routes with the same travel distance can lead to different
arrival times, in other words, different PM dates.

Figure 3.4: Impacts of maintenance routes on the PM dates and travel distance

From Equation (3.17), total penalty cost of group Gk is given as follows:
∆HGk (IGk ) =

X

hi (∆tiz )

(3.18)

i∈Gk

Labor loss cost ∆CGlbk : In addition, when components are jointly maintained, technicians of
the repair team have to be able to complete all the maintenance tasks associated with the
group of components. Therefore, a polyvalent skills may be required. As a consequence,
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the labor cost may be directly penalized as follows:
lb
(lGk ) · ωGk −
∆CGlbk = RG
k

X

Rilb (li ) · ωi

(3.19)

i∈Gk

Where
ωGk : the maintenance duration of group Gk . If only one maintenance team is
P
ωi .
considered, it is then reasonable to assume that ωGk =
i∈Gk

lb
(lGk ): labor cost rate respective to skill level lGk of group Gk . It should be
RG
k
noted that the highest skill level of repairman is requested for performing joint
maintenance in order to ensure the success of all maintenance tasks. Therefore,
lGk = max (li ).
i∈Gk

Consequently, economic profit of group Gk yielded from economic dependence is given
by:
EP EGk = ∆SG0 k − ∆HGk (IGk ) − ∆CGlbk

(3.20)

Economic profit model thanks to geographical dependence: In our joint dependence model, apart from the economic dependence, the geographical dependence is also
considered. To do the PM on a group of several components, the maintenance team starts
from the global maintenance center to sites of maintained components and replaces sequentially all of them in the group before going back to the global maintenance center. By
that way, the travel distance and travel time are reduced when compared to an individual
maintenance. The maintenance team has to travel from the global maintenance center to
the production site where the maintained component is located on, and then come back
to the maintenance center when the maintenance is completed. It should be noted that
the reduction of travel distance lead to the saving of travel cost. Let IGk is a maintenance
itinerary which maintenance team should follow and LGk is travel distance respective to
this itinerary. Transportation cost saving of the group Gk (economic profit from geographical dependence) correspond to the maintenance itinerary IGk , denoted ∆SGtrk (IGk ),
and is calculated as follows:


∆SGtrk (IGk ) = Rtr · 


X

k

nG
j . (L0j + Lj0 ) − LGk

(3.21)

j∈Gk

According to the above transportation cost saving function, total travel distance for
performing separate maintenance is always greater than joint maintenance. It directly
leads to transportation cost saving. It should be noted that the reduction of travel distance
is very important since it is not only meaningful from the economic point of view, but
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also sustainability one (reduce energy consumption, travel-related risks, environmental
negative impacts). Therefore, it should be considered in maintenance strategies.
Economic profit model of joint consideration of economic and geographical
dependence: From Equation (3.20) and (3.21), economic and geographical dependencebased profit cost model for a GDPS is proposed as follows:
EP GGk (tGk , IGk ) = ∆SG0 k − ∆HGk (tGk ) − ∆CGlbk + ∆SGtrk (IGk )

(3.22)

Economic and geographical dependence-based cost model: From Equation
(3.22), maintenance cost of group Gk is given as follows:
CGp k =

X

Cip − EP GGk =

i∈Gk

3.4

X

Cip − ∆SG0 k + ∆HGk (IGk ) + ∆CGlbk − ∆SGtrk (IGk ) (3.23)

i∈Gk

Numerical application

The aim of this section is to validate the proposed dependence model for GDPS through
a numerical example. According to maintenance architecture 2 (see Section 1.3), we
consider a typical GDPS in Figure 3.5 containing 5 geographically dispersed sites and one
maintenance center located far from these sites. Each site contains three components.
The detailed distances among the sites and their global maintenance center are given in
Table 3.1. It should be noticed that, in this study, all parameters are given in arbitrary
units, e.g., arbitrary time unit (atu), arbitrary distance unit (adu) or arbitrary cost unit
(acu).
Maintenance center (0)

Site 3
Site 5
Site 1

Site 4
Site 2

Figure 3.5: A typical GDPS containing 5 production sites
The average speed in moving the maintenance team is AS = 25 (adu)/(atu). Then,
the travel time can be easily determined by dividing the travel distance by the average
speed, i.e. dij = Lij /AS. The transportation cost rate is considered to be the same for
all components Ritr = Rtr , and is equal to 18 (acu).
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Table 3.1: Distance matrix between sites
Site
0
1
2
3
4
5

0
80
56
120
131
152

1
80
100
98
87
250

2
56
100
68
103
154

3
120
98
68
54
161

4
131
87
103
54
209

5
152
250
154
161
209
-

The main characteristics of each site containing the main components, the down time
cost rate (Rjdt ) and the preparation cost (SjSite ) are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Given information related to the site level
Site
Component
Rjdt
SjSite

1
1, 2, 3
295
200

2
4, 5, 6
315
160

3
7, 8, 9
348
120

4
10, 11, 12
364
80

5
13, 14, 15
206
160

Table 3.3: Components’ data and individual maintenance optimization
Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

λi
2497
3258
2422
2812
3507
2322
2649
3059
2623
2448
2962
2328
2697
3358
2482

βi
2.86
2.76
3.71
2.86
2.73
3.68
2.81
2.75
3.55
2.89
2.73
3.72
2.86
3.13
3.64

Cisp
1745
2526
3250
1845
2626
3407
1695
2325
3325
1645
2456
3325
1645
2426
3525

Cic
568
672
632
676
732
625
514
552
601
449
642
685
697
612
315

wi
10
16
21
9
15
22
11
17
24
10
15
22
12
17
24

tei
1401
2730
782
2421
2656
1139
3278
3807
1041
2506
3004
1159
1556
3604
819

li
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Sitr
2880
2880
2880
2016
2016
2016
4320
4320
4320
4716
4716
4716
5472
5472
5472

x∗i
5229.2
7868.4
4613.7
5307.7
8110.5
4491.4
6387.2
8495.8
5637.8
5950.3
7808.9
4552.3
5680.5
7314.8
6040.8

φ∗i
2.5727
2.6872
5.5512
2.2411
2.4302
5.8042
2.6818
2.9651
5.7239
2.8403
3.1655
6.7836
2.9542
2.9951
4.8354

ti1
3828.2
5169.4
3841.7
2886.7
5485.5
3361.4
3109.2
4723.8
4607.8
3466.3
4836.9
3393.3
4141.5
3710.8
5250.8

The data related to components’ characteristics containing the shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution, the spare part cost, the CM cost, PM time, the total
operational time elapsed from the last replacement, the required level of repair team skill
are all reported in Table 3.3. The labor cost rates Rlb are fixed at 100, 200, 300 (acu) for
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required levels of repair team skills 1, 2, 3 respectively. Finally, from Equation 3.5, the
maintenance cost of components are determined and shown Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Preventive maintenance cost of components

3.4.1

Components

Cisp

Cidt
j

Cilb

Sisp
j

Sitr

Cip

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1745
2526
3250
1845
2626
3407
1695
2325
3325
1645
2456
3325
1645
2426
3525

2950
4720
6195
2835
4725
6930
3828
5916
8352
3640
5460
8008
2472
3502
4944

1000
3200
6300
900
3000
6600
1100
3400
7200
1000
3000
6600
1200
3400
7200

200
200
200
160
160
160
120
120
120
80
80
80
160
160
160

2880
2880
2880
2016
2016
2016
4320
4320
4320
4716
4716
4716
5472
5472
5472

8775
13526
18825
7756
12527
19113
11063
16081
23317
11081
15712
22729
10949
14960
21301

Economic and geographical dependence and cost model

Assume that these 15 components are preventively maintained by the predetermined
maintenance plan as given Table 3.5. According to this plan, these components are divided
into three groups G1 , G2 , G3 . The departure time (tGk ) and maintenance itineraries of
these groups are also shown in Table 3.5. Based on Equation from Section 3.2 and 3.3,
the maintenance costs and cost savings are provided in the Table 3.6.
As shown in the Table 3.6, maintenance cost of these groups is less than individual
maintenance of components of these groups thanks to economic profit yielded from ecoP
nomic and geographical dependence (CGp k < Cip ). More precisely, for group G1 , the
four maintained components are located at different sites, so site-preparation cost saving is ignored. In addition, the maintenance execution dates of these components are to
differ from their preventive maintenance cycle dates. It leads to occurrence of penalty
cost (∆H=1385.7). As shown in Equation (3.20), because the total site-preparation cost
saving is equal to 0, economic profit due to economic dependence is negative and its amplitude is equal to penalty cost. Obviously, economic profit from economic dependence
is ineffective. However, joint maintenance of group G1 save a big transportation cost.
Consequently, economic profit of group G1 based on economic and geographical depen61
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dence model (see Equation (3.22)) is positive. It directly leads to reduction of 7.54 %
maintenance cost.
The similar effectiveness is also expressed by group G2 . Thanks to economic and
geographical dependence modelling when components of this group is jointly performed,
the economic profit in this case is approximately one fifth of maintenance cost and so
the maintenance cost reduces of 16.55 %. Especially, a part of reduction of maintenance
cost comes from the cost savings of site-preparation, without occurring in group G1 . In
addition, there are two components maintained at each site, however the site-preparation
cost is only incurred on one component because execution of a group of activities requires
only one preparation cost. It means that preparation cost can be saved to 50 %. The
saving of the preparation cost in this case is really meaningful in reduction of maintenance
cost.
For group G3 , three components at site 5 are maintained simultaneously. By this
way, the site-preparation cost is saved to 66.7 %. However, penalty cost and labor loss
cost is too large, so economic profit from economic dependence is negative. In addition,
transportation cost cuts up two-third because maintenance team only takes one time to
move from global maintenance center to site 5 and turn back instead of three times if
these components are performed separately. Consequently, economic profit of group G3
provided by the proposed dependence model helps maintenance cost reduces 13.3 %.
Table 3.5: Maintenance plan of the GDPS
Groups
G1 = {3, 6, 9, 12}
G2 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11}
G3 = {13, 14, 15}

Departure time (tGk )
3649.4
3972.0
4585.6

Maintenance itineraries
0→2→3→4→1→0
0→2→3→4→1→0
0→5→0

L∗Gk
345
345
304

Table 3.6: Maintenance cost provided by the predetermined maintenance plan
Groups
G1 = {3, 6, 9, 12}
G2 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11}
G3 = {13, 14, 15}

3.4.2

Cip
83984
96521
47210
P

∆S 0
0
560
320

∆H
1385.7
2235.9
886.2

∆Clb
0
4000
4100

EP E
-1385.7
-5675.9
-4666.2

∆S tr
7722
21654
10944

EP
6336.3
15978.1
6277.8

p
CG
k
77647.7
80542.9
40932.2

Sensitivity analyses

As mentioned before, economic profit of the dependence model is to save the transportation costs. The dependence model then strongly depends on the transportation cost rate.
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This subsection makes sensitive analyses of impacts of transportation cost rate. The analysis is carried out for G2 identified in Subsection 3.4.1. The proposed dependence model
is applied for different cases where the transportation cost rate is varied from 0 to 20
(acu), while the other given data remain unchanged.
4
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Economic profit from the dependence model
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14

16

18
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity analysis of economic profit to transportation cost rate for the
proposed dependence model
The evolution of economic profit when the transportation cost rate increases from 0
to 20 is plotted in Figure 3.6. In the Figure, when transportation cost rate is smaller
than 4.8, economic profit of the dependence model is negative because positive economic
profit from geographical dependence cannot compensate negative economic profit from
geographical dependence. In this case, grouping maintenance of G2 is ineffective. If
transportation cost rate is greater than 4.8, economic profit of the dependence model
is positive because positive economic profit from geographical is higher than negative
economic profit from geographical dependence. In this case, grouping maintenance of G2
is effective. In addition, from Figure 3.6, the bigger the transportation cost rate is, the
higher the economic profit is obtained. The dependence model is therefore recommended
for the GDPS with high transportation cost rates.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we formulate a dependence-based cost model for a GDPS with joint
consideration of economic and geographical dependencies. In this model, economic and
geographical dependencies are described by economic profit function with two influence
factors being departure time (tGk ) and maintenance itinerary (IGk ). The dependence
model is really meaningful because it can quantify economic profit when several components are jointly maintained. It directly supports to calculate maintenance cost for a group
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of several components. In addition, the joint consideration of economic and geographical
dependencies is better than separately consideration of them because interaction between
these two kinds of dependencies is considered.
Due to impacts of economic and geographical dependencies on maintenance cost, a
development of a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS taking into account
economic and geographical dependencies is presented in next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy for a GDPS
4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes our contribution with regards to the second scientific issue identified
in Chapter 2: "How to build a grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS with consideration of economic, geographical dependencies and impacts of dynamic contexts?". More
precisely, we develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS including 4
phases. Phase 1 aims to find the optimal preventive maintenance cycles of components.
Based on the maintenance cycles identified, phase 2 outlines a tentative maintenance plan
of components on a planning horizon. This tentative maintenance plan is used as a basis
for grouping maintenance optimization in phase 3. This phase aims to group maintenance activities so that grouping economic profit is maximum. Finally, phase 4 aims to
update short-term information for the system when dynamic contexts occur. Based on
the updated information, a new grouping maintenance plan can be outlined.
To construct this contribution in consistent way, Section 4.2 presents general assumptions. The key content of this chapter, developing a dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy, is presented in Section 4.3. After that, a procedure for updating maintenance
and routing plan in a dynamic context is investigated in Section 4.4.

4.2

General assumptions

We consider a GDPS with n components located at m sites. To perform preventive maintenance for such system, the maintenance architecture 2 (see Figure 1.4) is used. Remind
that for this architecture, global maintenance center is responsible for the maintenance
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actions. To replace an individual component, the maintenance team has to travel from the
maintenance center to the maintenance site where the component is located on, and then
come back to the maintenance center when the maintenance is completed. Otherwise, to
do the preventive maintenance on a group of several components, the maintenance team
replaces sequentially all components of the group and returns to the maintenance center
only when the maintenance of all components in the group is completed.
The production of each site is supported by several machines (components) subjected
to random failures. The failure rate of these components is assumed to be increasing
over time by Weibull distribution law as presented in Section 3.3. The costs paid for
maintenance on a component are described in Section 3.2.
In our work, assume that preventive maintenance is performed by global maintenance
center while corrective maintenance is performed by local maintenance center. Therefore,
two types of the maintenance are considered: corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM). Minimal repair, a specific CM type, is herein applied to repair
the failed components. The components are considered to be in the states that they had
before their failures. The component is considered to be as good as new after the preventive maintenance (replacement action). To develop our dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy of a GDPS, assumptions 1, 2, 3 identified in Chapter 1 and assumptions 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 identified in Chapter 3 are considered. In addition, the following additional assumptions
are considered:
Assumption 9: Failure of a component leads the production site to stop.
Assumption 10: Interruption of a production site does not impact the normal operation
of the others.
In addition, due to the geographic dispersion of the GDPS, the maintenance of such
system faces a lot of difficulties related to the dynamic route and weather conditions,
transportation capacity, etc.
1. Change of route and weather conditions: the maintenance routes and/or travel duration between different sites and maintenance center may be changed over time
due to specific reasons such as failure of maintenance team’s vehicles, bad weather
conditions, or maintenance of specific routes [15, 16];
2. Change of transportation capacity: the transportation means may be changed due
to economic and/or technical reasons, e.g., failure or replacement of vehicle with
lower or higher capacity [15, 16].
These kinds of the above situations, referred to “dynamic contexts” in our study, may
have significant impacts on the maintenance planning and routing. In the presence of a
dynamic context, the current maintenance grouped plan and maintenance route may be
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no longer optimal ones and need to be updated. The proposed maintenance grouping and
routing approach should be a dynamic one which allows updating the optimal solution
when a dynamic context occurs. In addition, according to different types of dynamic
contexts, an appropriate updating processes needs to be developed.

4.3

Dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a
GDPS

The aim of this section is to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a
GDPS with consideration of economic, geographical dependencies and impacts of dynamic
contexts. Due to economic and geographical dependencies related to maintenance routing
and scheduling, the proposed strategy considers joint optimization of these processes
to determine the optimal maintenance planning and routing. In addition, the strategy
can update maintenance plan by taking into account short-term information (dynamic
contexts). By that way, it ensures that the current maintenance plan is the best one
when dynamic contexts occurs. The proposed strategy contains 4 phases as shown in
Figure 4.1.
GDPS data

Individual maintenance
optimization

Individual
planning

Grouping maintenance optimization
(maintenance grouping and
routing scheduling optimization)

Updating

Optimal grouping structure
Optimal execution dates
Optimal maintenance routes

Rolling horizon
Dynamic contexts

Figure 4.1: A model of the dynamic grouping maintenance strategy of a GDPS
Outline of this strategy: In the first phase, the PM cycle/interval of each component
is determined by minimizing its long-term maintenance cost rate (see Section 4.3.1). This
PM cycle is then used to determinate the individual PM date of each component in the
planning horizon in phase 2 (see Section 4.3.2). In the third phase, the total economic
profit of all groups (grouping structure) is firstly formulated based on the individual PM
dates obtained in the previous phase. An optimization algorithm is then applied to find
the best grouping structure GS ∗ (a set of exclusive groups), optimal PM dates of each
group, and optimal maintenance itineraries of each group in GS ∗ . The best grouping
structure is found by maximizing the total grouping economic profit in the considered
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horizon (see Section 4.3.3). Finally, the last phase is devoted to update the maintenance
planning and routing when (i) occurring a dynamic information (i.e. varying deterioration
rate of components, change of maintenance routes, maintenance opportunities, etc.), or
(ii) a new planning horizon is needed (see Section 4.3.4).

4.3.1

Phase 1: Individual maintenance optimization

The objective of this phase is to determine the optimal preventive maintenance cycle
of each component. To do that, we choose the age-based maintenance policy to
optimize preventive maintenance cycle of individual component. The age-based
maintenance policy is based on life time distribution of components. This policy is widely
applied in industries because it is relatively easy to implement and can only rely on the
long-term statistical behavior of the degradation processes of components and personnel’s
experience [13].
For this policy, a component i is systematically replaced at the fixed age limit xi which
is determined by optimizing long-term average maintenance cost of the component. The
nominal preventive maintenance cycle of component i, denoted x∗i , leads to the minimal long-term average maintenance cost (φi (ti )). Note that when component i breaks
down between successive preventive maintenance dates, it is immediately maintained by
a minimal repair action. The steps formulating nominal preventive maintenance cycle
and minimal long-term average maintenance cost of individual component are found in
SubSection 3.3.1.
In summary, the main output of phase 1 is preventive maintenance cycles of all components and their minimal long-term average maintenance costs in a GDPS.

4.3.2

Phase 2: Individual planning

The aim of this phase is to build an individual maintenance plan in a finite planning
horizon P H = [Tbegin , Tend ]. The individual maintenance plan for each component i is
carried out at a certain time based on the individual maintenance rules of Phase 1. We
determine when the z th maintenance activity of component i should be performed . Under
average operational conditions (that is, if the components are used as on average), this
is x∗i time units after that latest execution date of component i. However, because of
choice of beginning time and dependence of activities of other components, this may
be at another time. Based on preventive maintenance cycles identified in phase 1, the
total operational time and the cumulative downtime of component i, the first preventive
maintenance date of each component i in the planning horizon is calculated from Equation
(3.13). From that, the execution date of the z th PM of component i (z > 1) is determined
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by Equation (3.14).
We now take a finite planning horizon and we consider the activities to be executed
in this horizon. There are many possibilities to choose a planning horizon and the choice
depends on the specific problem and the requirements of the maintenance manager. From
the point of view that all components are taken into account in the maintenance decision
[20], the planning horizon should be chosen in the way that each component is preventively
carried out at least one time within the planning horizon. Therefore, the end of date of
the planning horizon is determined by the Equation 3.15.
As an example, the planning horizon in Figure 3.3 can be determined as follows:
Tbegin = 0 and Tend = (max ti1 + ωi1 ) = t21 + ω21 .
i

4.3.3

Phase 3: Grouping maintenance optimization

The objective of this phase is to find the optimal way to group the individual PM dates
identified in the previous phase, which maximizes the grouping economic profit in the
planning horizon. This phase is extremely important because it directly gives maintenance
decision-making based on system data. According to [180], this process includes two
parts: (i) formulating mathematical optimization model, (ii) developing an optimization
algorithm to solve this problem.
Mathematical optimization model: Remind that the works done by [55, 180, 181]
usually assume that n maintenance activities are distributed into several groups to preventively maintain in a planning horizon [Tbegin , Tend ]. A group of activities is a nonempty
subset of {1, ..., N }. A partition of {1, . . . , N } is a collection of m mutually exclusive groups G1 , . . . , Gm covering all activities, that is, Gk1 ∩ Gk2 = φ∀k1 6= k2 , and
G1 ∪ G2 ∪ . . . ∪ Gm = {1, . . . , N }. A grouping structure (GS) is a partition of {1, . . . , N }
so that all PM operations of each group are executed at the same time. For each activity
of component i we have its penalty cost function hi (∆t), expressing the expected costs of
shifting the execution date of this activity.
P
For any group Gk , ∆HGk (Gk ) = i∈Gk hi (tGk − ti ) denotes the cumulative penalty
function, expressing the additional expected costs of executing group Gk at time tGk ,
instead of executing each activity in Gk separately on its execution time ti . The optimal
execution time t∗Gk is the time for which ∆HGk (tGk ) is minimum. Let ∆HG∗ k denote the
minimal value of ∆HGk (t∗Gk ). Now we have ∆HG∗ k = HG∗ k (t∗Gk ). Each activity has the
same set-up cost S, implying that grouping the execution of m activities yields a cost
reduction of (m − 1)S. If for a group Gk , the setup cost saving is equal to (nGk − 1) · S in
which nGk is the number of maintenance activities of group Gk . Thus, economic profit of
a group Gk , denoted EP GGk , can be defined as (nGk − 1).S − ∆HG∗ k ,i.e., the set-up cost
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saving subtract the sum of the penalty costs. By that way, it shows that the grouping
economic profit is originated from economic dependence between components.
For a grouping structure, its economic profit is sum of economic profit of its groups
P
EP S(GS) = Gk ∈SG EP GGk . For economic point of view, a grouping structure is optimal
one (GS ∗ ) if its economic profit is the highest among set of feasible grouping structures
(SGS), GS ∗ = arg max EP S(GS).
GS∈SGS

In the studies [55, 180, 181] this phase is devoted to formulate grouping maintenance
model which aim to find optimal grouping structure. This model is completely appropriate
to centralized production system, however it cannot be directly applied for a GDPS due
to many difficulties:
1. For a GDPS, maintenance execution dates of components of a group cannot be
the same because a maintenance team needs the time to travel among sites when
maintaining components located at different sites. In other words, maintenance
execution dates of components depend on travel time and maintenance itineraries
as analyzed in Subsection 2.2.
2. In GDPS, there are not only existing economic dependence but also geographical
dependence. It means that transportation cost of joint maintenance is less than
total of transportation cost when performing separate maintenance. Therefore, we
should consider the geographical dependence into optimization process.
Both these difficulties are related to maintenance routing problem for GDPS. Hence, to
address these difficulties, joint optimization of maintenance routing and scheduling is considered in formulating mathematical optimization model. To formulate this optimization
model, we give two concepts: grouping structure and grouping as follows:
Grouping structure concept: For a GDPS, a grouping structure can be illustrated as a
matrix:


y
. . . y1b
 11
.
 ..
GS =  . . . . ..

ya1 · · · yab







(4.1)

with
yab = {mz |z ∈ na }
where a and b are index of site and component respectively. mz is group index of z th
maintenance activity of component b and na is the number of maintenance activities of
component b. y24 = 1 implies that component 4 located at site 2 lies in group 1.
From the matrix GS, a set of components of a group Gk can be determined as follows:
Gk = Gyab = {b|yab = k∀a}
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(4.2)
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As an example, a grouping structure containing 4 components located at 2 sites is
fully defined by the following matrix:




{1, 2} {1} ∅
∅ 
GS = 
∅
∅ {2} {3}
It means that components {1, 2}, {3, 4} are located at site 1 and site 2 respectively;
grouping structure consists of 3 groups including G1 = {1, 2}, G2 = {1, 3} and G3 = {4}.
Note that component 1 is performed two times in the planning horizon.
Grouping concept: Remind that to do preventive maintenance of a group Gk of several components which are tentatively maintained at their individual PM dates tiz , the
maintenance team has to leave global maintenance center at departure time (tGk ) and
then follow a specific itinerary (IGk ) to maintain all the components of the group before
going back to the maintenance center. The maintenance route prescribes the sequence of
the sites that the maintenance team has to travel consecutively. The actual maintenance
execution dates of components can be determined as expressed in Section 3.3. From this
definition, each maintenance group Gk is characterized by the three following parameters:
components of group, departure time of the maintenance team tGk , and maintenance
itinerary IGk . Hence, for a specific group, EP G function depends on departure time of
the maintenance team tGk , and maintenance itinerary IGk , denoted EP G(tGk , IGk ).
In our study, the optimization model is formulated at two levels as shown in Figure 4.2.
At group level, components of each group are maintained sequentially by specific maintenance itineraries so that EP G is maximum. Let EP G∗Gk (t∗Gk , IG∗ k ) denote the maximal
value of economic profit of a group Gk . Finding an optimal maintenance itinerary IG∗ k and
optimal departure time t∗Gk for which EP G is maximal, is not simple due to interaction
between economic and geographical dependence. As an example, we can understand that
maintenance routing aims at finding the best itinerary with lowest travel distance/ travel
time. It relates to geographical dependence. Whereas, related to economic dependence,
maintenance scheduling aims at finding the best maintenance schedule of components in
which grouping economic profit is maximum. Actually, the shortest maintenance itinerary
can lead to a minimum transportation cost. However, this itinerary may be not optimal
one because the penalty cost associated with this itinerary can be too large and it can lead
to high maintenance cost. Remind that the penalty cost occurs when the execution dates
of components are different to their tentative maintenance dates. To solve this problem,
an optimization process should considers both maintenance routing and scheduling simultaneously. By that way, an economic profit model supporting this optimization process
at group level is presented more specific in Chapter 5. This formulation is built based on
the solving of maintenance routing and scheduling problem, in other words, maintenance
routing scheduling problem. This problem is mentioned as a process finding an optimal
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maintenance itinerary and optimal execution dates of components with aim of maximal
economic profit of a group.
At grouping structure level, the economic profit model of a grouping structure can be
simply calculated as:
X

EP S(GS, tGk , LGk ) =

EP G (tGk , LGk )

(4.3)

Gk ∈GS

EP S(GS, tGk , LGk ) represents the performance of grouping structure GS. The grouping
performance then depends on a grouping structure (GS), departure time of the maintenance team (tGk ) and maintenance itinerary (IGk ) to maintain each group Gk in GS. The
best grouping performance is, the highest ESP is. The optimal grouping structure in a
set of grouping structure SGS can be determined as follows:
(GS ∗ , t∗Gk , IG∗ k ) =

arg max

X

GS∈SGS,tGk ,IGk G ∈GS
k

EP GGk (tGk , IGk )

(4.4)

Consequently, in this phase, the grouping economic profit model supporting to determine the optimal maintenance planning is formulated.
Need for the optimization
(optimization objective)

Assumptions and bounds

Choose design variables

Formulate constraints

Formulate objective function
at component level

Formulate objective function
at group level

Choose an optimization algorithm

Maintenance plan

Figure 4.2: Flow chart of an optimization process [2]
Optimization algorithm: The aim of this step is to develop an optimization algorithm
to find an optimal maintenance plan including an optimal grouping structure, an optimal
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maintenance itinerary and optimal execution dates of components based on proposal
mathematical optimization model. From works done by [20, 29], if we have N preventive
maintenance activities in the considered horizon, we have 2N − 1 possible groups that we
have to consider during the determination of GS ∗ . It shows clearly that the problem is
NP-complete. To solve this problem, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used as an intelligent
search algorithm to find an optimal grouping structure (GS ∗ ) [20, 29]. The GA, a robust
method, is very suitable to find the best maintenance plan for large-scale system because
it can integrate many constraints easily [155, 156]. However, applying the GA in GDPS
context has to face difficulties related to geographical dispersion of a GDPS.
Indeed, remember that GA starts by randomly creating a set of possible grouping
structures. At each GA’s iteration, the grouping structures are compared each other based
on their total economic profit (EP S). The good grouping structures with high economic
profits will be saved and improved by applying genetic operations such as crossover,
mutation, and elitism. GA is stopped when stopping criteria such as the maximum
iteration number is reached. In the iteration process, the calculation of the total economic
profit of a specific grouping structure is not evident. With the same grouping structure,
the economic profit values may be varied depending on choice of departure times, and
the choice of maintenance routes/itineraries that the maintenance team has to follow to
perform the maintenance on the groups.
To solve this problem, we need to use a search algorithm that can find the optimal
maintenance itinerary (IG∗ k ) and the optimal departure time (t∗Gk ) for specific groups of
grouping structure GS so that economic profit values can be fixed and optimal. In other
word, this algorithm addresses maintenance routing and scheduling optimization problem
for groups of grouping structure GS. For a routing and scheduling optimization problem,
Branch and Bound (BAB) method is effective solution [182]. It is one of exact methods
to find the optimal maintenance itinerary that satisfies one or many objectives such as
minimum travel cost, minimum maintenance cost,etc. Considering a specific group Gk
of grouping structure GS, BAB method aims to find the optimal maintenance itinerary
(IG∗ k ) and optimal departure time (t∗Gk ) with the highest economic profit.
After determining maximum economic profit of groups of a grouping structure by
using BAB method, we can calculated the maximum grouping economic profit that this
grouping structure can be achieved. Then, procedure of a GA can support to find the best
grouping structure by its genetic operations. From this ideal, we develop an advanced
algorithm based on GA and BAB method, named GAB, to find optimal maintenance plan
for a GDPS. The details of this algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
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4.3.4

Phase 4: Update and rolling horizon

After the previous phases, we have an optimal grouped maintenance planning within
the finite planning horizon [Tbegin , Tend ]. However, the current maintenance plan can be
changed in next planning horizon due to the impacts of subjective or objective factors of
dynamic contexts. The subjective factors can be mentioned such as change of production
planning [109], change of system structure [55,107]; change in maintenance costs (preventive and / or corrective) over time because of fluctuations in market prices [183]; change
in availability of maintenance resources [135],etc. Whereas, the objective factors can be as
change of the deterioration process of component due to unforeseen impacts of operational
environment [72, 184]; specially change of maintenance routes, change of transportation
capacity occurring within a GDPS frequently [15, 16],etc. In these cases, these changes of
dynamic contexts should be integrated into the planning process to generate a new plan
that is better than current one. By that way, the update and rolling horizon are carried
out according to one of two following reasons:
1. in presence of dynamic contexts: As mentioned in Subsection 1.2.2 , dynamic contexts related to change of maintenance routes, change of transportation capacity or
change of components characteristics, etc may occur with time. In presence of such
the dynamic contexts, the current grouping structure may be no longer the optimal
one or even unusable. An adaptive maintenance planning is needed. To integrate
these kinds of dynamic contexts, we need to go back to "Individual maintenance
optimization" step and so on. As a typical example, an updating procedure related
to type "change of maintenance routes" is detailed in next section.
2. at the end of the current planning horizon: A new maintenance planning for the
next horizon is needed. New horizon can be constructed based on new required
missions’ interval with new maintenance constraints (availability and/or repairmen
constraints). For this purpose, the rolling horizon procedure is used by returning to
phase 2 of the optimization scheme to redefine all preventive maintenance activities
in the new individual planning horizon and so on.

4.4

Procedure for updating maintenance and routing
plan in a dynamic context

As mentioned in subsection 4.3.4, under impacts of the dynamic contexts, the current
maintenance grouped plan may be no longer optimal one and need to be updated. According to different types of the dynamic contexts, change of maintenance routes is a
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typical type of the dynamic contexts in GDPS, especially not exist in centralized system. From our best knowledge, an updating procedure considering this type of dynamic
contexts has not been investigated yet. For this reason, in this section we develop an
updating procedure with type of change of maintenance routes for the proposal strategy.
Assumes that a GDPS as shown in Figure 3.5 is preventively maintained according
to a predetermined grouping maintenance plan corresponding to grouping structure GS1
in planning horizon [Tbegin , Tend ], and dynamic context "Change of maintenance routes"
occurs at a moment Tdc ∈ [Tbegin , Tend ]. At this time, it is assumed that the direct road
between the global maintenance center and site j is interrupted for a long period due
to road maintenance activities. As a consequence, to go to site j from the maintenance
center, the maintenance team has to travel on the other road with a longer distance. The
travel distance of the new road from global maintenance center to site j is given by:
L0 0j = min {L0mj |L0mj = L0m + Lmj ; m 6= 0, j}

(4.5)

where m is the site that maintenance team has to cross to come to site j.
Due to the appearance of this dynamic context, the current maintenance plan may be
no longer optimal one and needs to be updated. An updating procedure is illustrated in
Figure 4.3:
The current grouping
maintenance plan
Dynamic contexts

Individual
maintenance
optimization

Individual
planning

Grouping optimization
&
Maintenance routing

The updated grouping
maintenance plan

Figure 4.3: The updating procedure for a dynamic grouping maintenance approach
Phase 1: Individual maintenance optimization. Due to interruption of route form
the global maintenance center to site j, the nominal optimal execution cycle x∗i of components at site j is also changed. Thus, this phase is devoted to update the optimal
preventive maintenance cycle of components at site j. Instead of going to site j in direct
way, maintenance team has to take the route 0 → m → j (0 is the global maintenance
center) and turn back when maintenance tasks are completed. It leads to the higher
travel cost than previous one. Along with the increase of travel cost, preventive maintenance cost grows up also, and consequently the optimal PM cycle of these components is
stretched as shown in Equation 3.11.
Phase 2: Individual planning. Based on input date of the previous phase, a tentative
maintenance planning of individual components is established in new planning horizon
0
0
[Tbegin
, Tend
], where the beginning date and the ending date are recalculated following
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Equation 3.15.
Phase 3: Grouping maintenance optimization. In this phase, the optimization
model is formulated as Subsection 4.3.3. It should be noted that the updated information
in phase 1 and phase 2 is considered in optimization model of this phase. After that,
the combination algorithm between Genetic Algorithm and Branch and Bound method
is used to solve this optimization model and give a new maintenance plan including an
optimal grouping structure, optimal execution dates and optimal maintenance itineraries
0
0
on the new planning horizon [Tbegin
, Tend
].

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS with
consideration of economic, geographical dependencies and impacts of dynamic contexts.
It is a very original contribution. For this type of system, the procedure to establish this
strategy includes 4 phases. Phase 1 aims to find the optimal preventive maintenance cycles
of components. To do that, an age-based policy, in which component’s failure behavior is
described by Weibull distribution and long-term average maintenance cost of the component is determined by the renewal theory, is conducted. Based on the maintenance cycles
identified, phase 2 outlines a tentative maintenance plan of components on a planning
horizon. This tentative maintenance plan is used as a basis for grouping maintenance activities. The grouping of maintenance activities in phase 3 yields the economic profit (see
Equation 4.4) thanks to economic and geographical dependencies. This economic profit
is used as a main evaluation criteria for the choice of maintenance plan. In our study, the
best choice is a maintenance plan with the highest economic profit. Finally, phase 4 aims
to update short-term information for the system when dynamic contexts occur. Based on
the updated information, a new grouping maintenance plan can be outlined.
The maintenance strategy shows that there are both positive impacts (preparation
cost saving and transportation cost saving) and negative impacts (penalty cost, labor
loss cost) on the grouping of maintenance activities due to economic and geographical
dependencies. In addition, the proposed strategy allows maintenance plan update when
dynamic contexts occur. Therefore, our maintenance strategy can be well adapted to the
dynamic contexts which frequently occurs in operation and maintenance of a GDPS.
In order to support maintenance optimization of the proposed strategy, mathematical
models considering maintenance routing and scheduling are formulated in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Mathematical models for
maintenance routing and scheduling
problem
5.1

Introduction

This chapter describes our contribution with regards to the third scientific issue identified
in Chapter 2: "How to formulate economic profit models of maintenance routing and
scheduling?" More precisely, we formulate two economic profit models of maintenance
routing and scheduling regarding to two different approaches: sequential maintenance
routing and scheduling (SMaRS) and joint maintenance routing and scheduling (JMaRS).
By SMaRS approach, the model is formulated by sequential steps of maintenance routing
and scheduling. Whereas, maintenance routing and scheduling are jointly investigated in
formulating the model with JMaRS approach.
To construct this contribution in consistent way, Section 5.2 presents a mathematical
model of maintenance routing for a GDPS. Based on this model, Section 5.3 is devoted
to formulate an economic profit models. By the different approaches, an economic profit
model based on SMaRS approach is investigated in subsection 5.3.1, while an economic
profit model based on SMaRS approach is formulated in subsection 5.3.2.

5.2

Mathematical modelling of maintenance routing

This section presents a mathematical model of maintenance routing used in the grouping
maintenance strategy. It is as a basis to develop the economic profit models presented in
section 5.3.
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Traveling salesman problem (TSP) approach usually used to formulate mathematical model of maintenance routing are presenting in papers [25, 26, 30, 31] . Objective of
the approach is to find an optimal itinerary with the shortest route or the lowest transportation cost. The TSP can be represented as the following graph-theoretic problem as
Figure 5.1 . Let G = (V, A) be a complete graph where V = {0, 1, ...nm } is the vertex
set A = {(j, m)|j, m ∈ V, j 6= m} is the arc set. Vertices from 1 to nm correspond to
the production sites, while vertex 0 correspond to the global maintenance center. Each
arc(j, m) is associated with a distance Ljm . Objective is to construct a set of itinerary
that satisfies the following constraints:
• Each itinerary starts and ends at a global maintenance center, represented as a
sequence IGk = (0...j...m...0).
• Each site j is only visited one time
• Travel distance of itinerary is minimum. It means that the travel cost/transportation
cost is minimum because travel cost is proportional to travel distance.
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Figure 5.1: A Traveling Salesman Problem
Applying the TSP method to schedule maintenance itinerary for a group Gk consisting
of nGk components located at mGk sites. Routing plan is represented by decision variable
Xjv as follows:



1 ,
Xjv = 
0 ,
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if site j is the vth location visited
otherwise

(5.1)

5.2. Mathematical modelling of maintenance routing
Hence, the routing plan is determined by the following (ms × mGk ) matrix X with ms
being the number of all sites of a system and mGk being the number of sites in group Gk :


X11

.

X =  ..




...
..
.

X1mGk

..


.

Xm s 1 · · ·

Xms mGk

(5.2)



With
ms
X

Xjv = 1,∀v = [1, 2 . . . mGk ]

j=1
mGk

X

Xjv ≤ 1,∀j = [1, 2 . . . ms ]

v=1

As an example, maintenance itinerary crossing 5 sites is fully defined by the following
matrix X:


X=











0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0












It means that the maintenance team is implemented an itinerary as follow 0-2-5-3-1-0,
where 0 is a representation of global maintenance center.
Note that maintenance itinerary can be transformed from matrix of routing plan to
vector of routing plan. This vector, denoted IGk , includes global maintenance center and
sites containing maintained components arranged in order of moving of maintenance team
as shown in above.
From the matrix of routing plan (X), total distance of a maintenance itinerary of group
Gk , denoted LGk , can be calculated as
m

LGk = L0v1 + Lvend 0 +

Gk
ms X
X

ms
X

Xjv .Xm(v−1) .Lmj

(5.3)

j=1 v=2 m=1,m6=j

Where
L0v1 : distance between global maintenance center and the first site of itinerary.
L0vend : distance between global maintenance center and the last site of itinerary.
Lmj : distance from site m to site j.
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Corresponding to the predetermined maintenance itinerary, transportation cost of a
group Gk , denoted SGtrk , can be calculated as follows:
m



SGtrk = Rtr . L0v1 + Lvend 0 +

Gk
ms X
X

ms
X



Xjv .Xm(v−1) .Lmj 

(5.4)

j=1 v=2 m=1,m6=j

Where
Rtr : travel cost rate.
Consequently, transportation cost saving when performing joint maintenance of a
group Gk is given as follows:
∆SGtrk =

X

Sitr − SGtrk

(5.5)

i∈Gk

The optimal maintenance itinerary based on minimum travel cost criterion is yielded
as follows:
(IG∗ k ) = arg max ∆SGtrk

(5.6)

tGk ,IGk

By using TSP method, the optimal maintenance itinerary (IG∗ k ) with the lowest travel
cost is determined in advance. Based on this itinerary, a maintenance schedule is built
for components of group Gk .

5.3

Mathematical modelling of maintenance routing
and scheduling

This section is devoted to formulate economic profit models based on two approaches:
sequential maintenance routing and scheduling (SMaRS) and joint maintenance routing
and scheduling (JMaRS). By using the SMaRS approach, economic profit model is formulated by sequential steps of maintenance routing and scheduling. Whereas, using the
JMaRS approach, maintenance routing and scheduling is jointly investigated in formulating economic profit model.

5.3.1

Sequential consideration of maintenance routing and scheduling

In this subsection, we formulate an economic profit model based on SMaRS approach. By
that way, the procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.2. First step, a mathematical modelling
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of maintenance routing is done. After that, a mathematical modelling of maintenance
scheduling is considered to generate an economic profit model of maintenance routing
and scheduling.
System
data

Mathematical modelling of
maintenance routing

Mathematical modelling of
maintenance scheduling

Grouping economic profit

Figure 5.2: The procedure formulating economic profit model by the SMaRS approach
More precisely, considering joint maintenance of several components of a group Gk
within a GDPS, the mathematical modelling of maintenance routing is derived from Section 5.2. By that way, the maintenance itinerary (IGk ) is determined based on matrix of
routing plan identified in Equation (5.2) and optimal maintenance itinerary IG∗ k is determined as Equation (5.6). Let tGk be departure time of a group Gk in optimal maintenance
itinerary. Based on Equation (3.20) in Chapter 3, the economic profit yielded through
mathematical modelling of maintenance scheduling can be calculated as:

EP EGk (tGk , IG∗ k ) =

X

(njGk − 1) · Sj0 −

X

h

i

hi ∆ti (tGk , IG∗ k ) − ∆CGlbk

(5.7)

i∈Gk

j∈Gk

From Equation 5.7 and 5.6, total economic profit of group Gk is expressed as:
EP GGk (tGk , IG∗ k ) =

X
j∈Gk

0
k
(nG
j − 1) · Sj −

X

h

i

hi ∆ti (tGk , IG∗ k ) − ∆CGlbk + max ∆SGtrk (Gk )

i∈Gk

(5.8)
As a consequence, the optimal departure time of group Gk is determined as follows:
(t∗Gk ) = arg max EP GGk (tGk , IG∗ k )

(5.9)

tGk =0→∞

The economic profit model is represented by total economic profit of group Gk as
shown in Equation (5.8).
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5.3.2

Joint consideration of maintenance routing and scheduling

As presented in above, SMaRS is a fragmented approach in which optimization of maintenance routing and scheduling is implemented sequentially. The advantage of SMaRS
is that its implementation procedure is slightly simple. Specially, SMaRS is appropriate to GDPS whose production sites are located very far from each other. In this case,
the penalty cost has a very small impact on the maintenance cost saving compared to
transportation cost saving. However, due to the fragmented approach, maintenance plan
provided by SMaRS is a local optimization solution. The optimal maintenance schedule
is provided based on the shortest maintenance itineraries. Actually, in several cases, this
itinerary may not be optimal because the penalty cost associated with this itinerary can
be too large and it can lead to a high maintenance cost.
To address this problem, an economic profit model with joint consideration of maintenance routing and scheduling (JMaRS) is studied and formulated in this section. By
using JMaRS approach, a global optimization solution with the highest economic profit
is always provided. Note that interaction between maintenance routing and scheduling
is also investigated by JMaRS approach. The stage to formulate this economic profit is
illustrated in Figure 5.3. More precisely, considering a group Gk containing nGk components located at mGk different sites, the maintenance team has to follow a maintenance
itinerary to replace these components sequentially. The maintenance itinerary is described
by matrix of routing plan as Equation (5.2). By that way, the maintenance costs of a
group Gk are defined as follows:
System
data

Mathematical modelling of
maintenance routing

Mathematical modelling of
maintenance scheduling

Joint
process

Grouping economic profit

Figure 5.3: The procedure formulating economic profit model by the JMaRS approach

• Spare part cost of a group Gk
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CGspk =

Cisp

X

(5.10)

i∈Gk

• Downtime cost of a group Gk
CGk dt =

X

(RjdtG .
k

j∈Gk

X

ωi )

(5.11)

i∈Gk ,i∈j

where RjdtG and ωi are the downtime cost rate and the maintenance duration of
k
component i of Gk at site j.
• Labor cost of a group Gk
lb
lb
CGlbk = RG
(lGk ).wGk = RG
(lGk )
k
k

X

(5.12)

ωi

i∈Gk

• Site preparation cost of a group Gk
m

SG0 k =

Gk
ms X
X

Xjv .Sjsp

(5.13)

j=1 v=1

where Sjsp is site preparation cost at site j. This cost has to be paid once time when
once component of the site is preventively maintained.
• Travel cost SGtrk of a group Gk is determined as Equation 5.4.
Consequently, total maintenance cost of Gk is given by
CGp k = CGspk + CGdtk + CGlbk + SG0 k + SGtrk
P

=

i∈Gk

Cisp +

P
j∈Gk

(RjdtG .
k

+Rtr . L0v1 + Lvend 0 +

P
i∈Gk ,i∈j

lb
.ωGk +
ωi ) + RG
k

ns m
P
Ps

P

j=1 v=2 m=1,m6=j

ns m
P
Ps

Xjv .Sjsp

j=1 v=1 !

(5.14)

Xjv .Xm(v−1) .Lmj

Compared to individual maintenance, the economic profit when these components are
jointly maintained is calculated as follows:

EP GGk (tGk , LGk ) =

P

!i∈Gk

P

=
=

Sisp
j

i,j∈Gk
∆SGspk +

−

SG0 k

+

∆SGtrk (LGk ) −

Cip − CGp k + ∆HGk (tGk , LGk )
!
P

Sitr

i∈Gk
∆CGlbk

−

SGtrk

!

−

CGlbk

−

P
i∈Gk

Rilb

· ωi − ∆H(tGk , LGk )

− ∆H(tGk , LGk )
(5.15)

Where
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• ∆SGspk is site-preparation cost saving due to reduction preparation cost of and be
calculated as follows:
m

∆SGspk

X

=

Sisp
j

Gk
ms X
X

−

Xjv .Sjsp

(5.16)

j=1 v=1

i,j∈Gk

• ∆SGtrk (LGk ) is transportation cost saving due to reduction of travel distance and is
determined by:
"

∆SGtrk (LGk )

tr

=R ·

− L0v1 + Lvend 0 +

P

k
nG
j . (L0j + Lj0 )

j∈Gk
Gk
m
Ps mP

!#

m
Ps

j=1 v=2 m=1,m6=j

(5.17)

Xjv .Xm(v−1) .Lmj

• ∆CGlbk is the labor loss cost and is calculated as Equation (3.19)
lb
∆CGlbk = RG
ω −
k Gk

X

Rilb · ωi

(5.18)

i∈Gk

• ∆H(tGk , LGk ) is the incurred penalty cost when components are jointly maintained.
As analyzed above, the penalty cost of a group Gk is a function that depends on
both the maintenance dates of the group (tGk ) and maintenance itinerary (IGk ).
Thus, penalty cost is different with each maintenance itinerary. The reason is that
execution dates of components correspond to these itineraries are different. To help
for determining execution dates of components and penalty cost of the group, we
give a definition of maintenance order of a group. For a maintenance itinerary IGk ,
this order is defined as follows:
Jv =

ms
X

j.Xjv

with mGk ≥ v ≥ 1

(5.19)

j=1

It means that the visited order of site J is vth. Thus, the execution dates of all
components at site j is:
tv (Jv ) = tv−1 (Jv−1 ) +

P
i∈Iv−1 ,i∈Gk

= tv−1 (Jv−1 ) +

ns
P
j=1

wi + ttr
Jv−1 J
!

Xj(v−1) .

P
i∈Jv−1 ,i∈Gk

wi + ttr
Jv−1 J

(5.20)

where ttr
Jv−1 J is travel time from site Jv−1 to Jv . Note that v is equal to 0 representing
the global maintenance center. We define:



J0 = 0 departure at maintenance center
= tGk is departure time at maintenance center

 t0 (J0 )
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In other words, the execution date of a component i of a group Gk at site J is
calculated as follows:
(5.21)
t0i = tv (Jv ) with i ∈ Jv
The penalty cost ∆HGk (t) of a group Gk is rewritten as follows:
∆H(tGk , IGk ) =

X

X

hi (tv (Iv ) − ti )

(5.22)

Jv ∈Gk i∈Gk ;i∈Jv

From Equation (5.15), the optimal maintenance date (t∗Gk ) and itinerary (IG∗ k ) can be
determined as
(t∗Gk , IG∗ k ) = arg max EP GGk (tGk , LGk )
(5.23)
tGk ,IGk

In summary, the economic profit model is represented by total economic profit of group
Gk as show at Equation (5.15).

5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we formulate two economic profit models based on SMaRS and JMaRS
approaches respectively. From manners to formulate models, we see that the SMaRS
approach, as a fragmented approach, is more easily implementable than the JMaRS. Unfortunately, because the lack of interaction between maintenance routing and scheduling,
this approach can lead to significant inefficiencies on maintenance planning. Whereas, the
JMaRS is a better choice because interactions between maintenance routing and scheduling are considered in formulation process. Hence, the economic profit model based on the
JMaRS approach should be considered in calculation of economic profit of the grouping
maintenance in GDPS context.
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Chapter 6
Development of optimization
algorithms for dynamic grouping
maintenance strategy
6.1

Introduction

This chapter describes our contribution with regards to the fourth scientific issue identified
in Chapter 2: "How to develop an advanced algorithm to support maintenance optimization for GDPS in considering maintenance planning and routing?". For a GDPS, due
to geographical dispersed production, optimization of the grouping maintenance strategy
not only depends maintenance planning but also maintenance routing. From the state of
the art in Chapter 2, to determine the optimal maintenance planning, Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is usually considered due to its effectiveness in addressing optimization problem for
large scale system (multi-component, multi-site, multi-constrant). Whereas, Branch and
Bound method (BAB) is usually used for routing optimization problem because it can
reduce computational time compared to exhaustive search thanks to trying to rule out
parts of the search space that cannot contain the best solution. Based on these ideas, we
develop an advanced algorithm based on GA and BAB, named GAB, to determine the
optimal maintenance planning and routing.
To construct this contribution in consistent way, in Section 6.2, we develop optimization algorithms based on Branch and Bound method for optimization of maintenance
routing. Then, Section 6.3 presents a GAB for joint optimization of maintenance planning and routing. Noted that the proposed algorithms are develop on Matlab platform.
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6.2

At group level

In this section, we develop two optimization algorithms using Branch and Bound method
to optimize maintenance planning and routing at group level. These algorithms are
simulated based on two approaches identified in Section 5.3 : SMaRS and JMaRS approaches. By the SMaRS approach, an optimization algorithm, named sBAB, is formulated. Whereas, by the JMaRS approach, an optimization algorithm, named jBAB,
is formulated. It should be noted that simulation of these algorithms is supported by
Nelder-Mead method supplied by Matlab platform. Nelder–Mead method is a famous
method used for nonlinear optimization problem. Assume that we have a nonlinear function y = f (x). The Nelder–Mead method aims to find the x value in order that function
is maximum or minimum.

6.2.1

Optimization algorithm for SMaRS approach

In this subsection, the objective is to develop sBAB algorithm to find an optimal maintenance plan at group level with maximizing economic profit of the model identified
in Section 5.3.1. By SMaRS approach, in search process, optimization of maintenance
routing and maintenance scheduling are sequentially implemented by sBAB algorithm as
illustrated in Figure 6.1. Firstly, the proposed method has to optimize maintenance routing to find an optimal maintenance itinerary with the lowest transportation cost. After
that, the maintenance scheduling is optimized based on this itinerary. Obviously, the core
of issue is to find the shortest route/cheapest route that maintenance team can follow to
replace components sequentially. The sBAB algorithm is used to find this optimal route
in this case.
System
data
Maintained
group

Maintenance routing
optimization
(Branch and Bound)

Maintenance scheduling
optimization
(Comparison procedure)

Optimal maintenance
itinerary
Optimal maintenance
scheduling

Figure 6.1: Optimization procedure based on SMaRS

Remember that BAB technique is a critical enumeration of the search space. It enumerates, but constantly tries to rule out parts of the search space that cannot contain
the best solution, by using lower estimated bounds of the quantity being optimized. At
each visited location (node), a minimum travel distance/ transportation cost, called lower
bound, is estimated as follows:
LBq = rq + eq
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(6.1)

6.2. At group level

Figure 6.2: Search tree for the group Gk = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8}
Since rq , fixed value, is the travel distance/transportation cost from the starting point
(root) to node q (corresponding to site j), and eq is the estimated distance/transportation
cost from q to the goal. Thus, fq estimates the total travel distance/transportation cost
at node q. At each step, a node with the lowest fq value is chosen for expansion. The
expanded node is called parent node and the generated nodes are child nodes. After
expansion, lower bounds of all child nodes are recalculated from Equation (6.1). The
solution space, consisting of all unexpanded nodes of previous set and all child nodes, is
updated when each child node is generated. The work is iterated until returning starting
point. The optimal maintenance itinerary is taken out from the set of solution space if
its distance/transportation cost is minimum.
To facilitate the understanding, let us go to an example as in Figure 6.2. In the Figure,
the root node (node 0) at the top of the tree represents the global maintenance center, the
nodes at level one represent all the sites that could be visited first (node 1, node 2, and
node 3), the nodes at level two represent all the sites that could be visited second (node
4, node 5, node 6, and node 7), etc. Generally, the horizontal set of all nodes at level
l is denoted by HNl . Otherwise, the vertical set of nodes, denoted V Na→b , represents
an entire route (a ≡ b ≡ 0) or a part of route from node a to node b. For example, in
Figure 6.2, V N0→8 denotes the part of route where the maintenance team travels from
the global maintenance center to node 3, node 6, and node 8 consecutively. The BAB
algorithm iteratively solves the maintenance routing problem by considering first level at
a time starting from the top of the search tree (level 0) to the last level (level nsk + 1).
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In Figure 6.2, we consider the maintenance routing of group Gk containing components
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 located in three different sites 1, 2 and 3. The BAB will be done from
the maintenance center (level 0) to the last level (level 4).
At a considered level l, the following steps are realized:
1. Estimate lower bound value of each node q ∈ HNl . The lower bound value of node
q, denoted LB(q), indicates the minimum logistic cost (minimum travel distance),
that we can obtain if we decide to travel across the node q.
2. Select a node for expansion. Let EHNl be the set containing all nodes of level v
(HNv ) and all unexpanded nodes of the previous levels. The node with the lowest
value of the lower bound among all nodes in EHNl (the most promising node) will
be selected for the expansion.
3. Expand the selected node. The node expansion is to identify all possible nodes that
the maintenance team can directly travel to from the selected node. The expanded
node is called parent node, and the generated nodes are child ones. The BAB
process then jumps to the level of the child nodes.
The only one problem now is how to estimate the lower bound value. Firstly, let Ljm
denote the distance between two sites j and m. Ljm = +∞ if there is no direct route
connecting the two sites. The lower bound of transportation cost which represents the
smallest transportation cost, that the routes traveling across node q can be obtained, is
calculated as
LBT C(q) = Rtr · (L0→q + L̂q→0 )
(6.2)
• L0→q is the total travel distance of the planned part of the routes from the maintenance center to node q. Consider node 2 in Figure 6.2, we have L0→2 = L02 .
• L̂q→0 is the expected total travel distance of the unplanned part of the routes from
node q to the maintenance center. Since the route from node q to global maintenance center is still unknown, the calculation of its total distance has to be done
approximately. Consider a site m that the maintenance team has not yet visited
m∈
/ V N0→q , it is clear that the shortest distance to go to site m is Lmin
m = min Ljm .
j∈SJ

SJ is the set of sites that the maintenance team could be in before visiting site m.
Consequently, we have
X
L̂q→0 =
Lmin
(6.3)
m
m∈V
/ N0→q

For example, turning back node 2 as shown in Figure 6.2, the maintenance team
has already visited site 2. The expected travel distance of the unplanned part is
L̂2→0 = min(L10 , L30 ) + min(L21 , L31 ) + min(L23 , L13 )
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Based on above principle, an algorithm simulating the function of lower bound of
transportation cost (LBT C) is given by Algorithm 1. From that, the procedure to find
the cheapest maintenance itinerary implemented by sBAB is demonstrated in Algorithm
2.

Algorithm 1 Calculating lower bound of transportation cost when expanded at node q
corresponding to j
function LBTC=LBTCFuntion(L, V N0→q , Route, SJ)
. Where L - Distance
matrix, V N0→q - vertical set of visited nodes, Route - route that maintenance team
travel from M C(0) to node q, SJ - the set of sites that the maintenance team could
be in before visiting site.
2:
CD = LRoute
. CD (current distance) - total transportation cost from M C to
node q
3:
for m ∈
/ V N0→q do
min
4:
Lm = min {Ljm |j ∈ SJ}
1:

ED = sum {Lmin
/ V N0→q } . ED - expected total travel distance from node q
m |m ∈
to M C
6:
LBT C = Rtr .sum {CD, ED}
. lower bound of transportation cost
7: end function
5:

After using sBAB, a set of maintenance itineraries with the lowest transportation cost
for a specific group is provided. In this set, maintenance cost according to these itineraries
can be different due to the impact of penalty cost. As an example, in figure 3.4 , two
different maintenance routes in a and b have the same travel distance/transportation cost.
However arrival time/execution dates of components at the same site may be different due
to different moving directions of maintenance itineraries. This reason leads to difference
of penalty cost, in other words, difference of total maintenance cost. To determine a
maintenance itinerary with the lowest maintenance cost (the highest economic profit) in
this set, a comparison procedure of economic profit between these itineraries is formulated
as shown in Algorithm 3. In this procedure, the higher the economic profit is, the better
the itinerary is. The total economic profit and the optimal departure time of group Gk is
described by Equation (5.8) and (5.9) respectively. It should be noted that the optimal
departure time is determined based on the Nelder–Mead algorithm referred in Matlab
platform.
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Algorithm 2 Using Brand and Bound method to find the shortest route
1: procedure Optimal route with minimum cost
2:
L = {Ljm }
. Distance matrix
3:
Route = {0} . Maintenance itinerary is started at global maintenance center (0)
4:
SoS = {0, 1, 2, ..., n}
. Set of all visited sites
5:
CSS = {S0 } . Complete solution set; there is one element at beginning position
6:
St = 1
. Declare condition to stop; algorithm stop when St=2
7:
q=0
. Root node
8:
while St < 2 do
9:
for m = SoS − (Route ∩ SoS) do
10:
q =q+1
11:
V N0→q = {j|j ∈ Route}
. Vertical set of visited nodes
12:
SJ = SOS − Route{1, ..., (end − 1)} − {m}
. The set of sites that the
maintenance team could be in before visiting site
13:
LBT Cq = LBT CF untion(L, V N0→q , Route, SJ) . Call function of lower
bound of transportation cost
14:
RouteSq = {Route, m}
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
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[Index, min Cost] = min (LBT C)
CSS = {CSS, SIndex }
Route = RouteSq
if length(Route) = n + 1 then
Routef inal = {Route, 0}
LBT Cf inal = LBT Cindex
St = St + 1
end procedure

. Position and value get minimum cost
. Update the complete solution set
. Update the route

6.2. At group level

Algorithm 3 Comparison procedure
1: procedure Optimizing maintenance scheduling
2:
Route1 = Routef inal
3:
ET C1 = {ET C1i |i ∈ Route1}
. Maintenance execution time of components
corresponding to Route1
4:
HR1 = sum{f (ET C1i )}
. Total penalty cost of components corresponding to
Route1
5:
Route2 = f lipf r(Routef inal )
. Flipping maintenance itinerary
6:
ET C2 = {ET C2i |i ∈ Route2}
. Maintenance execution time of components
corresponding to Route2
7:
HR2 = sum{f (ET C2i )}
. Total penalty cost of components corresponding to
Route2
8:
if HR1 ≤ HR2 then
9:
Routeoptimal = Route1
. The optimal maintenance itinerary
10:
Scheduleoptimal = ET C1
. The optimal maintenance schedule
11:
else
12:
Routeoptimal = Route2
. The optimal maintenance itinerary
13:
Scheduleoptimal = ET C2
. The optimal maintenance schedule
14:

end procedure
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6.2.2

Optimization algorithm for JMaRS approach

In this subsection, the objective is to develop jBAB algorithm to find an optimal maintenance plan at group level with maximizing economic profit of the model identified in
Section 5.3.2. In search process of this method, optimization of maintenance routing and
maintenance scheduling are implemented simultaneously. By that way, interactions between two processes are investigated, so this method can lead to global optimization of
maintenance routing and scheduling. More precisely, to simulate jBAB, the lower bound
identified in Equation (6.1) is modified as follows:
LBCq (IGk , tGk ) = LBT Cq (IGk ) + LBP Cq (IGk , tGk )

(6.5)

Where
LBT Cq (IGk ): the lower bound of transportation cost of the routes containing node q.
LBP Cq (IGk , tGk ): the lower bound of penalty cost of the routes containing node q.
The problem is how to calculate the lower bound cost of Equation (6.5). The difficulty
is that the lower bound cost consisting of both transportation cost and penalty cost not
only depends on travel distance but also execution dates of components. The lower
bound of transportation cost only depends on travel distance and can be calculated by
Equation (6.2). Whereas, the lower bound of penalty cost depends on travel time, and
calculating this lower bound is more complex because determining execution dates of
components in a group to optimize penalty cost is an extreme difficult work. The reason
is that execution dates depend on undetermined factors such as departure time and travel
itinerary, analyzed in subsection 5.3.2. To calculate this part, the lower bound of penalty
cost of the routes containing node q is proposed as follows:
LBP Cq (IGk , tGk ) = H0→q + Ĥq→0

(6.6)

• H0→q is the total penalty cost related to the planned part of the routes from the
maintenance center to node q. Note that with the given planned part, the arrival
0
time of the maintenance team at each site can be calculated as tis = f (tGk , V N0→q )
if the departure time at maintenance center, denoted tGk , is determined. Because
a part of itinerary from root node to node q is defined, the execution dates of
components at visited sites can be determined based on Equations (5.20) and (5.21).
Let CPq denote the set of all components that have been visited by the maintenance
team within the planned part of the routes, H0→q can be calculated as
H0→q =

X
i∈CPq
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0

hi (tis , tis )

(6.7)

6.2. At group level
Consider the example, we have
0

0

H0→2 = h4 (t4s , t4s ) + h5 (t5s , t5s )
0

(6.8)

0

Note that t4s = t5s = T AS2 .
• Ĥq→0 is the expected total penalty costs related to the unplanned part of the routes.
0
Given the part of the routes has not planned yet, the determination of tis of component i located on site m has to be done approximately. m is a site that the
0
maintenance team has not visited yet. tis will be smallest if the maintenance team
directly go to site m after leaving node q. We have
0

timin
= T LSw +
s

Lwm
V

(6.9)

where, w is the site corresponding to node q, T LSw is the time when the maintenance
team leaves node q. V is average moving speed.
0

On the contrary, tis will be biggest if Lw→m is maximal. Let W denote the set
contains all sites that the maintenance team has not visited yet and site w, the
0
maximum of tis can be determined as




P
0

= T LSw +
timax
s

y6=w,y∈W

max Ljy

j6=u,j∈W

(6.10)

V

0

0

Based on the maximum and minimum values of tis , the minimum value of hi (tis , tis )
is

0
0

, tis ) if tis ≤ timin
hi (timin

s
s

0
0 min
min 0
(6.11)
hi (tis , tis ) = 0
if tis < tis < timax
s


0 max
0 max

hi (tis , tis ) if tis ≥ tis
Let CU Pq denote the set of all components that have not been visited by the maintenance team, Ĥq→0 is expressed as
Ĥq→0 =

X

0

hmin
(tis , tis )
i

(6.12)

i∈CU Pq

Consider the example of node 2, we have
0

0

0

0

min
min
min
Ĥ2→0 = hmin
1 (t1s , t1s ) + h2 (t2s , t2s ) + h7 (t7s , t7s ) + h8 (t8s , t8s )

(6.13)

Consequently, lowest bound cost at node q is determined based on Equations 6.5. It
should be noted that, both departure time at global maintenance center and maintenance
itinerary are not predetermined. Assume that maintenance team and maintenance resource are available any time. It means that maintenance team can start whenever they
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want in order to get the lowest penalty cost. Thus, optimal departure time and optimal
maintenance itinerary of group Gk , denoted t∗Gk and IG∗ k respectively, are given as follows:
LBCqmin (IG∗ k , t∗Gk )=

min

tGk =0→∞
IGK ∈SI

LBCq (IGK , tGK )

(6.14)

Based on above principle, an algorithm simulating the function of lower bound considering
Algorithm 4 Calculate lower bound cost at node q corresponding to site w
1:

2:
3:

4:
5:

6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function LBC=LBCFuntion(LBT C, V N0→q , SJ, ET C, L, V N0→q , Route, T LSw , q, w, ti )
. Where LBT C - lower bound of travel cost, V N0→q - vertical set of visited nodes,
SJ - the set of sites that the maintenance team could be in before visiting site, ET C
- execution time of components in V N0→q , L - distance matrix, T LSw - time that
maintenance team leaves site w, q - current node, w - current site, ti - tentative dates
of components.
if i ∈ V N0→q then
H0→q = sum(f (ET Ci )) . Total penalty cost of all components contained in
itinerary from root node (0) to node q
else
0
timin
= T LSw + M inT ravelT imewm . The shortest time that a component i
s
located outside the route from MC to site w is maintained
0
= T LSw + M axT ravelT imewm . The longest time that a component i
timax
s
located outside the route from MC to site w is maintained
0
then
if ti < timin
s 

0 min
hi = f tis
0
else if ti > timax
then
s

0 max
hi = f T = tis
else
hi = 0
Ĥq→0 = sum(hi )

LBP Cq = H0→q + Ĥq→0
. Lower bound of penalty cost (see in Algorithm 1)
15:
LBT Cq = LBT CF untion(L, V N0→q , Route, SJ) . Call function of lower bound
of transportation cost
16:
LBC = LBP Cq + LBT Cq . Lower bound cost of at node q corresponding to w
17: end function
14:

both transportation cost and penalty cost is shown in Algorithm 4. From that, the procedure to find the cheapest maintenance itinerary implemented by jBAB is demonstrated
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Algorithm 5 Using Brand and Bound method to find the best itinerary with highest
economic profit
1: procedure Optimal itinerary with highest economic profit
2:
L = {Ljm }
. Distance matrix
3:
Route = {0} . Maintenance itinerary is started at global maintenance center (0)
4:
SoS = {0, 1, 2, ..., n}
. Set of all visited sites
5:
CSS = {S0 } . Complete solution set; there is one element at beginning position
6:
St = 1
. Declare condition to stop; algorithm stop when St=2
7:
q=0
. Root node
8:
while St < 2 do
9:
for m = SoS − (Route ∩ SoS) do
10:
q =q+1
11:
V N0→q = {j|j ∈ Route}
. Vertical set of visited nodes
12:
SJ = SOS − Route{1, ..., (end − 1)} − {m}
. The set of sites that the
maintenance team could be in before visiting site
13:
ET C = {t0is |i ∈ j&j ∈ V N0→q } . Execution time of components in V N0→q
14:
w=m
. Current site
15:
T LSw = T ASw + sum(ωis ) . Time that maintenance team leaves site w
16:
LBC = LBCF untion(LBT C, V N0→q , SJ, ET C, L, Route, T LSw , q, w, ti ) .
Call function of lower bound of transportation cost
17:
RouteSq = {Route, m}
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

[Index, min Cost] = min (LBT C)
CSS = {CSS, SIndex }
Route = RouteSq
if length(Route) = n + 1 then
Routef inal = {Route, 0}
LBT Cf inal = LBT Cindex
St = St + 1

. Position and value get minimum cost
. Update the complete solution set
. Update the route

end procedure
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in Algorithm 5. In the jBAB algorithm, the optimal departure time t∗Gk is determined
based on the Nelder–Mead algorithm referred in Matlab platform.
Note that both sBAB and jBAB only address optimization of maintenance grouping
and routing at group level. In other words, optimization is only perform for each specific
group. To optimize maintenance grouping at grouping structure level, we develop an
advanced algorithm which considering joint optimization of maintenance planning and
routing. The detail is presented in next section.

6.3

At grouping structure level

The purpose of this section is to develop an advanced algorithm based on GA and BAB
method, named GAB, to optimize maintenance planning and routing for the proposed
strategy. In fact, GA is an effective method in addressing optimization problem of
maintenance planning for production systems, especially large scale system with multicomponent, multi-site and multi-constraint [1,51,55]. Normally, a procedure of traditional
GA includes the following steps. Initially, GA starts by randomly creating a set of possible
grouping structures. At each GA’s iteration, the grouping structures are compared based
on their total economic profit (EPS), also called fitness/objective function. The good
grouping structures with higher economic profit will be saved and improved by applying
genetic operations such as crossover, mutation, and elitism. GA is stopped when stopping
criteria such as the maximum iteration number is reached. To GA more adapted for a
GDPS for which routing optimization is an extremely part in establishing maintenance
strategy, a BAB algorithm is integrated into a procedure of traditional GA as illustrated
in Figure 6.3. The principle of this algorithm is described as follows:
• Step 1: Coding. This step is aimed at defining the way to introduce a grouping
structure in GAB. A grouping structure is here represented by an array GS in which
elements of GS, denoted EGSp (iz ), is defined: EGSp (iz ) = k if zth maintenance
activity of component i is in group k. For instance, The coding of a grouping
structure containing 3 groups G1 = {11 , 21 }, G2 = {31 , 12 }, G3 = {41 } is shown in
Figure 6.4.
• Step 2: Generating a population of grouping structures. GAB creates randomly an
initial population of grouping structures. It should be noted that the maximum
number of groups in a grouping structure is equal to length of array GS (denoted
length(GS)). To generate a grouping structure, the number of groups is randomly
chosen in [1, length(GS)]. Next, all PM activities are randomly put into the chosen
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Optimization at
component level
(jBAB method)

New generation

Figure 6.3: The principle of GAB for grouping maintenance and routing optimization
problem
GS
PM activities

Figure 6.4: Encoding for a grouping structure
groups in which two maintenance activities of a component do not lie in the same
group. Coming back above example, GS(11 ) has to differ GS(12 ).
• Step 3: Optimization at group level. The outstanding of our proposal algorithm
than traditional genetic algorithm is that we integrate an optimization process at
group level into classical genetic algorithm. Before evaluating economic profit of
grouping structure EP S, economic profit of its each group at group level EP G
should be determined. To do this, for a group Gk , the jBAB method is applied to
find the optimal departure time (t∗Gk ) and optimal maintenance itinerary (IG∗ k ) with
the highest grouping economic profit. Based on selected maintenance itinerary and
departure time, the performance of a grouping structure can be evaluated at next
step.
• Step 4: Evaluating the performance of grouping structure by fitness function. The
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performance of a grouping structure in the population is assessed by its total profit
economic EP S. Based on the grouping structure as well as all optimal itineraries
and departure times of its groups, the grouping economic profit can be evaluated as
follows:
X
EP S(GS) =
EP G(IG∗ k , t∗Gk )
(6.15)
Gk ∈GS

• Step 5: Elitism. The two best grouping structures of the current population are
directly copied to the next generation in order to protect them from the high level
of disruption.
• Step 6: Crossover. Crossover is performed to combine a pair of parent grouping
structures to generate better grouping structures. To do this, two PM activities are
firstly randomly chosen as the crossover points. And then, the elements between
these points of the selected parent grouping structures are exchanged (see Figure
6.5A). The probability that the crossover is done for a pair of grouping structures
is around 80%.

Figure 6.5: Example of crossover and mutation operators.

• Step 7: Mutation. Mutation helps to prevent GAB from capturing local optima.
For each selected grouping structure, a maintenance activity of a group is randomly
selected and then moved to another group (see Figure 6.5B). Mutation probability
should be small to prevent GA from random search. It is usually chosen from 1%
to 5%.
• Step 8: New generation. After implementing the steps 4,5,6, a new population
including the best grouping structure of previous population and new grouping
structure due to elitism, crossover and mutation is generated. The new generation
is evaluated in the next iteration until stop criteria is triggered.
• Step 9: Stopping. GAB will be stopped when the maximum number of generations
is reached.
Based on above principle, the GAB is simulated based on Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 Using combination algorithm (GAB) to find the best maintenance plan
procedure GAB algorithm
2:
sp = Sizeof P opulation
3:
for g=1 → sp do
4:
GSg = {EGS(iz )|EGS(iz ) = k}
1:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

. Coding

P = {GSg }
. Generating initial population
iter = 1
Stop = N umberof Iteration
while iter<stop do iter=iter+1;
for g = 1 → sp do
for k = 1 → max{GSg } do
Gk = {GS(iz ) = k}
(t∗Gk , IG∗ k ) = arg min EP GGk (tGk , IGk ) . Optimization at group level
tGk =0→∞
IGk ∈SI
max
EP Gk = EP Gk (t∗Gk , IG∗ k )
max{GS
P g}
EP Sg =
EP Gmax
k
k=1

15:

g ∗ = arg max{ EP Sg |g = 0 → sp}

16:

. Economic profit evaluation
EP Sgmax = EP Sg∗
if iter=stop then
. Stop condition
∗
∗
Display(GSg∗ , IGk , tGk )
else
GS1 = GSg∗
. Elitism
for g = 2 → sp do
. Crossover
P arent1 = random{GSq |q = 2 → sp}
P arent2 = random{GSq |q = 2 → sp}
ChildrenGS = crossover(P arent1, P arent2)
GSg = ChildrenGS

g=0→sp

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

29:

for mg = 1 → round(sp/20) do
g = random(3 → length(P ))
p = random(1 → length(GSg ))
EGSp (iz ) = random(1 → max(GSg ))

30:

N GS = {GSg |g = 1 → sp }

26:
27:
28:

31:

. Mutation

. New generation

end procedure
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6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we developed an advanced algorithm based on Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Branch and Bound (BAB) method, named GAB, to solve optimization problem for a
GDPS. BAB is integrated into the procedure of a traditional GA to supports to determine
the maximum grouping economic profit of objective function. The proposed algorithm can
totally solve difficulties of the grouping maintenance optimization problem for a GDPS.
Indeed, in this algorithm, optimization of maintenance routing is determined by the BAB
method. Whereas, by joint consideration of GA and BAB method, the GAB algorithm
can determine the optimal maintenance planning and routing for the dynamic grouping
maintenance strategy of a GDPS. In addition, using the GA can make the proposed
algorithm more flexible (computational time can be adjusted by changing iterations or
the special parameters such as crossover rate, mutation rate,etc) and apply for large-scale
GDPS including muti-components and multi-constraints.
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Chapter 7
Numerical study for the proposed
dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy

7.1

Introduction

To study the performance and evaluate the proposed dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy, a numerical study is conducted in this chapter. More precisely, validation of
the dynamic grouping maintenance strategy is done through assessment of the grouping
performance and performance of economic profit at group level and grouping structure
level. In addition, an illustration of updating maintenance plan is done to evaluate ability
to update the maintenance plan when dynamic contexts occur. Finally, a sensitivity
analysis of two parameters (travel cost rate Rtr and site-preparation cost Sj0 ) is done to
illustrate sensitivity level of the proposed strategy under changes of these parameters.
To illustrate globally the results obtained, Section 7.2 presents the system data used to
establish our maintenance strategy. From these data, the optimal preventive maintenance
cycle and the tentative maintenance execution dates of all components are determined as
presented in Chapter 4. The key content of this chapter, performance studies of the
dynamic grouping maintenance strategy at group level and grouping structure level are
investigated in Section 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. Section 7.5 presents a sensitivity analysis
of the proposed strategy.
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7.2

Given data of a typical GDPS

In this study, the proposed maintenance strategy is applied for a GDPS system which is
shown in Figure 7.1. All parameters are given in arbitrary units, e.g., arbitrary time unit
(atu), arbitrary distance unit (adu) or arbitrary cost unit (acu). Based on the GDPS in
Figure 7.1, the connections between production sites and global maintenance center represent the possible routes to be followed by the maintenance team and distances between
them. The distances are given in Table 7.1. Moreover, due to dispersion of production
sites, it takes time in order that maintenance team moves among production sites and
their global maintenance center. The average speed in moving the maintenance team is
V = 30 (adu)/(atu). Then, the travel time can be easily determined by dividing the travel
distance by the average speed, i.e. dij = Lij /V . From that, a matrix time representing
the travel time is shown in Table 7.2. The transportation cost rate is considered to be
the same for all components Ritr = Rtr , and is equal to 18 (acu).
Global Maintenance center (0)

Site 3
Site 1

Site 6
Site 5

Site 2
Site 4

Figure 7.1: A typical GDPS containing 6 production sites
Table 7.1: Travel distances among sites and their global maintenance center
Sites
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
160
225
240
262
298
150

1
160
200
196
174
500
120

2
225
200
136
206
308
320

3
240
196
136
108
322
180

4
262
174
206
108
418
202

5
298
500
308
322
418
250

6
150
120
320
180
202
500
-

The main characteristics related to the components site, the down time cost rate (Rjdt )
and the preparation cost (SjSite ) are given in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.2: Travel times among sites and their maintenance center
Sites
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
5.3
7.5
8
8.7
9.9
5

1
5.3
6.7
6.5
5.8
16.7
4

2
7.5
6.7
4.5
6.9
10.3
10.7

3
8
6.5
4.5
3.6
10.7
6

4
8.7
5.8
6.9
3.6
13.9
6.7

5
9.9
16.7
10.3
10.7
13.9
8.3

6
5
4
10.7
6
6.7
8.3
-

Table 7.3: Components, downtime cost rate and site-preparation cost of each production
site
Sites
Components
Rjdt
Sj0

1
1, 2, 3
294
210

2
4, 5, 6
316
170

3
7, 8, 9
349
120

4
10, 11, 12
365
190

5
13, 14, 15
207
140

6
16, 17, 18
294
200

The data related to components’ characteristics containing the shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution, the spare part cost, the CM cost, PM time, the age at
tbegin , the required level of repair team skill are reported in Table 7.4.
Finally, the labor cost rates Rlb are fixed at 100, 170, 240 for required levels of repair
team skills 1, 2, 3 respectively.
Based on the above given data, an individual maintenance planning is established
and is shown in Figure 7.2. According to this planning, components are preventively
maintained only one time in the horizon planning (T = 8993.5 unit of time)

7.3

Performance study for SMaRS and JMaRS approaches at group level

This section is aiming to assess the performance of the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy at group level by means of the economic profit models proposed in Chapter 5.
It is assumed that 8 components {3,6,9,12,13,14,15,18} of a group Gk need to be jointly
maintained. It should be noted that these 8 components are located at 6 different sites,
hence, there are 6! feasible itineraries that maintenance team can follow. For each maintenance itinerary, maintenance cost is very different due to differences of transportation
cost and penalty cost. By applying the SMaRS and JMaRS approach identified in Section 5.3, the obtained results are shown in Table 7.5 and 7.6. In addition, performance of
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Table 7.4: Components’ data and individual maintenance optimization results
Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

λi
2499
3257
2423
2815
3505
2327
2645
3057
2624
2446
2963
2327
2698
3359
2483
2501
3262
2398

βi
2.85
2.77
3.72
2.87
2.74
3.69
2.82
2.76
3.54
2.88
2.74
3.73
2.84
3.16
3.65
2.84
2.76
3.71

Cisp
1757
2546
3651
1874
2676
3397
1704
2341
3313
1656
2449
3332
1659
2432
3532
1757
2546
3651

Cic
561
669
628
665
722
619
517
547
611
445
628
690
689
609
314
561
669
628

wi
30
48
63
27
45
66
33
51
72
30
45
66
36
51
72
30
48
63

tei
1398
2729
781
2336
2649
1142
3281
3799
1035
2498
2999
1105
1546
3598
1819
1798
2929
981

sli
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Sitr
5760
5760
5760
8100
8100
8100
8640
8640
8640
9432
9432
9432
10728
10728
10728
5400
5400
5400

x∗i
6984.1
10532.4
5753.4
7569.3
11504.5
5773.8
8478.5
11502.1
7141.6
7966.3
10598.7
5665.6
7532.2
9246.6
7452.9
6981.3
10568.9
5699.6

φ∗i
4.2833
4.5423
10.132
4.3106
4.4643
11.313
4.5924
5.0869
10.485
4.8235
5.3347
12.554
4.7964
5.1051
8.4961
4.2119
4.4814
10.149

t1i
5649.1
7896.4
4972.4
5299.3
8948.5
4631.8
5197.5
7808.1
6139.6
5534.3
7695.8
4560.6
6109.2
5720.6
5633.9
5246.3
7732.9
4718.6

individual maintenance optimization (IMO) approach is also shown in Table 7.6.
Table 7.5: Maintenance routes and departure times provided by SMaRS and JMaRS
approaches
Approaches Departure times
JMaRS
4856.4
SMaRS
4831

Maintenance itineraries
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → MC
MC → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → 6 → MC

Travel distances
1294
1286

Table 7.6: Maintenance costs provided by SMaRS, JMaRS and individual maintenance
optimization (IMO) approaches
Approaches CGspk
CGdtk
CGlbk
SGp k
SGtrk
∆HGk ∆t rGk
JMaRS
24967 140031 117360 1030 23292 4096.1 46254
SMaRS
24967 140031 117360 1030 23148 5066.8 46368
IMO
24967 140031 108750 1310 69516
0
0

EP GGk
42157.9
41301.2
0

CGp k
310776.1
311602.8
344574

According to obtained results from Table 7.6, total maintenance cost from IMO approach (CGp k ) is higher than other approaches. In other words, the economic profit models
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18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Components

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
3976.8 4474.1

4971.3

5468.4

5965.5

6462.6

6959.8 7456.6

7953.9

8450.1

8993.5

Time

Figure 7.2: Tentative execution dates of components provided by individual maintenance
planning

are higher performance than individual maintenance in terms of economic profit. In addition, obtained results in Table 7.5 show that using different approaches (JMaRS or
SMaRS) leads to different maintenance itineraries and their optimal departure times are
also different too. Due to the difference of maintenance itineraries, the travel distance
and preventive maintenance cost corresponding to these approaches are different. This
directly leads to differences of transportation cost and penalty cost between the two approaches as shown in Table 7.6. By SMaRS approach, transportation cost as well as total
travel distance are the lowest. It means that transportation cost saving is the highest.
However, penalty cost is slightly high because maintenance routing process finding the optimal maintenance itinerary is independent with maintenance scheduling process. In the
contrast, by JMaRS approach, penalty cost reduces considerable although transportation
cost increases a little. It leads to that economic profit of the considered group provided by
JMaRS is higher than provided by SMaRS because the spare part cost, the down time cost,
the labor cost and the preparation-site cost are unchanged due to their independence with
maintenance itinerary. It means that performance provided by JMaRS approach is more
effective than provided by SMaRS approach in terms of economic profit. The JMaRS
should be considered in development of dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a
GDPS.
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7.4

Optimal maintenance and routing plan

The aim of this section is to assess performance of the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy at grouping structure in terms of the grouping performance and economic profit
performance. Performance study is investigated by three different approaches: JMaRS
and JMaRS identified in Section 5.3 and IMO approach.

7.4.1

Optimization of maintenance and routing plan based on
JMaRS approach

The aim of section is to illustrate performance of the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy based on JMaRS approach. Then, the performance provided by JMaRS approach
is evaluated by comparing to the performance provided by IMO approach.
Individual maintenance optimization. The preventive maintenance is assumed to
be carried out separately for each component of the GDPS. The maintenance team has
to go to the maintained site and go back each time whenever a component of the site is
preventively maintained. The transportation cost (Sitr ), the optimal PM cycle (x∗i ) and
the minimum maintenance cost rate (φ∗i ) of each component are calculated and shown in
Table 7.4. Based on the obtained PM cycle and given values of tei , all tentative PM dates
are identified and reported in the same table 7.4 and Figure 7.2.
In this example, each component is maintained only once within planning horizon
P H = [0, t51 + ω5 ] = [0, 8993.5]. The use of this individual maintenance plan will lead to
an average maintenance cost of the system, which is equal to
φindividual
=
sys

15
X

φ∗i = 119.16

(7.1)

i=1

It should be noted that the transportation and setup costs respectively take 13.52% and
13.81% of the above cost. The reduction of the two costs is then crucial from the economic
point of view.The grouping maintenance is a promising solution to solve this problem.
Grouping maintenance. In order to reduce the transportation cost, the proposed
grouping optimization approach is applied. The adapted GA and the BAB with taking
into account the grouping penalties during the finding of the optimal route are implemented for the considered system. The obtained results are shown in Table 7.7 and
Figure 7.3.
According to the Table 7.7, the best grouping structure contains three groups. The
components in each group are optimally selected to satisfy a number of factors such as the
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Individual PM dates
G1

G2

4856.4

5326.5

Grouped PM dates
G3

18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Components

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
4474.1

6462.6

7872.9

8450.1

8993.5

Time

Figure 7.3: Optimal grouped maintenance plan
Table 7.7: Optimal grouping structure and maintenance costs provided by JMaRS
Optimal grouping structure
∆SGtrk ∆SG0 k
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 } 46224 280
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
20898
0
1 1 1
1
G3 = {2 , 5 , 8 , 11 }
20898
0

∆CGlbk
8610
0
0

∆HGk EP GGk
4096.1 33797.9
68.7
20829.3
309.9 20588.1

EP S
75215.3

saving of transportation cost, the penalties related to the shift of execution date and the
labor costs. Among these factors, the transportation cost saving takes the most important
part (the biggest value), and has the strongest impact on the composition of the groups.
Indeed, even if the PM dates of components 13, 14, 15 of site 5 (the farthest site from
the maintenance center) are not closed, they are still grouped in group G1 , because the
grouping of these components can significantly reduce the transportation cost. For this
reason, the tentative PM dates of components of the optimal groups are not necessary to
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be closed to each other as underlined by the other existing works dealing with centralized
multi-component systems.
The joint optimization of dynamic grouping and routing scheduling helps to reduce
61.05% of travel distance of the maintenance team as well as the transportation cost,
and save up to 9.06% of preparation cost when comparing to the individual maintenance.
The reduction of travel distance is very important since it is not only meaningful from
economic point of view, but also sustainable one (i.e. reduce energy consumption, travelrelated risks, environmental negative impacts). Along with the above advantages, the
grouping maintenance also leads to some disadvantages and penalties. Indeed, the labor
cost increases 5.25% and penalty cost reaches to 4474.7 (acu). In summary, the grouping maintenance helps to save up to 7.05% of total maintenance cost when compare to
the individual one. The average maintenance cost of the system when the maintenance
activities of components is grouped is:
φgrouping
= φindividual
−
sys
sys

EP S
= 110.75
tend

(7.2)

Maintenance routing. To guarantee the above performances of the grouping maintenance plan, the maintenance team has to respect the optimal maintenance itineraries and
the optimal departure times from the maintenance center, which are specified in Table
7.8.
Table 7.8: Optimal maintenance routes and optimal departure times provided by JMaRS
Groups
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 171 }

Departure times
4856.4
5326.5
7872.9

Maintenance routes
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → MC
MC → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1 → 6 → MC
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → MC

Travel distances
1294
913
913

According to obtained results shown in Table 7.8, to do the PM of group G1 , the
maintenance team has to start from the maintenance center at 4856.4 (atu), travel across
the sites 6, 1, 4, 3, 2 and 5 respectively, and return to the maintenance center. The total
travel distance of the round trip is equal to 1294 (adu). When compared to the individual
maintenance, the total travel distance is saved up to 66.5%. The same as the group G1 , to
do the maintenance of group G2 , the maintenance team has to start from the maintenance
center at 5073.2 (arbitrary time unit), and travel across sites 2, 3, 4, 1 and 6 consequently
and return to the maintenance center. The total travel distance of the round trip is equal
to 913 (adu) and this trip saves 76.35% in relation to individual maintenance. Note that
to do the PM of group G2 , the visiting of site 5 is not necessary. Finally, maintenance
journey of group G3 starts from maintenance center at time 7872.9 (atu), then travels
across the sites 6, 1, 4, 3 and 2 respectively, and returns to the maintenance center. The
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total travel distance of the round trip and saving travel distance is similar as G2 . Another
reason that maintenance team has to follow these itineraries is that penalty cost due to
the shift of execution dates of components is minimum in these cases. As an example,
G2 and G3 have the same travel distance, however moving direction of maintenance team
is different in two cases. The reason is that their penalty cost reach to minimum value
respective to their direction.
As a consequence, performance of the proposed strategy is better than individual optimization strategy in terms of economic profit. The proposed strategy can make penalty
cost and labor cost go up, however cost-savings from transportation cost and setup cost
is too great and can compensate for the losses caused by grouping maintenance.

7.4.2

Optimization of maintenance and routing plan based on
SMaRS approach

The aim of this section is to illustrate performance of the dynamic grouping maintenance
strategy based on SMaRS approach. Then, this performance is assessed by comparing to
the performance provided by JMaRS approach. It is assumed that the GDPS remains as
Section 7.4.1, the obtained results when establishing maintenance strategy based on the
JMaRS approach are shown in Tables 7.9 and 7.10.
Table 7.9: Optimal grouping structure and maintenance costs provided by SMaRS
Optimal grouping structure
∆SGtrk ∆SG0 k
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 } 46368 280
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
20898
0
1 1 1
1
G3 = {2 , 5 , 8 , 11 }
20898
0

∆CGlbk
8610
0
0

∆HGk EP GGk
5066.8 32971.2
68.7
20829.3
309.9 20588.1

EP S
74388.6

Table 7.10: Optimal maintenance routes and optimal departure times provided by SMaRS

Groups
Departure times
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
4831
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
5326.5
G3 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 171 }
7872.9

Maintenance routes
MC → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → 6 → MC
MC → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1 → 6 → MC
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → MC

Travel distances
1286
913
913

By comparing the obtained results shown in Tables 7.8 and 7.10, we can see that both
JMaRS and SMaRS have the identical grouping structure, however, the optimal route and
departure time of group G1 provided by the two approaches are different. The differences
of maintenance itinerary and departure time provided by these two approaches lead to
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differences of penalty cost and transportation cost saving of group G1 (see Tables 7.7 and
7.9). It should be noted that the site-preparation cost saving and labor loss cost of group
G1 provided by the two approaches are equal because these costs do not depend with
maintenance itinerary and departure time of this group.
From the Tables 7.7 and 7.9, transportation cost saving provided by JMaRS is slightly
lower than SMaRS approach. However penalty cost provided by JMaRS is too lower
than JMaRS approach. Consequently, economic profit of group G1 provided by JMaRS
is higher than SMaRS approach. In addition, economic profit of G2 and G3 provided by
the two approach are identical, so total economic profit of the grouping structure (EPS)
provided by JMaRS approach is higher than JMaRS approach. It means that performance
provided by JMaRS is always better than SMaRS in terms of economic profit.

7.4.3

Updating of maintenance and routing plan in dynamic
context

The objective of this subsection is to present how the grouping maintenance plan can be
updated when dynamic contexts occur. For this purpose, a dynamic context no 1 "Change
of maintenance routes" (see again Section 4.4) was considered.
Assume that the optimal grouping solution presented in Table 7.7 and 7.8 is used.
After the maintenance of group G1 , at 5056.4 (atu), the direct road between the maintenance center and site 6 is interrupted for a long period due to road maintenance activities.
As a consequence, to go to site 6 from the maintenance center, the maintenance team has
to travel on the other road via site 1 with a longer distance. The travel distance of
0
0
the new road is L60 = L06 = L01 + L16 = 280 (adu). This means that a new logistic
dependence between sites 1 and 6 occurs. In the presence of this situation, the current
grouped maintenance planning and routing may be no longer optimal and need to be
updated as soon as possible. To do this, the proposed grouping strategy is re-executed.
The optimization process starts from the “Individual maintenance optimization" step to
update optimal maintenance schedule of components located at site 6. After that, next
step "Individual planning" gives a new horizon, namely H2, begun from tbegin_H2 = 5056.4
(atu) (see Figure 7.4). As shown in this figure, after the components 3, 6, 9,12, 13, 14,
15, 18 are maintained at first time in horizon 1. Their next replacements are performed
in horizon 2. The tentative planning of components 16, 17 located at site 6 is stretched
because maintenance team travels a longer distance to accept site 6. Whereas, the rest
of components still remain their tentative planning because they are not affected by this
interruption.
At the end of the process, new optimal grouped maintenance planning is provided and
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Individual PM dates of second horizon

Individual PM dates of first horizon
Grouped PM dates
G1
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Components

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
4856.4

6316

t begine_H2
t begine_H1

9474

7895
Horizon 2

11053

12632

14211

Time

Horizon 1

Figure 7.4: Updating tentative individual planning
sketched in Figure 7.5. GHj
indicates the group i of the horizon j. The maintenance
i
routing results are shown in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Optimal maintenance itineraries after updating

G1

H2

GH2
of GS ∗
k
1 1 1 1
= {1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 101 , 111 , 161 , 171 }
G2 H2 = {32 , 62 , 92 , 122 , 182 }
G3 H2 = {132 , 142 , 152 }
1

1

t∗Gk
6273.6
10730
12711

∗
IG
k
MC → 2 → 3 → 4 → 6 → 1 → MC
MC → 1 → 6 → 4 → 3 → 2 → MC
MC → 5 → MC

L∗Gk
951
951
596

The obtained results show that taking into account the dynamic context leads to the
new grouping and routing solutions (Table 7.11). Indeed, components 2, 5, 8, 11, and 17
are maintained sooner than before, while the maintenance of components 1, 4, 7, 10 and
16 are postponed. These components are grouped to group G1H2 at 6273.6 (atu). From
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Execution dates before updating
H1

G1

H1

G2

H2

G1

Execution dates after updating
H2

H1

G2

G3

H2

G3

18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Components

11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
4856.4

6273.6

t begine_H2
t begine_H1

7895
Horizon 2

8993.5

10730

12711

14211

Time

Horizon 1

Figure 7.5: Updating the grouping maintenance planning in the presence of a road interruption

the logistic point view, the new configuration of the group is reasonable. In fact, given
the interruption of the direct road between the global maintenance center and site 6, the
maintenance team now starts from the maintenance center and then directly goes to site
1 instead of site 6. The solution with the direct connection between the maintenance
center and site 6 no longer exists in the new grouping and routing solutions.

7.5

Sensitivity analysis

As mentioned before, the main intent of grouping maintenance is to save the transportation and setup costs. The grouping performance then strongly depends on the transportation cost rate and site-preparation cost. It is the reason of this sensitivity analysis.
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7.5.1

Sensitivity analysis on the transportation cost rate

The aim of the subsection is to assess the impact of transportation cost rate (Rtr ) on
grouping optimization process. To do this, the proposed grouping strategy is applied for
different cases where the transportation cost rate is varied from 5 to 95 (acu), while the
other given data remain unchanged. The case where Rtr = 0 is not considered because it
rarely occurs in the real life.
Table 7.12: Sensitivity analysis of grouping structure to transportation cost rate
GS ∗
Distance saving
1 1
1
1
G1 = {3 , 6 , 12 , 18 }
4076
1 1 1
1
1
1
G2 = {1 , 4 , 7 , 10 , 13 , 16 }
G3 = {91 , 141 , 151 }
G4 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 171 }
(9, 18]
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
4890
1 1 1
1
1
G2 = {1 , 4 , 7 , 10 , 16 }
G3 = {131 , 141 , 151 }
(18, 50]
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
5803
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
1
1
G2 = {1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 10 , 11 , 16 , 17 }
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(50, 95] G1 = {1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 101 , 111 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 161 , 171 , 181 }
6716
Rtr
[5, 9]

The evolution of grouping economic profit when the transportation cost rate increases
from 5 to 95 is plotted in Figure 7.6. In the figure, the bigger the transportation cost
rate is, the higher the grouping economic profit is obtained. The grouping maintenance
is therefore recommended for the GDPS with high transportation cost rates.
Not only the grouping performance, but also the optimal grouping structure are studied and reported for different values of transportation cost rate in Table 7.12. From
the table, we can observe that when the transportation cost rate increases, the optimal
grouping structure is configured such that the saving of the travel distance is maximal.

7.5.2

Sensitivity analysis on the site-preparation cost

The same study was carried out by varying the site-preparation cost. Note that in
this study, the site-preparation cost is adjusted by a parameter k. The recommended
site-preparation cost, denoted S site , is calculated by S site = k.S0site (where S0site is sitepreparation cost given in section 7.2). The proposed grouping strategy was applied for
each value of the site-preparation cost. The obtained results are presented in Table 7.13
and Figure 7.7.
The same conclusion as in the case of the transportation cost rate can be deduced
from the obtained results. The bigger the site-preparation cost is, the higher the group115
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Figure 7.6: Sensitivity analysis of grouping economic profit to transportation cost rate
Table 7.13: Sensitivity analysis of grouping structure to site-preparation cost
K
[0, 1.2]

GS ∗
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 171 }

(1.2, 25]

G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }

Site-preparation cost saving
2.k.S50

2.k.S50 +

6
P
j=1,y6=5

Sj0

G2 = {11 , 21 , 41 , 51 , 71 , 81 , 101 , 111 , 161 , 171 }
(25, ∞)

G1 = {11 , 21 , 31 , 41 , 51 , 61 , 71 , 81 , 91 , 101 , 111 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 161 , 171 , 181 }

2.k.

6
P
j=1

Sj0

ing performance is. The grouping maintenance is therefore a powerful solution for the
maintenance planning of a GDPS with high transportation or setup costs.

7.6

Performance study of the proposed GAB algorithm

The aim of this section is to illustrate performance of the proposed algorithm. Then, this
performance is assessed by comparing to the performance provided by GAaES algorithm
simulated based on Genetic Algorithm and Exhaustive Search method. The GAaES
process is the same as GAB, except that the Exhaustive Search method (ES) is applied
to search the optimal itinerary instead of Branch and Bound method. The Exhaustive
Search method aiming to find the optimal itinerary is referred in [185]. The algorithms
are simulated by Matlab R2016a running on Windows 7 and the used computer has
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Figure 7.7: Sensitivity analysis of grouping economic profit to site-preparation cost
the following configurations: Chip (Intel (R) Core(TM) i5-4590) and Ram (4G). The
computational time of simulation is accounted by time computer’s time unit(ctu). It also
assumes that the algorithms are executed for the proposed maintenance strategy in which
the GDPS remains as Section 7.4.1.

7.6.1

At group level

The objective of this subsection is to assess performance of jBAB and ES when they are
used to find an optimal maintenance plan at group level. The jBAB and the ES is executed
for there different groups as shown in Table 7.14. According to Table 7.14, jBAB and ES
give the identical results in terms of economic profit and optimal itinerary, however the
number of search itineraries and search time are different. Indeed, the exhaustive search
method give an optimal solution by considering all feasible solutions in search space, while
jBAB try to rule out parts of the search space that cannot contain the best solution by
using lower or upper bound. Therefore, the number of search itineraries of jBAB is less
than ES. More precisely, with 8 components of group 1 located at 6 different sites, ES
considers 720 feasible maintenance itineraries to find an optimal itinerary while the number of search itineraries of jBAB is 318. It explains why search time of ES is greater
than jBAB. In this case, using jBAB saves approximate 30 percent time compared to ES.
However, when the number of sites reduce, the search time by these methods is approximately identical. The reason is that jBAB take the amount of time to calculate lower/
upper bound. Thus, in some cases, this loss time can be larger than time saving thanks to
reduction of the number of itineraries. It can be seen obviously through search results of
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G2 and G3 where only 5 sites is considered. Although the number of searching itineraries
of jBAB is less than GA, time search by both methods is approximately identical.

Table 7.14: Comparison of search time between the jBAB and ES
Optimal grouping structures
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 }

Methods
jBAB
ES
jBAB
ES
jBAB
ES

Economic profit
33797.9
33797.9
20829.3
20829.3
20588.1
20588.1

Optimal itineraries
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → MC
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 5 → MC
MC → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1 → 6 → MC
MC → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1 → 6 → MC
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → MC
MC → 6 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → MC

The number of search itineraries Search time (ctu)
318
4.65
720
6.67
74
3.14
120
3.94
72
3.15
120
3.97

Table 7.15: A population of GA
Individuals
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Grouping structures
G1 = {11 , 21 , 31 , 41 , 51 , 61 , 71 , 81 , 91 , 101 , 111 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 161 , 171 , 181 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {131 , 141 , 151 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 21 , 41 , 51 , 71 , 81 , 101 , 111 , 161 , 171 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 121 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 131 , 161 }
G3 = {91 , 141 , 151 }
G4 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 171 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 21 , 41 , 51 , 71 , 81 , 101 , 111 , 131 , 141 , 161 , 171 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 51 , 81 , 101 , 131 , 171 }
G3 = {21 , 41 , 71 , 111 , 141 , 161 }
G1 = {11 , 31 , 41 , 61 , 71 , 91 , 101 , 121 , 131 , 151 , 161 , 181 }
G2=G2 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 141 , 171 }
G1 = {11 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {21 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 141 , 171 }
G3 = {31 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 131 , 161 }
G1 = {21 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 151 , 171 }
G2 = {11 , 51 , 81 , 111 , 141 , 161 }
G3 = {31 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 131 , 181 }
G1 = {21 , 41 , 81 , 111 , 131 , 151 , 171 }
G2 = {31 , 71 , 101 , 141 , 181 }
G3 = {11 , 51 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 161 }

7.7. Conclusion

7.6.2

At grouping structure level

The objective of this subsection is to assess performance of GAB and GAaES when they
are used to find an optimal maintenance plan at grouping structure. This work is very
difficult because after each iteration, next generation provided by GAB and GAsES is
different because of the random of crossover and mutation. The comparison between two
algorithms only can carry out when after each iteration, next generation provided by
GAB and GAsES is identical. For this reason, we do an adjustment procedure in order
that next generation provided by GAB and GAsES can be identical. Assume that initial
population of two algorithm is identical and shown in Table 7.15. Considering execution
of GAB and GAsES in 10 iterations, the search time is shown in Table 7.16. Obviously,
the search time provided by GAB go down by 54.5 % compared to GAaES.
Table 7.16: Search time of GAB and GAaES
Algorithms

The best solution
G1 = {3 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {131 , 141 , 151 }
G1 = {31 , 61 , 91 , 121 , 131 , 141 , 151 , 181 }
G2 = {11 , 41 , 71 , 101 , 161 }
G3 = {131 , 141 , 151 }

EPS

Search time

75215.3

28.89

75215.3

41.68

1

GAB

GAaES

7.7

Conclusion

This chapter has tackled the performance analysis and evaluation of the proposed strategy.
Based on performance study of the proposed strategy at group level, we see that JMaRS
approach is better than SMaRS approach since the interaction between maintenance routing and scheduling is jointly investigated. Therefore, considering the JMaRS approach in
establishing dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS is very useful. Indeed,
performance study of the proposed maintenance strategy at grouping structure level illustrates that performance of economic profit provided by JMaRS approach is better than
individual maintenance approach and SMaRS approach. In addition, the obtained results
highlight that the proposed maintenance strategy obviously has ability to update the
grouping maintenance plan when a dynamic context such as the interruption of the direct
road connected between the maintenance center and site 6 occurs. Finally, the sensitivity
analysis of two parameters (travel cost rate Rtr and site-preparation cost Si0j ) shows that
the maintenance plan is re-newed due to changes of these parameters. It ensures that the
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proposed strategy always find an optimal maintenance plan when these parameters are
changed (of course in the frame of the assumption made).
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Developing maintenance strategies for a GDPS is a real challenge for maintenance planner
because a GDPS is a large-scale system with many parameters and constraints, especially
it has many other characteristics than a centralized system. So, in the framework of
maintenance planning and optimization for a GDPS, the main challenge addressed by this
PhD work is "How to extend existing maintenance strategies for GDPSs in considering its
features in terms of multi-components, multi-sites, operating contexts and routing". To
attack this challenge of a GDPS, we promote "A dynamic grouping maintenance strategy
for a GDPS". For this purpose, a scientific problem statement on maintenance for a GDPS
is developed with regards to dependence modelling, grouping maintenance strategies,
mathematical optimization modelling of maintenance routing and scheduling problem,
and finally maintenance optimization methods/algorithms. From the state of the art,
four scientific issues are deduced:
• How to formulate a dependence model for a GDPS in which economic and geographical dependence are jointly considered? (scientific issue 1)
• How to develop a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for GDPS with consideration of the economic, geographical dependencies and the impacts of dynamic
contexts? (scientific issue 2)
• How to formulate economic profit models of maintenance routing and scheduling in
GDPS context? (scientific issue 3).
• How to develop an hybrid algorithm to support maintenance optimization for GDPS
in considering maintenance planning and routing? (scientific issue 4)
Addressing these scientific issues in establishing maintenance strategy for GDPS leads
to our contributions in the frame of the PhD as follows:
• Firstly, we formulated a dependence model for a GDPS in which economic and
geographical dependencies are jointly considered. The dependence model is really
meaningful because it can quantify economic profit when several components are
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jointly maintained. In addition, the joint consideration of economic and geographical
dependencies results in greater efficiency than separately consideration of them.
• Secondly, the main contribution of our study is to develop a dynamic grouping
maintenance strategy for a GDPS with consideration of economic, geographical dependence and impacts of dynamic contexts. Our proposal is reliable when: (i)
economic profits from economic and geographical dependencies are taken into account; (ii) the maintenance plan can be updated when dynamic contexts occur. It
makes the proposed maintenance strategy more flexible for real applications.
• Thirdly, another contribution is to formulate economic profit models of maintenance
scheduling and routing that support for optimization of maintenance strategies in
GDPS context. The economic profit models are formulated following two different approaches: sequential maintenance routing and scheduling (SMaRS) and joint
maintenance routing and scheduling (JMaRS). By using the SMaRS approach, economic profit model is formulated by sequential steps of maintenance routing and
scheduling. Whereas, using the JMaRS approach, maintenance routing and scheduling is jointly investigated in formulating economic profit mode. The model provided
by JMaRS approach is the better choice because interactions between maintenance
routing and scheduling are considered in mathematical modelling. Hence, using this
model for maintenance optimization of the dynamic grouping maintenance strategy
in GDPS context is more effective.
• Last but not least, our thesis developed a optimization algorithm to support maintenance optimization for grouping maintenance strategy of a GDPS. This algorithm is
a hybrid between Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Branch and Bound (BAB) method,
named GAB. In that way, at group level, BAB method is responsible to optimize
maintenance plan. At grouping structure level, the GAB algorithm is used to find
an optimal grouping structure containing groups with their optimal maintenance
plans.
According to these contributions, the main originality of our works is to develop a
dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for a GDPS. From our best knowledge, this is
first time that the dynamic grouping maintenance strategy is develop for a GDPS. In
frame of our study, the maintenance strategy can address most of difficulties due to
geographical dispersion of a GDPS on maintenance planning. Indeed, the strategy not
only considers optimization of maintenance planning but also optimization of maintenance
routing. Remind that optimization of maintenance routing is a problem appearing due
to geographical dispersion of a GDPS. In addition, the strategy allows maintenance plan
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update when dynamic contexts occur. Therefore, the strategy can be well adapted to the
dynamic contexts which frequently occurs in operation and maintenance of a GDPS. It
makes the proposal strategy more appropriate for real applications.
With regards to our current contributions, several limits exist:
• Our strategy is limited for GDPSs whose production sites are operation independently. It means that interruption of a production site does not impact the normal
operation of the others.
• Optimizing allocation of maintenance resource (spare pare, repairman, etc.) is not
considered in our strategy.
• The age-based maintenance policy cannot exactly determine the preventive maintenance cycle date of a component because the policy is based on the operating time
and failure time distribution of a component without considering the real state of
components.

Perspectives
The limits, we have analyzed, allow us to give short-term and long-term perspectives
concerning the development of maintenance strategies for a GDPS.
For the short-term, we interest to extend a dynamic grouping maintenance strategy for
a GDPS when interactions/ dependencies between sites are considered. As an example, in
hydro power plant network where each plant is located far apart each other, when a plant
is failed or splits from the network to maintain, others have to run in overload state to
compensate for the shortage capacity caused by the stopped plant. If the power demand
is higher than the allowed threshold, the grid can be disconnected on whole system and
lead to stop of all other plants. Therefore, considering interaction between other different
production sites is a research direction in our future studies.
For long-term, we consider to develop dynamic grouping maintenance strategies for a
GDPS taking into account issues related to resource allocation (spare parts, repairman,
etc.).
In addition, we interest to build a dynamic grouping maintenance strategies for GDPSs
using condition-based maintenance policy.
The proposed strategy is to adapt well for GDPSs in framework of our study. However,
in order that the proposed strategy becomes more realistic and adapts well to other
different GDPS systems, the works below should be considered in the future.
Condition-based maintenance estimates the maintenance execution dates of components based on information collected through system condition monitoring. By that way,
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the maintenance execution dates of components are determined more exactly than agebased maintenance policy. It helps maintenance decision more effective.
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Résumé de la thèse en Français
Dans le contexte de la mondialisation actuelle, pour rester compétitives, les entreprises
définissent leurs activités et leurs priorités en fonction de plusieurs facteurs liés à leurs
systèmes de production, tels que la flexibilité, la productivité et la qualité. Par conséquent, la maintenance, définie comme " l’ensemble des activités nécessaires pour remettre l’équipement/système dans un état dans lequel il peut remplir les fonctions qui lui
sont assignées, ou le maintenir dans un tel état" [3], joue un rôle de soutien essentiel
pour garantir la pérennité de ces facteurs. En effet, d’une part, elle permet de maintenir
les équipements en bon état de fonctionnement et augmenter leur durée de vie. D’autre
part, elle permet également d’assurer les activités de production en répondant à toutes les
performances attendues telles que la productivité, la qualité des produits et les exigences
de sécurité. Par rapport à ce rôle essentiel reconnu, les entreprises sont obligées d’investir
davantage dans les opérations de maintenance. Par exemple la part des coûts d’entretien
mais aussi les coûts de préventifs a énormément augmenté [4]. En effet, les coûts de
maintenance occupent environ 15 à 70 % des coûts globaux de production [5, 6] et le
montant des dépenses consacrées à la construction d’infrastructures servant aux activités
de maintenance n’a cessé d’augmenter aussi [7]. Il a été montré également dans [8] que
les États-Unis ont consacré plus de $300 milliards de dollars par an à la maintenance et à
l’exploitation des installations au cours des années 1990s. Environ 80% de ce coût est utilisé pour les défaillances chroniques. L’élimination de ces défaillances peut réduire les coûts
de maintenance de 40% à 60%. Dans l’industrie chimique, plus de 30% de l’effectif total
et jusqu’à un quart des activités ont été consacrés aux activités de maintenance [9]. En
outre, l’étude [10] mentionnait que les budgets de maintenance représentaient en moyenne
20% du budget total d’exploitation de l’usine, allant de quelques pour cent dans l’industrie
légère à des pourcentages très élevés dans les industries à forte intensité d’équipement (i.e.
sidérurgie, pétrochimie, industrie minière, etc.) ou dans le secteur dit des services publics
(énergie électrique, pétrole et gaz, etc.).
Pour mieux contrôler ces budgets, le choix des stratégies de maintenance est donc
une priorité. La stratégie choisie doit être adaptée à l’objectif de maintenance (réduire le
coût de production, améliorer la disponibilité du système, etc.), aux caractéristiques des
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systèmes (mono ou multi-composants, etc.) et aux conditions de fonctionnement des systèmes (stables ou dynamiques). Dans la littérature [11], beaucoup d’études s’intéressent
au développement et à l’optimisation des stratégies de maintenance. La question est
de savoir comment donner une décision de maintenance optimale qui réponde aux objectifs souhaités (i.e. minimiser les coûts de maintenance, maximiser la disponibilité du
système, etc.) parmi de nombreuses options de maintenance relatives, par exemple, à
la fréquence d’exécution, au niveau d’intervention (parfait ou imparfait) [12]. Par conséquent, de nombreuses stratégies de maintenance ont été élaborées depuis les années
1990 [7, 11, 13]. Cependant, ces travaux sont souvent limités à une classe de systèmes
qui sont majoritairement des systèmes de production unique ou appelé système centralisé. Cette classe de système est réductrice car avec l’ouverture des marchés, les aspects
de délocalisation, le développement des technologies de type Cloud, réseaux . . . des entreprises manufacturières se sont orientées, pour des raisons de productivité, de coût, vers
des systèmes de production appelés : systèmes de production géographiquement dispersés
(GDPS en anglais) [14]. Un GDPS est un réseau de production géographiquement dispersé dont les sites de production sont éloignés les uns des autres mais soumis à la gestion
d’un centre administratif (voir Figure 8). Les GDPS se caractérisent principalement par:
multi-composant, multi-site, contextes dynamiques changeants et nécessité de routage.
En effet, le GDPS est un système multi-composant et multi-site car il est construit par
de nombreux sites de production différents dans lesquels chaque site est composé de différents sous-systèmes et composants. Par rapport à ces caractéristiques, l’exploitation et
la maintenance d’un GDPS sont difficiles à mettre en œuvre car affectées par de nombreux facteurs opérationnels et dynamiques [15, 16]. Une autre caractéristique essentielle
à considérer dans ces systèmes est le routage. Le routage est le processus de sélection
d’un itinéraire pour effectuer les tâches données sous des contraintes telles que la capacité
du véhicule, la fenêtre horaire, la main-d’œuvre, etc. Normalement, pour exécuter un
groupe de nombreuses tâches sur différents sites de production, le personnel quitte le centre administratif et exécute séquentiellement toutes les tâches du groupe, puis retourne
au centre administratif uniquement lorsque toutes les tâches du groupe sont terminées
comme le montre la Figure 9. Dans ce cas, le routage aide les gestionnaires à trouver le
meilleur itinéraire avec les objectifs donnés lors de l’exécution d’un groupe de tâches.
Grâce à cette vision « dispersée » du système de production, les entreprises peuvent
économiser sur les coûts de main d’œuvre (situés dans des lieux à faible coût) et les coûts
de livraison (proches des clients) [14], améliorer la qualité du service ou du produit (délais
de livraison courts, activités après-vente de haute qualité). En particulier, ce type de
système de production est considéré comme durable au sens exploitation [17] car sa production dispersée peut contribuer à réduire les risques de rupture dans la fabrication et la
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Figure 9: Différents itinéraires pour effectuer un groupe de tâches
distribution de la production [18]. Bien que les GDPS présentent de nombreux avantages,
ils doivent faire face à de nombreux défis concernant les normes, la réglementation, la
gestion de la production, et surtout la planification et l’optimisation de la maintenance
en raison de la dispersion géographique des sites de production [19]. Dans ce cadre de
la planification et de l’optimisation de la maintenance, le principal défi de cette thèse est
donc:

Comment étendre des stratégies de maintenance conventionnelles pour les adapter
aux GDPS en considérant ses caractéristiques en termes de multi-composants, multisites, contextes dynamiques et routage?

En fonction de ce défi et en considérant les fonctionnalités d’un GDPS, de nouvelles
problématiques scientifiques sont nécessaires à attaquer.
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Premièrement, dans le cadre de l’optimisation de la maintenance, les dépendances
entre les composants ont des impacts importants sur la performance d’un plan de maintenance et doivent être considérées dans la modélisation et l’optimisation de la maintenance [11, 20]. Grâce à son système multi-composant et multi-site, le GDPS favorise les
dépendances entre composants et entre sites. Dans la pratique, les dépendances entre
les composants sont classiquement répartis en trois grands types [11, 20, 21]: dépendance
structurelle (i.e. la maintenance d’un composant défaillant implique la maintenance des
composants actifs ou, au moins, leur démontage), dépendance stochastique (i.e. l’état
des composants influence la distribution de la vie des autres composants) et dépendance
économique (i.e. le coût de la maintenance commune d’un groupe de composants n’est
pas égal au coût total de la maintenance individuelle de ces composants). En outre, en
raison de la dispersion géographique des GDPS, une autre dépendance, appelée dépendance géographique existe. La dépendance géographique implique que la distance/le
temps total de voyage d’une maintenance conjointe d’un groupe de plusieurs composants
est inférieur à la distance/le temps total de voyage pour la maintenance de composants
individuals. La dépendance géographique est mentionnée car le regroupement des activités de maintenance permet non seulement de réduire les coûts de transport grâce à la
réduction de la distance parcourue, mais également de réduire la durée du trajet. Tandis
que la dépendance économique ne profit du profit économique que pour regrouper les
activités de maintenance. Du point de vue économique, la dépendance géographique est
un type particulier de dépendance économique. Cependant, ce n’est pas vrai quand on
considère l’aspect du temps de trajet. Pour les GDPS, les dépendances économique et
géographique sont deux des dépendances les plus importantes pour le choix de la stratégie
de maintenance [22–27]. Toutefois, il n’existe pas vraiment de travaux considérant ces
deux dépendances ensemble avec modélisation forte de leur interaction. Pour ces raisons,
la première problématique scientifique est "Comment formuler un modèle de dépendance pour un GDPS dans lequel la dépendance économique et la dépendance
géographique sont considérées conjointement?" (Problématique 1 ).
Deuxièmement, la question, que nous voulons ensuite attaquer, concerne les approches
de maintenance pour le développement de stratégies au sein des GDPS. Dans la pratique,
un grand nombre d’approches de maintenance ont été introduites, développées et appliquées avec succès à des systèmes multi-composants compte tenu de plusieurs types
de dépendances [1, 20]. Parmi les approches existantes, l’approche de maintenance par
regroupement dynamique initialement proposée dans [28] semble prometteuse puisqu’elle
peut prendre en compte plusieurs types de dépendances entre composants et mettre à
jour facilement la planification de la maintenance dans des contextes dynamiques (taux
de détérioration variable des composants, possibilités de maintenance) [29]. Cependant,
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ces approches sont généralement étudiées pour un système centralisé où il n’existe pas de
dépendance géographique. Par conséquent, les approches existantes de regroupement ne
peuvent pas être appliquées directement aux stratégies de maintenance d’un GDPS car
elles sont inefficaces en raison de la non prise en compte de la dépendance géographique.
En outre, un GDPS est considéré comme un système « à grande échelle » impacté par
de nombreux contextes dynamiques par rapport à un système centralisé. Par conséquent,
la mise à jour du plan de maintenance sous les impacts des contextes dynamiques est
vraiment nécessaire afin que le plan réel soit toujours optimal. Pour ces raisons, la problématique scientifique numéro 2 est: "Comment développer une stratégie dynamique
de maintenance de regroupement pour le GDPS en tenant compte des dépendances économiques, géographiques et économiques?" (Problématique 2 ).
La troisième problématique, que nous voulons attaquer, est de développer des modèles mathématiques supportant l’optimisation de la maintenance pour un GDPS. Dans
les modèles disponibles, de nombreux chercheurs ont étudié les problèmes de routage de
maintenance. Ces études se concentrent sur la formulation d’un modèle supportant une
route optimale [25, 30, 31] puis sur le développement d’un modèle global de planification
et de routage de maintenance qui supporte simultanément à la fois une route optimale et
un plan de maintenance. Dans la pratique, la prise en compte simultanée du routage et
de l’ordonnancement de la maintenance rend les modèles de maintenance plus complexes.
Pour cette raison, peu de travaux ont mentionné la formulation d’un modèle global et optimal de routage et d’ordonnancement de la maintenance. Par conséquent, la problématique
scientifique no 3 est: "Comment formuler des modèles globaux d’ordonnancement
et de routage de la maintenance dans le contexte du GDPS?" (Problématique
3 ).
Enfin, une autre question de recherche porte sur les méthodes/algorithmes d’optimisation
de la maintenance pour les stratégies de maintenance dans le contexte du GPDS. Du
point de vue économique, l’optimisation de la maintenance peut être comprise comme
l’optimisation de la planification de la maintenance avec un coût de maintenance minimal [11]. Pour les systèmes centralisés, le processus d’optimisation de la maintenance
tente d’établir le meilleur planning de maintenance des composants afin que le coût total
de maintenance soit minimal. Dans la littérature, de nombreux méthodes/algorithmes
d’optimisation ont été développés pour résoudre l’optimisation de la maintenance des systèmes centralisés tels que les méthodes analytiques, les algorithmes exacts, les algorithmes
heuristiques [32, 33],etc . Cependant, ces algorithmes, développés pour l’optimisation de
la maintenance au sein de systèmes centralisés, ne peuvent s’appliquer directement aux
GDPS en raison de leur dispersion géographique (multi-sites). En effet, pour effectuer la
maintenance conjointe de plusieurs composants situés sur des sites différents, l’équipe de
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maintenance se déplace du centre de maintenance vers tous les sites de production contenant des composants à maintenir et ne retourne au centre de maintenance que lorsque
les activités de maintenance sont terminées. De cette façon, la gamme de maintenance est
aussi importante que l’ordonnancement de la maintenance. Par conséquent, l’élaboration
d’un algorithme d’optimisation pour l’optimisation de la maintenance dans le contexte
GDPS devrait être considérée à la fois pour la planification de la maintenance et le routage.
Pour cette raison, la dernière problématique scientifique no 4 est "Comment développer un algorithme avancé pour supporter l’optimisation de la maintenance
du GDPS en considérant la planification et le routage de la maintenance?"
(Problématique 4 ).
Pour répondre à ces quatre problématiques afin de supporter le défi de maintenance d’un GDPS, nous défendons globalement dans ce travail de thèse "Une stratégie
de maintenance de regroupement dynamique pour un système de production géographiquement dispersé".
Cette défense se construit sur 4 contributions en lien avec les 4 problématiques scientifiques:
• Formulation d’un modèle de dépendance économique et géographique
pour un GDPS (contribution 1 ).
• Elaboration d’une stratégie de regroupement dynamique de maintenance
pour un GDPS en tenant compte de la dépendance économique, de la
dépendance géographique et des impacts des contextes dynamiques (contribution 2 ).
• Formulation de modèles de profit économique pour l’ordonnancement et
le routage de la maintenance (contribution 3 ).
• Développement d’un algorithme avancé utilisant l’algorithme génétique
et la méthode Branch and Bound pour résoudre un problème d’optimisation
de la maintenance pour la stratégie de maintenance de regroupement
dans le contexte du GDPS (contribution 4 ).
En fonction de ces quatre contributions principales, la thèse est organisée comme suit.
Le chapitre 1 présente un aperçu des systèmes de production géographiquement dispersés (GDPS) et de leur maintenance. Tout d’abord, nous explorons les définitions
potentielles et les caractéristiques générales des systèmes de production dispersés géographiquement. Ensuite, nous mentionnons plusieurs facteurs ayant une incidence sur la
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maintenance de ces systèmes. Puis nous introduisons les questions de recherche liées aux
difficultés de l’établissement de stratégies de maintenance pour les GDPS.
Le chapitre 2 présente un état de l’art pertinent en regard des questions de recherche
précédentes, plus précisément sur les aspects: modélisation de la dépendance, stratégies
de regroupement dynamique de maintenance, problèmes de routage et d’ordonnancement
de la maintenance, méthodes d’optimisation de la maintenance. A partir de l’état de l’art
sur les différents éléments, nous justifions les quatre problématiques scientifiques de la
thèse.
En lien avec la problématique no 1, le chapitre 3 est consacré à la formulation d’un
modèle de dépendance pour un GDPS prenant en compte la dépendance économique et
géographique. Dans ce modèle de dépendance, la réduction des coûts de transport due
à la dépendance géographique associée à la réduction des coûts de préparation due à la
dépendance économique font que le coût total de maintenance diminue lorsque plusieurs
composants sont maintenus conjointement.
En lien avec la problématique no 2, le chapitre 4 est consacré à l’élaboration d’une
stratégie de maintenance de regroupement dynamique pour un GDPS en tenant compte
des aspects économiques, géographiques et environnementaux, la dépendance et les impacts des contextes dynamiques. Dans cette stratégie, les composants du système sont
maintenus préventivement et conjointement afin de réaliser des économies sur les coûts
de préparation (dépendance économique) et de transport (dépendance géographique) au
lieu de fonctionner séparément. De plus, la stratégie de maintenance permet de mettre
à jour la solution optimale lorsque les contextes dynamiques (changement de capacité du
véhicule, changement d’itinéraire de maintenance, etc.) se produisent.
En lien avec la problématique no 3, le chapitre 5 est consacré à la formulation de modèles
globaux de planification et de routage de la maintenance. Dans le cadre du regroupement
dynamique de la maintenance des GDPS, pour effectuer la maintenance préventive d’un
groupe de plusieurs composants, l’équipe de maintenance peut suivre les itinéraires de
maintenance pour maintenir ces composants avant de revenir au centre de maintenance
lorsque toutes les activités de maintenance sont terminées. Différents itinéraires de maintenance conduisent à un programme de maintenance avec des coûts différents en raison
de l’impact de la distance et du temps de déplacement. De plus, l’acheminement des
moyens de maintenance dépend de l’affectation des ressources d’entretien (c.-à-d. réparateur, véhicule, etc.). Par conséquent, le routage de maintenance a un impact considérable
sur la formulation de modèles mathématiques de maintenance. Il est pertinent que des
modèles globaux soient élaborés dans ce chapitre pour tenir compte à la fois du routage
et de l’ordonnancement de la maintenance.
En lien avec la dernière problématique, le chapitre 6 est consacré au développement
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d’un algorithme avancé visant à optimiser la planification de la maintenance. Dans ce
but, un algorithme d’optimisation utilisant l’algorithme génétique (GA) et la méthode
Branch and Bound (BAB), appelé GAaBAB, est étudié. Cet algorithme ne nécessite pas
de solution strictement optimale, mais il doit garantir : (i) l’intégration de nombreuses
contraintes et contextes dynamiques facilement ; (ii) la réduction et l’ajustement du temps
de calcul.
Au chapitre 7, les études numériques permettent d’évaluer la stratégie de maintenance
proposée.
Enfin, des conclusions générales et des perspectives sont données à la fin de nos travaux.
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